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Metaphor occurs when a word or phrase is used in a way that conflicts with its 

usual (literal) meaning, so that part of its meaning is applied to a different semantic 

domain. For example, time is construed as money in “This gadget will save you hours” 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980). There is a link between the concepts time and money that 

underlies many expressions in English; this is therefore considered a conceptual 

metaphor. Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) has dominated metaphor research since 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980), but researchers (e.g. Croft 2009, Sullivan 2013) are turning 

to other cognitive linguistic theories such as Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982) and 

Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1987) to rectify the problems inherent in that approach. 

CMT does not provide tools for systematically defining metaphoric concepts and 

their components, which prevents the analysis of metaphor’s internal meaning. It views 

metaphor as a superimposition of meaning from one domain (e.g. money above) onto 

another (e.g. time). Corpus data has improved metaphor research methods, but sounder 

methodology is needed to choose which metaphors to study. This dissertation takes a 

novel approach to metaphor in that the data are taken from a semantically annotated 

corpus where their semantic domains are already assigned. The main dataset is comprised 

of a naturally occurring group of related metaphors that construe awareness as 

perception. 

Using the notion of frame from Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982) as implemented 

in the lexicographic database FrameNet (Atkins et al. 2003) to define semantic domains 
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and their internal components (frame elements; similar to semantic roles), this 

dissertation analyzes metaphors from the frame-semantically annotated database of 

German, SALSA (Burchardt et al. 2006, 2009), to investigate how meaning elements 

(semantic roles) from the metaphor’s two semantic domains align. I show that semantic 

roles align consistently, although not every semantic role has a counterpart in the other 

domain. I argue that the use of semantic and syntactic information that is associated with 

one domain but not the other allows emergent meaning to be created in metaphor. The 

analysis supports the view of metaphor as a blended space, independent of either 

semantic domain, as described by Fauconnier and Turner (2002).  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 SUBJECT OF STUDY 

 This study investigates meaning in metaphor by comparing meaning components 

from a word’s literal meaning with those of its intended metaphorical meaning. Metaphor 

occurs when a term from one semantic domain is used to describe parts of a different 

domain as in (1.1). In the example below, slaughter is used in a metaphorical sense, without 

the literal meaning of the verb (that the victim dies).  

(1.1) He has been verbally slaughtered by English fans and English press alike.1 

Here, the metaphorical interpretation is overtly signaled by the adverb verbally, which 

indicates that the victim was cruelly or harshly criticized (since verbal abuse does not lead 

to actual death); the use of this particular verb emphasizes the severity of the verbal 

“attack” in likening it to an act of killing. The “killer” corresponds to those who criticize 

or disparage the other person, the “victim.” We could even speculate that the English press 

may have used TV and radio commentary as “weapons for slaughter.” 

This may seem intuitive, but there is no systematic way of predicting which parts 

of the source domain killing correspond (or map) to parts of the target domain of a verbal 

event (e.g. compare She smothered him to death to *The press crucified him to 

ridicule/unemployment). Much of the mapping process and speakers’ ability to interpret 

metaphor remains a mystery, but several studies have revealed that there are patterns in the 

use of metaphor and that it is more than just decorative language (Reddy 1979, Lakoff and 

Johnson 1980, Paprotté and Dirven 1985, Kövecses 2002, Feldman 2006, among others); 

it is a part of our everyday language and may even reflect a cognitive function that aids 

comprehension (Lakoff 1990, 2014, Fauconnier and Turner 2002, Gibbs 2006, 2011). 

 Despite having been studied and discussed since the time of Aristotle, metaphor 

continues to pose problems in many areas of linguistic research, such as computational 

                                                
1 This example is taken from the annotation of slaughter in FrameNet II 

(https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/lu/lu9048.xml?mode=annotation). 
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linguistics (e.g. measuring similarity between relations and classifying semantic relations; 

Turney 2006), or lexicography (e.g. defining word senses; Hanks 2000), and has no 

accepted formal definition (although careful methods for identifying it have been devised, 

e.g. Cameron and Low 1999, Pragglejaz Group 2007).2 Metaphor is sometimes defined as 

a usage of language that conveys information other than the literal meaning of the words 

used; some aspect of the literal meaning is seen as being transferred to another concept. 

The semantic information that is transferred can be attributive, as in the metaphor “My 

roommates are pigs”, where the attributes dirty and messy are applied to roommates, or 

relational, as in the metaphor “When I saw the buffet, I became a kid in a candy store,” 

which transfers the structural relations of the source domain to the target domain so that 

the speaker and his/her behavior toward the buffet corresponds to a child and its behavior 

in a candy store, and the dishes at the buffet correspond to the different candies.  

 The problem with defining metaphor in relation to literal meaning is that literal 

meaning is itself inadequately defined in the literature; the debate concerning what 

constitutes literal meaning is ongoing (Coulson and Lewandowska 1998, Ariel 2002, 

Börjesson 2011). It can be described as the context-independent, conventional, or most 

basic sense of the word, but no system of measurement has been devised for the degree of 

basicness independent of the semantic domain that could be applied to any word or 

expression (see Kerttula 2007 for an account of the relative basicness of color terms), and 

conventionality is not absolute, but rather graded (Börjesson 2011:4-5). When a word’s 

meaning changes by metaphorical extension, when does its “literal” meaning cease to be 

its meaning altogether? And is this new (once metaphorical) meaning now literal? Context 

independence is also not without problems; Searle (1978:211) points out that speakers 

make assumptions about the relevant conditions (e.g. for terms such as on or under, one 

assumes that gravity makes clear which way is up and which is down). A better definition 

of metaphor is when language that evokes one semantic domain is used to express meaning 

                                                
2 There is a large body of work dealing with metaphor from the perspective of literary analysis (in particular 

poetry), but this dissertation approaches metaphor from a linguistic perspective and uses data from 

newspapers to capture metaphor in a more ordinary and less creative context. 
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within a different semantic domain. Even this definition is unsatisfactory, however, 

because the boundaries between semantic domains are not always clear. 

 The kid in a candy store metaphor is an example of a conventionalized metaphor, 

one that is commonly used and whose meaning and form have become fixed. This type of 

metaphor lies between novel and dead metaphors (Müller 2008). Novel usages are those 

that have not been coined before (or at least those that have not been used enough to 

become conventional), like “emotions are the legos of the soul,” which is not associated 

with one particular meaning and remains relatively open to interpretation, while dead 

metaphors are those that have become conventionalized to the point that they no longer 

conjure the literal meaning with which they were once associated. The German idiom “in 

den Schatten stellen” (to place in the shadows),3 for example, does not necessarily bring 

the notions of light and darkness to mind, but instead has the figurative interpretation: to 

lower others’ opinions of someone (Müller 2008:3). Conventional and dead metaphors are 

often used to show the existence of conceptual metaphors, underlying mappings between 

concepts that are considered part of speakers’ internal conceptual structure. Some 

researchers divide conceptual metaphors into two subclasses: primary and complex.4 

Primary conceptual metaphors are more basic, and directly map a part of physical 

experience to an abstract concept; they can be combined to make up complex conceptual 

metaphors. Grady (2007), for example, considers MORE IS UP (e.g. high prices) to be a 

primary conceptual metaphor, and THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS (e.g. the foundation of 

an argument) to be a complex conceptual metaphor. Subclasses of metaphor can also be 

defined with relation to linguistic form (like similes, where similarity is overtly signaled), 

or meaning (like metonymy, where there is a mapping between concepts that are part of 

the same domain). There are thus several ways to categorize different types of metaphor, 

although there is not much agreement on which classifications of metaphor are appropriate 

(metonymy, for example, can be seen as a separate process). 

                                                
3 It is important to note that this phrase can also be used with its literal, compositional meaning, as in Ich 

habe das Eis in den Schatten gestellt (‘I set the ice in the shade’). 
4 Critics of Conceptual Metaphor Theory have pointed out that the difference between primary and complex 

is unclear (Steen et al. 2010:767). 
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  There is agreement among all researchers that certain elements of the metaphor’s 

literal meaning (its source domain) correspond to elements of its figurative meaning (its 

target domain). Different approaches vary with respect to whether they see this 

correspondence as the source domain meaning superimposed on the target domain (called 

mapping or transfer in Conceptual Metaphor Theory (e.g. in Kövecses 2010:91, and 

Deignan 2009:228, respectively) or as a correspondence between input domains in 

Conceptual Integration Theory, where the two semantic domains are viewed as blended 

(Fauconnier and Turner 2002).5 In order to study this phenomenon, one must first define 

semantic domains. Within metaphor research, no systematic efforts have been made toward 

this end; semantic domains are most often delimited hastily, without precision, and solely 

on the basis of the researcher’s intuition (although there are a few exceptions, e.g. Croft 

2009). Some researchers refer to conceptual metaphors using simple names for each 

domain, such as LOVE IS A JOURNEY (e.g. their relationship isn’t going anywhere) 

without elaborating on the LOVE or JOURNEY domains (e.g. Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 

Lakoff 2006), while others describe the concept and some of the related concepts without 

setting limits on the semantic domain; Kövecses (2010:17), for example, identifies 

“buildings and construction” as a common source domain, but does not elaborate enough 

that one could say whether, for instance, a well or a fence could be considered a 

representative of this concept.  

Of course, defining a semantic domain and identifying its boundaries is quite 

difficult; there are many considerations involved, such as how general or specific a domain 

should be. But without a proper definition of a metaphor’s source and target domains, it is 

impossible to investigate how the two domains correspond to one another. It is useful to 

have a shorthand way to refer to a set of conceptual mappings (e.g. LOVE IS A JOURNEY 

stands for: “the lovers correspond to travelers,” “the love relationship corresponds to the 

vehicle,” and “the lovers’ common goals correspond to their common destinations on the 

                                                
5 Grady and colleagues (1999) contrast Conceptual Metaphor Theory and Conceptual Integration (aka 

Blending Theory), evaluating which is better equipped to account for metaphor, although Fauconnier and 

Lakoff (2009) call it a “mistaken perception” that the two are seen as competing views. 
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journey” (Lakoff 2006:190), but those mappings are still defined by the researcher, and are 

not the result of rigorous empirical research. There is no claim that the list of mappings 

represented by a conceptual metaphor name (like that for LOVE IS A JOURNEY above) 

is comprehensive or complete. The possible mappings are limited only by the inventory of 

semantic components in the semantic domains, and would thus be unlimited when the 

semantic domain has no clear boundaries and there are no established criteria for 

determining what counts as a meaning component within the concept. Without identifying 

more specific mappings between clearly delimited semantic domains, one cannot fully 

account for meaning in metaphor because the very essence of metaphoric meaning is the 

correspondence between elements of the source and target domains. It is therefore difficult 

to find evidence in support of either the “mapping” view of metaphor or the “blend” view, 

and to investigate the relationship between syntax and semantics in metaphor. Semantic 

domain definition remains a major weakness in metaphor research.  

To improve upon previous work, it would be valuable to study metaphor within a 

framework that is consistent across researchers, considers a large dataset (preferably of 

natural examples to improve coverage), provides a principled, consistent analysis of the 

limits and internal structure of semantic domains, and allows both broader level and 

sentence level analyses (while connecting the two). In this dissertation, I will show the 

value of these features for an account of metaphor. I propose a novel account of semantic 

domain definition and meaning correspondence in metaphor using the theory of Frame 

Semantics (Fillmore 1982) and the related database of empirically based semantic domains, 

FrameNet (https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/), in conjunction with the theory of 

Conceptual Integration (Fauconnier and Turner 2002). Frame Semantics and FrameNet 

were chosen precisely because they fit the criteria described above and facilitate my 

investigation of how semantic roles are realized in natural metaphor data. The focus of this 

dissertation is whether semantic roles in the source and target domains align consistently. 

Specifically, I pose the following research questions:  
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(1) Is there a systematic way to define the semantic domains evoked in 

metaphor? Can the same framework capture metaphoric links at the sentence level 

of (linguistic) metaphor as well as at the broader level of underlying (conceptual) 

metaphor?  

 

(2)  Can semantic roles within each domain be identified systematically and 

then compared across the source and target domains of the metaphor? Is there 

consistency with regard to how meaning components from the source and target 

domains are realized in metaphor, i.e. does one source semantic role always 

correspond to a certain target role, and vise versa? How are these roles realized 

syntactically?  

 

(3)  Does the alignment of semantic roles support the notion of mapping 

(transposing source meaning onto the target domain) or of blending (combining 

source and target domains into a unique metaphor interpretation)? 

 

These questions focus on the internal structure of metaphor in a way that has not been 

attempted in previous research (see Chapter 2). Their answers strengthen our understanding 

of linguistic metaphor. 

1.2 METHODS 

To answer the questions posed above, I analyze metaphor data from the SALSA 

corpus (Burchardt et al. 2009; http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/salsa/), which 

contains German newspaper texts annotated with syntactic information and frame semantic 

information (assigned by a group of annotators). Example (1.2) below shows a metaphor 

from SALSA in which the verb kippen (‘to tilt,’ ‘to tip over’) is used to express a change 

of leadership (in the examples, the metaphorically used word appears in bold). The source 
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frame (semantic domain) evoked by the verb is Placing,6 which is defined as follows in 

FrameNet:  

Generally without overall (translational) motion, an AGENT places a THEME at a 

location, the GOAL, which is profiled. In this frame, the THEME is under the control 

of the AGENT/CAUSE at the time of its arrival at the GOAL.  

[David]Agent placed [his briefcase]Theme [on the floor].Goal 

This frame differs from Filling in that it focuses on the THEME rather than the 

effect on the GOAL entity. It differs from Removing in focusing on the GOAL 

rather than the SOURCE of motion for the THEME. 

Because frame specific semantic roles (known as frame elements) and the relations 

between them make up a large part of the frame’s meaning, frame elements are often 

defined in terms of how they relate to the other semantic roles in the frame. The AGENT 

frame element for the Placing frame is “the person (or other force) that causes the 

THEME to move,” the THEME is “the object that changes location during the placing,” and 

the GOAL is “the location where the THEME ends up.” For any given frame, the frame 

definition, frame element definitions, example sentences, and a list of words/expressions 

that evoke the frame are all found in the frame report from FrameNet. 

Parts of the example sentence that instantiate frame elements (frame-specific 

semantic roles, in small capitals) are enclosed in square brackets, with the frame element 

name in superscript after the word/phrase. In (1.2), only one phrase fills a frame element 

role; it is labeled with the source frame element first (THEME), then the target frame element 

(OLD_LEADER). 

(1.2) [Wer]Theme/Old_leader würde       bei der Wahl am Donnerstag gekippt, wenn es  

[Who]Theme/Old_leader would-be at the election on Thursday tipped-over, if there  

nur noch vier stellvertretende Vorsitzende gäbe? 

only still four representative chairmen were? 

 

[Who]Old_leader/Theme would be “tipped over” (overthrown) at the election on 

Thursday if there were only four representative chairmen left? 

                                                
6 https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Placing 
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The pronoun wer (‘who’) stands for the person who would be “tipped over” (i.e. taken out 

of office) at the election, and thus refers to someone who, after being ousted, would be the 

former leader (or chairman, as the case may be). The interpretation of this metaphor falls 

within the Change_of_leadership7 frame. FrameNet defines it as follows: 

This frame concerns the appointment of a NEW_LEADER or removal from office of 

an OLD_LEADER. The SELECTOR brings about the change in leadership, for 

example, by electing or overthrowing a leader. Some words in the frame describe 

the successful removal from office of a leader (e.g. depose, oust), others simply the 

attempt (e.g. uprising, rebellion).  

On March 17, [Mamedov]Selector appointed [Rakhim Gasiyev]New_leader [as 

Defence Minister].Role 

In (1.2), we can infer from the phrase bei der Wahl am Donnerstag (‘at the election 

on Thursday’) and the frame definition that the SELECTOR frame element role would be 

filled by whoever votes in the election on Thursday, even though this information is not 

overtly expressed in the sentence. If a SELECTOR were present in the sentence, it would 

correspond to the source frame element AGENT; the target frame element SELECTOR is 

responsible for the metaphorical “tipping over” of the OLD_LEADER in the same way that 

the source frame element AGENT would be responsible for the actual tipping over of the 

THEME; the correspondence between the THEME and OLD_LEADER can thus indicate how 

other frame elements from the two frames might correspond (although this kind of 

inference is not possible with every kind of frame element). The frame element annotation 

is added on top of syntactic information already present in the corpus (see Burchardt et al. 

2006, 2009 for details). A graphic representation of the annotation for this sentence, 

including syntactic information, is shown in Figure 1.1. The image is from SALSA’s 

graphic user interface (http://fnps.coli.uni-saarland.de:8080/).  

                                                
7 https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Change_of_leadership 
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Metaphors in SALSA are assigned at least one semantic domain or frame from 

FrameNet,8 and the semantic roles for the frame(s) (frame elements) are assigned to the 

phrases that instantiate them. Frame Semantics and the descriptive toolset that comes with 

it are an invaluable resource for metaphor analysis that provides empirically motivated 

definitions of semantic domains and their internal components (frame-specific semantic 

roles). The FrameNet database contains semantic frames, connected by frame relations that 

allow generalizations to be made on a broader level (that at which conceptual metaphors 

are typically posited) (Atkins et al. 2003, Baker et al. 2003). In this way, Frame Semantics 

allows researchers to make a connection between metaphor at the sentence level and at the 

level of linguistic conceptual structure.9 Throughout the development of Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory, there has been very little focus on sentence or word level meaning, in 

favor of overarching generalizations about links between concepts. This dissertation aims 

to provide some balance to ongoing research concerning metaphor meaning by examining 

data in closer detail and investigating how the internal structures of the source and target 

domains align, while maintaining compatibility with the traditional approach, Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). 

After searching for all metaphor flags in the SALSA corpus (XML files), I 

compiled a list (which included the sentence IDs, the metaphorically used word and the 

semantic frames evoked) and divided the total into groups according to which metaphor 

domains were present in the annotation (source only, target only, or both). I then listed 

them in a text editor, organized by the word used metaphorically (primarily verbs). In all, 

there were 771 instances flagged as metaphorical in SALSA, 473 annotated with only a 

source frame, 31 with only a target frame, and 267 with both.10 For each sample that had 

both source and target annotations, I recorded the sentence ID and the semantic frames 

evoked. Below this sentence level information, I listed the frame element assignments for 

                                                
8 Because FrameNet is for English and SALSA is a corpus of German, annotators had the option of changing 
FrameNet frames to make them suit the language or proposing new frames if necessary. 
9 This dissertation makes no claims about cognition or the structure of concepts in the brain; any conceptual 

structures discussed are those relevant to speakers of a particular language. 
10 All the SALSA examples used as data in this dissertation (in Chapters 4 and 5) are listed in Appendix A. 
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each frame next to the node ID that identifies the relevant phrase. Figure 1.2 shows an 

example entry for the verb kippen (‘to tilt,’ ‘to tip over’), of which there are two instances 

in the corpus annotated with both source and target domain. The semantic frame that is 

assigned as source domain for each sentence is shown on the left (Placing), and the 

semantic frame assigned as target domain is shown on the right (Thwarting11 and 

Change_of_leadership). For the first sentence, s8581, two phrases are annotated 

with frame elements (semantic roles) from the source domain, while three are annotated 

with frame elements from the target.12 The last target frame element listed, 

PREVENTING_CAUSE, thus has no corresponding frame element in the source domain. The 

case studies in Chapters 4 and 5 focus on this kind of alignment between frame elements, 

and investigate whether it is consistent and systematic across various instantiations of a 

metaphor (i.e. a source-target frame pair). 

 

Figure 1.2:  Entry for kippen in the SALSA metaphor data file. 

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 

 In Chapter 2, I present a review of relevant metaphor research, starting with an 

overview of the dominant approach, Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson 

1980, Lakoff 1987, Johnson 1987, Lakoff and Johnson 1999). I then discuss approaches to 

metaphor meaning from about the last decade, showing that diverse aspects of metaphor 

meaning have been studied, including word sense relations in the source domain and in the 

metaphor (Deignan 2005), principles for making an apt metaphor based on similarities 

                                                
11 The FrameNet frame report for Thwarting is found in Appendix B and online at 

https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Thwarting. 
12 The second sentence, s27024, is shown in example (1.2) and Figure 1.1 above. 
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between the source and target domains (Ahrens 2011), general semantic features that are 

present in a source domain and in a metaphorical interpretation of it, regardless of the 

particular metaphor involved (Wallington 2010), and a formal approach to conceptual 

metaphor identification and definition (Krennmayr 2013). All these accounts of metaphor 

meaning have had to deal with the issue of poorly defined semantic domains, some (e.g. 

Krennmayr 2013) more directly than others (e.g. Wallington 2010). Finally, I describe two 

frame-based approaches to metaphor that more closely resemble the approach taken in this 

dissertation. I describe how Croft (2009) and Sullivan (2014) have analyzed conceptual 

metaphor using corpus data and analytical tools from other branches of cognitive 

linguistics, primarily Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982), Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 

1987) and Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995). From previous analyses of corpus data, 

a picture of meaning correspondence in metaphor begins to emerge that suggests a blended 

view of the two semantic domains (source and target), independent of both. 

 Chapter 3 begins with a discussion of Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982) and how 

its descriptive framework for meaning can be applied to metaphor. Then, I introduce 

Conceptual Integration Theory (Fauconnier and Turner 2002) as a way of operationalizing 

frames in discourse. This theory provides a dynamic framework that incorporates frames 

to represent the meaning of larger strings of language (i.e. sentences). After a thorough 

introduction to the theories, I move on to the more concrete analytical tools employed in 

this dissertation: the FrameNet13 and SALSA14 databases. I first describe the content of the 

FrameNet database, the methods used to create it, and how it is structured. Then I turn to 

SALSA, and describe the corpus in contrast to FrameNet. I also describe the metaphor data 

from the corpus in detail and present some examples. 

 Chapter 4 is a case study of the German verb verkaufen (‘to sell’) used 

metaphorically to express an act of communication. Because selling is related to physical 

transfer, this set of metaphors can be seen as the realization of a well-known conceptual 

                                                
13 http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/  
14 The Saarbrücken Lexical Semantics Acquisition Project; http://www.coli.uni-

saarland.de/projects/salsa/page.php?id=index. 
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metaphor in which communication is construed as transfer: the Conduit Metaphor (Reddy 

1979). Thus, I present an overview of previous work on the Conduit Metaphor and apply 

existing approaches to the data before presenting a novel, frame based analysis that draws 

on Conceptual Integration. Results suggest that semantic role correspondence is consistent, 

and that the conceptual metaphor allows syntactic patterns to be realized that are not 

normally associated with the source domain. This supports the idea that metaphor meaning 

is a blend of the source and target domains.  

 A larger case study is undertaken in Chapter 5, where I account for a group of 

semantically related metaphors that construe awareness as perception. I present the data in 

steps according to the particular semantic frames they evoke and argue that this group 

manifests a single, underlying metaphor. Again, results support the notion of metaphor as 

a blend of source and target meaning.  

 In Chapter 6, I summarize the findings of this dissertation, discuss limitations, and 

suggest directions for future research. The conclusions to be drawn from this work are that 

metaphoric meaning is a blend of the source and target meanings, that syntactic information 

can be contributed by a target domain or even licensed by a conceptual metaphor, and that 

the meaning construction principle from Conceptual Metaphor Theory (specifically, 

invariance, described in Chapter 2) should be reformulated to eradicate the bias that 

accompanies the assumption that a source domain’s meaning is imposed upon, mapped, or 

transferred to a target domain.  
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Chapter 2:  Review of Literature 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO METAPHOR RESEARCH 

 To understand current research on metaphor, one must understand its origin. The 

realization that metaphoric language pervades everyday speech triggered a swell of interest 

in metaphor among linguists that began in the late 1970s, and contributed to the “cognitive 

turn” in linguistics during that era.15 This chapter thus begins with a discussion of 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980), its development, its major 

contributions to the field, and some of its weaknesses (in Section 2.2). This provides 

background information for current approaches and situates more recent metaphor research 

within the cognitive linguistic tradition. Section 2.3 then outlines relevant research on 

metaphor meaning from the last decade or so, and finally, Section 2.4 introduces two 

current, frame based approaches to metaphor that share the theoretical perspective taken in 

this dissertation (Croft 2009 and Sullivan 2013).  

In this chapter, I show that researchers are continuously confronted with the same 

problems: (1) how to identify and define metaphor, including how to determine the 

appropriate level of abstraction (granularity) for describing the metaphor, (2) how to 

determine which examples of metaphor represent the same underlying conceptual 

metaphor, (3) how to reliably define and delimit the semantic domains involved (again, at 

the appropriate level of granularity), and (4) how to identify an inventory of semantic 

components that make up each domain. Clearly, these problems are intertwined; a solution 

for one will help solve the others. This dissertation overcomes such pitfalls by employing 

Frame Semantics and the SALSA database, discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.2 THE CONTEMPORARY APPROACH: CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR THEORY (CMT) 

 Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) came about as a way to account for the 

ubiquitous nature of metaphor. At the time, the generative approach (e.g. Chomsky 1957, 

1965) dominated linguistic theory, and syntax was the main subject of linguistic research. 

                                                
15 See Fauconnier (2007:353-354) for a detailed discussion of the rise of cognitive linguistics. 
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While generativists tended to focus on literal meaning, it was primarily non-generativists 

such as Lakoff and Johnson who were looking at metaphor. Lakoff (2006[1993]:187) 

claims that some generativists in the mid 20th century made false assumptions about 

meaning (e.g. that everyday language was all literal, that all meaning can be understood 

without metaphor, and that concepts used in the grammar of a language are all literal); in 

Lakoff’s view, metaphor’s role in language and communication had been underestimated. 

When researchers began to document the extent of its influence, they legitimized metaphor 

as a subject of linguistic analysis and paved the way for a cognitive account. Fauconnier 

(2007:353) describes the motivation behind the cognitive turn succinctly: “It became clear 

that grammatical and semantic structure provided evidence in nonobvious ways for general 

features of human conceptual systems and operations and that understanding such systems 

would, in turn, shed light on mysterious aspects of syntax and natural logic.” 

Reddy (1979) first documented how one topic can be expressed in terms of another 

(in this case, communication expressed as physical sending and receiving), through a 

variety of terms and expressions that are all linked by an underlying metaphor at the 

conceptual level. Reddy (1979) termed this phenomenon the “Conduit Metaphor,” and 

through it captured how speakers conceive of the communication process as similar to the 

sending or receiving of physical items along a conduit. Because communication is 

expressed in so many different terms of physical transfer (see the examples below), it 

became clear that a broader metaphoric association was involved (that later became know 

as conceptual metaphor) in which meaning from one semantic domain is frequently 

expressed using terms from another.16  

(2.1) Try to get your thoughts across better 

(2.2) None of Mary’s feelings came through to me with any clarity 

(2.3) You still haven’t given me any idea of what you mean        

        Reddy (1979:286) 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) provide similar kinds of evidence for a much wider range of 

metaphors, although each has fewer examples (and they are not naturally occurring). Based 

                                                
16 The Conduit Metaphor is discussed further in Section 4.3. 
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on the underlying conceptual links between concepts in metaphors (i.e. conceptual 

metaphors), Lakoff and Johnson (1980) construct a theory of metaphor and conceptual 

structure, and it remains the dominant view in cognitive linguistics to the present day.  

At its inception, Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) was less concerned with 

linguistic metaphor and the cultural factors that shape them, and more concerned with the 

system of concepts that underlies (universal) human thought and communication, hence its 

major role in the field of cognitive linguistics. Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) treatment of 

metaphor emphasizes the role of understanding in semantic theory (cf. Fillmore 1975). 

They use linguistic evidence like that provided by Reddy (1979) as an access point to 

investigate conceptual structure, and conclude that “human thought processes are largely 

metaphorical” (2003[1980]:6). They identify groups of semantically similar metaphors like 

those in (2.4) and demonstrate that underlying conceptual metaphors structure how we 

think and act.  

(2.4) LOVE IS MAGIC 

She cast her spell over me. The magic is gone. I was spellbound. She had me 

hypnotized. He has me in a trance. I was entranced by him. I’m charmed by her. 

She is bewitching. (2003[1980]:49) 

These examples of the conceptual metaphor LOVE IS MAGIC convey the idea that the 

person for whom another feels love somehow causes or is responsible for what the in love 

person feels. This gives the impression that someone in love is powerless against the 

feeling, perhaps even a victim to it. When one believes this to be the case, a possible 

consequence could be not holding oneself accountable for one’s own actions and/or 

shifting the blame for an inappropriate behavior (e.g. harassment) to the victim when in 

reality, no person has control over who falls in love with them. 

Before Lakoff and Johnson (1980), metaphor was primarily studied in the context 

of literature, where novel and poetic metaphors took center stage. The prevailing view was 

that metaphor is a property of language and serves as a kind of decoration or 

embellishment; that anything expressed in a metaphor could be expressed literally. This 

view simply did not provide an explanation for the prevalence of metaphor in everyday 

language, for the way it can be used to extend word senses, or for its use with symbols and 
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gesture. These things led Lakoff and Johnson to conclude that metaphor is more than a 

feature of language; it is a property of thought, and gives structure to our internal 

representations of concepts. Lakoff and Johnson see linguistic metaphor as a window into 

conceptual structure; they use linguistic evidence to show how our minds connect concepts 

via metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson 2003[1980]:3-4). Because Lakoff and Johnson (1980) 

were the first to present metaphor as a cognitive process, they take a top-down perspective 

and provide an overview of what metaphor is (in terms of conceptual structure), identifying 

several conceptual metaphors using linguistic evidence that shows they are manifested in 

a variety of expressions.17 Lakoff and Johnson (1980) demonstrate that conventional ways 

of speaking often rely on underlying conceptual metaphors, e.g. “I spent three days on it” 

and “That tool saved me an hour” rely on TIME IS MONEY, and that conceptual 

metaphors influence human behavior, e.g. when focused on winning an argument, a notion 

that is propagated by the ARGUMENT IS WAR metaphor, a person tends to forget the 

collaborative aspects of an argument, like the investment of time and the effort of both 

parties to come to an understanding (Lakoff and Johnson 2003[1980]:4-5, 9).  

To designate a conceptual metaphor, the authors use the formulation “X IS Y,” 

where X refers to the target domain (i.e. the semantic domain of the metaphorical 

interpretation) and Y refers to the source domain (the literal meaning associated with the 

metaphorically used word or phrase). In previous (literary) approaches to metaphor (e.g. 

Richards 1936), the literal meaning of the metaphorically used word was called the vehicle, 

and the meaning of the metaphor was called the tenor. When referring to a particular 

metaphor, there was no need for an “X IS Y” name, because researchers were not 

generalizing about conceptual connections. The new terminology adopted by Lakoff and 

Johnson (1980) shows that they refer to preexisting concepts, not word meanings or 

specific metaphor interpretations. It was not their intention to capture every metaphor in a 

group under the same heading; in fact, they point out that the within the system of 

                                                
17 They discuss spatial metaphors (e.g. HAPPY IS UP, SAD IS DOWN) and ontological metaphors (e.g. 

nominalization of non-objects, personification) in detail, and list others in Chapter 10; see also Lakoff’s 

Master Metaphor List at http://www.lang.osaka-u.ac.jp/~sugimoto/MasterMetaphorList/metaphors/. 
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conceptual metaphor, a single conceptual metaphor can be made up of groups of related 

metaphoric extensions that form a coherent whole (e.g. TIME IS MONEY, TIME IS A 

RESOURCE, TIME IS A COMMODITY) (2003[1980]:9). Similarly, Lakoff and Johnson 

(1980) claim that the entire conceptual metaphor system is systematic and coherent, i.e. 

there are no contradictions in how a source domain is applied in different metaphors, such 

that GOOD IS UP fits with other spatial orientation metaphors like HAPPY IS UP, ALIVE 

IS UP, STATUS IS UP, etc. (2003[1980]:18). The authors also claim that Conceptual 

metaphors are consistent with prevailing cultural values, e.g. the American ideal BIGGER 

IS BETTER fits with MORE IS UP and GOOD IS UP.18 

 Depending on which subgroup of metaphor is manifested, the highlighted meaning 

changes slightly. For example, in the common phrase “thank you for your time,” time is 

construed as a resource and a commodity, but not as money. There is an implication that 

the person who gave their time was generous to do so and will not get it back, but there is 

no implication that the person who received it saved or accrued any extra time. Metaphor 

functions in a way that foregrounds some aspects of meaning while obscuring others, but 

there is no systematic way to determine which elements of meaning appear in a metaphor’s 

interpretation.19 As an example, consider instances of the Conduit Metaphor where ideas 

and meanings are construed as objects. Objects exist independently of the people that 

interact with them and the contexts in which they are manipulated, but this is clearly not 

true of meanings or ideas. Similarly, if sentences are made up of words that contain 

meaning, there is some implication that the meaning is intrinsic, but the meaning of a 

sentence is very much dependent on context and is sometimes even ambiguous 

(2003[1980]:11). While such entailments may not hold in the metaphor, they may still 

influence the way we think about the target domain (e.g. it is easy for speakers to assume 

that word meanings are static). A conceptual metaphor provides partial structure for a target 

domain, and can be extended in some ways but not others (2003[1980]:13). Just as some 

entailments from the source domain do not carry over into the metaphorical interpretation, 

                                                
18 See Chapter 5 of Lakoff & Johnson (1980) for details. 
19 This is a major problem for metaphor theory, and remains an open area of research. 
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the same is true for certain more concrete meaning components of the source domain. For 

example, in THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS, it is the foundation of the building and its 

outer shell that are used to structure the target domain (e.g. construct an argument, have 

no foundation), and while the inner structure of the building is available for use in the 

metaphor, it is not typically exploited (e.g. *the room of an argument).20 

 Perhaps the most controversial claim of Conceptual Metaphor Theory is that the 

prevalence of conceptual metaphors in language reveals metaphor as a basic cognitive 

process in the brain, that metaphor is a general cognitive mechanism for understanding new 

concepts based on known concepts, and by extension that all meaning is based in physical 

experience, or “embodied.” This claim is based on the observation that conceptual 

metaphors often employ words or expressions related to the physical world (known to 

speakers through experience) as a means for expressing something more abstract or 

complex, and that even for metaphors that do not involve meaning from physical 

experience, the source domain is more concrete than the target (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 

Chapters 12 and 13). The concepts time and labor, for example, are often construed as 

resources (e.g. lost time, wasted effort). From our experience with material resources, we 

know that (Lakoff and Johnson 2003[1980]:65): 

A material resource  is a kind of substance 

    can be quantified fairly precisely 

    can be assigned a value per unit quantity 

    serves a purposeful end 

    is used up progressively as it serves its purpose 

Thus, when either concept is construed as a resource, it is treated as an abstract kind of 

substance, and the rest of the properties above (which are shared between the source and 

target domains) are highlighted. 

 Another conceptual metaphor that demonstrates embodiment is EMOTIONAL 

INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS, from the Master Metaphor List 

(http://www.lang.osaka-u.ac.jp/~sugimoto/MasterMetaphorList/metaphors/), an online 

                                                
20 Lakoff and Johnson (2003[1980]:53) give this example to show that more imaginative or figurative (novel) 

metaphors can make use of the typically unused portion of the source domain: “His theory has thousands of 

little rooms and long, winding corridors.” 
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resource from Lakoff and colleagues, hosted at the University of California, Berkeley. The 

examples below (from the Master Metaphor List) show how it can be realized: 

(2.5) He is very near and dear to her. 

(2.6) He distances himself. 

In these cases, the emotional relationship between people is construed as a physical 

relationship where distance represents a lack of emotional connection or intimacy. This 

metaphor is so deeply engrained in our language about emotions that it is hard to imagine 

other ways to express the same ideas. Indeed, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) find that 

metaphor is sometimes the only way to highlight and coherently organize certain aspects 

of our experience. This means that metaphor constitutes a basic way in which humans 

understand and articulate their experience of the world, and also that metaphoric language 

can be more expressive than literal language.21  

 For decades now, metaphor researchers have tested the limits of CMT, and the 

theory has evolved since its initial iteration, with revisions from many researchers, 

including the original authors (Lakoff 1987, Johnson 1987, Lakoff & Johnson 1999). An 

entire double-issue of Cognitive Semiotics, entitled “Conceptual Metaphor Theory: Thirty 

Years After” (2009), is devoted to the progression of the theory and its current state. The 

most significant effect of Lakoff and Johnson’s work is the paradigm shift it brought about 

in the study of metaphor; there was no longer a focus on the poetic or the literary aspect of 

metaphor usage, nor was the focus on linguistic instantiations of metaphor - the spotlight 

zeroed in on the conceptual metaphor, and has largely remained there, even in more 

empirical contexts such as corpus or discourse studies (e.g. Deignan 2005, Charteris-Black 

2004). This dissertation acknowledges the importance of the conceptual metaphor as a 

semantic relationship while foregrounding the empirical data. After all, if linguistic 

evidence is to be used as an access point for conceptual structure, it is imperative that the 

language data be authentic.  

                                                
21 As psycholinguistic research has progressed in the time since CMT’s debut, evidence for the experiential 

basis of language has grown and continues to do so (see Bergen 2005 for a discussion of such evidence from 

psycholinguistic and neuroscientific experiments). 
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From the examples of conceptual metaphors above, one can see that the naming 

system does nothing to delimit the source and target domains involved; concepts such as 

TIME, LOVE, STATUS, and MAGIC are hardly clear cut. Beyond the designation of the 

metaphor, there is no system for identifying and defining semantic domains. Steen (2007)22 

takes issue with the methodology used by Conceptual Metaphor theorists for delineating 

concepts. He points out that the examples chosen to illustrate a conceptual metaphor often 

determine the level of granularity at which the metaphor is postulated, which makes both 

the validity and testability of the theory somewhat questionable (2007:173-175). Because 

metaphors are not easily identifiable in corpora, the examples used are often constructed 

by researchers, and thus may not reflect the distribution of metaphor in actual language 

use. 

The idea known as embodiment (that all meaning is based in direct physical 

experience common to all humans) is quite controversial. To support it, Lakoff and Johnson 

(1980, 1999) cite evidence from related fields (e.g. gesture), but their claims were met with 

significant criticism, particularly from psycholinguistics, where linguistic data and the 

structure of linguistic concepts are not seen as direct evidence of cognition or conceptual 

structure in the mind. Such objections have faded as cognitive linguistics has become more 

accepted and research in psychology and cognitive neuroscience has supported an 

embodied account of language.23 Lakoff’s work is so focused on embodiment and the 

aspects of conceptual structure that are common to all humans that cultural factors have 

been largely ignored (see, for example, Gallese and Lakoff 2005, Lakoff 2014). CMT 

views conceptual structure as an organization of physical experience and extension of that 

experience (via metaphoric processes) to more abstract concepts, but does not devote much 

thought to cultural experience and how they are used in metaphor to convey other concepts. 

                                                
22 In a multidisciplinary approach, Steen (2007) examines converging evidence (from e.g. language, thought, 
symbols, behavior), and uses various methodological tools to critique the claims of Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999) and further illuminate the relationship of linguistic metaphor to 

cognition. 
23 See Johnson and Lakoff (2002) for an assessment of embodiment and its relevance to linguistic theory and 

cognition. 
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 Another controversial and much discussed claim from the CMT framework is the 

“invariance hypothesis,” described as follows by Feldman (2006:210) in his neural 

approach to language: 

the image-schematic structure of the target domain cannot be violated: one cannot 

find cases in which a source domain interior is mapped onto a target domain 

exterior, or a source domain exterior is mapped onto a target domain path. This 

simply does not happen.24 

Of course, the abstract nature of a metaphor’s target domain sometimes means that such 

designations like “interior” or “exterior” are not applicable. However, semantic domains, 

whether abstract or concrete, do involve semantic roles,25 and Feldman (2006) goes on to 

say that similar types of semantic roles will align in the source and target domains (e.g. an 

Agent will be mapped to an Agent, a Patient to a Patient, a Goal to a Goal, etc.). In effect, 

this means that for meaning elements that are carried over from the source domain to the 

target domain, the relationships between these elements will be preserved in the 

metaphorical interpretation. There has not been enough research examining semantic roles 

(or other meaning components) to indicate whether or not the invariance hypothesis holds. 

Additionally, the invariance hypothesis includes the implicit assumption that semantic 

elements from the source domain are “mapped,” “carried over” or “transferred” to the 

target domain. This implies that in metaphor, one domain is imposed upon the other (rather 

than two domains blending to create something new). The very metaphors that help us to 

understand and articulate metaphor as a linguistic phenomenon have biased our thinking; 

researchers are now suggesting that a metaphor’s meaning is a semantic domain 

independent of source and target, but influenced by both (e.g. Deignan 2005:166; see 

Section 2.3.2). This means that invariance is only half of the picture. To fully account for 

the production of meaning in metaphor, we must analyze how semantic relationships 

compare between the source and the metaphoric interpretation and also between the target 

                                                
24 See the end of section 3.2 for a definition of image schema; it is roughly equivalent to a semantic frame or 

scenario. 
25 For details on the broader interpretation of semantic roles (in contrast to the finer grained approach to such 

roles, a.k.a. frame elements, taken in the current analysis), see Dowty (1991).  
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and metaphoric interpretation. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that form (including 

sentence or word length) imparts meaning (cf. Goldberg 1995), so an analysis of meaning 

in metaphor must also pay some attention to the grammatical structures used.  

 Some more accessible questions left by CMT and pursued in this dissertation are: 

(1) How can source and target domains be identified and defined in a systematic way? (2) 

How can we systematically identify semantic components of the domains? (3) What is the 

nature of the relationship between source and target domain; is the target forced into the 

structure of the source domain, or are the two blended such that both contribute structure 

and help create emergent meaning in the metaphor? To answer this last question, one must 

investigate metaphoric meaning, which is the topic of the next section. Previous studies of 

metaphor meaning do not focus on comparing semantic components between domains; as 

shown in Section 2.3, metaphoric meaning is multifaceted, and can be approached in a 

variety of ways.  

2.3 MEANING IN METAPHOR 

 In recent years, researchers have approached metaphoric meaning in a variety of 

ways. As a result, investigations of metaphoric meaning have taken very different forms. 

Deignan’s (2005) corpus study investigates metaphoric meaning with relation to form and 

studies the “mapping” of sense relations from source to target. Her main objection to CMT 

is the lack of authentic data used as evidence by its proponents (see Section 2.3.1). Ahrens 

(2010) makes use of native speaker judgments to determine what principles result in apt 

metaphors (those in which the metaphorically used word/phrase is particularly well suited 

for expressing meaning in the target domain), and articulates the similarities between 

source and target domains that make them fit well together in a conceptual metaphor (see 

Section 2.3.2). Wallington (2010) takes a very different approach by looking at the kinds 

of meanings that hold across source and target domain in all instances of metaphor (e.g. 

enablement, causation), seeking an inventory of general principles that could be used in 

conjunction with conceptual metaphors to account for metaphoric meaning (see Section 

2.3.3). Krennmayr (2013) focuses on the conceptual metaphor, presenting a new method 
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for designating them. Her goal is to add transparency to that process and reduce 

researchers’ reliance on intuition when it comes to identifying the source and target 

domains of a conceptual metaphor at a particular level of generality (see Section 2.3.4). 

Each work contributes to our understanding of metaphor semantics, but the picture is far 

from complete. Here, I review Deignan (2005), Ahrens (2010), Wallington (2010), and 

Krennmayr (2013) to give an overview of current research on metaphoric meaning, and to 

demonstrate the variety of ways researchers conceive of metaphoric meaning, which is 

reflected in the diversity of their approaches. 

2.3.1 Deignan (2005) - A Corpus Study of Metaphor  

Deignan (2005) aims to test the hypotheses of Conceptual Metaphor Theory and 

investigates the process and function of metaphor. She points out that most of the examples 

used in CMT “seem to have been elicited by informants,” whose intuitions about language 

have been shown to be too often incongruent with natural language use and thus unreliable 

(2005:27). Because CMT uses primarily linguistic evidence to support its claims about 

conceptual structure, it is important that this evidence be accurate, and the best way to 

improve the metaphor data is to take it directly from a corpus of naturally occurring 

language. 

Deignan (2005: Chapter 7) presents multiple corpus surveys of metaphors (with 

source domains movement, cleanliness, animals, among others) to investigate the grammar 

of metaphor, using thesauri and collocation searches to pick out key words within the 

source domain for use in the corpus search. Once samples are gathered from the Bank of 

English corpus (for higher frequency words, she limits the sample size to 1000 total 

instances), she compares metaphorical and literal usages, and expands the search to other 

words/phrases that are representative of the same metaphor. For the larger scale studies 

presented in her Chapter 8, which focus on semantic relations (sense relations), her 

methods are slightly different. First, Deignan (2005:160, 175) identifies key words from a 

source domain (either plants or light/dark) that make up the domain’s central lexis (words 

and phrases that are most central to it; it is unclear whether they must meet specific criteria). 
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The central lexis is compiled with help from previous work (e.g. for the domain of plants, 

she includes words/phrases given as examples by Lakoff and Johnson), collocation 

searches, thesauri and WordNet (http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn), an online 

lexical semantic resource that groups cognitive synonyms (2005:175). Her case studies of 

the source domains plants and light/dark are designed to test the hypothesis that “pure” (i.e. 

non-metonymic) conceptual metaphors produce “a consistent set of semantic relations in 

the target domain, while those grounded in metonymy do not” (2005:173). 

In her study of grammar, Deignan (2005) finds that metaphors tend to occur in fixed 

constructions. Although many metaphors show the systematic nature predicted by CMT, 

many others “seem to develop their own life and linguistic associations in the target 

domain” (2005:222). She notes that many phenomena are not easily explained under that 

framework (2005:223), for example, the observation that different metaphorical meanings 

tend to be associated with different parts of speech of the same lemma, as well as with 

different inflectional forms (2005:158-9). Single or plural noun forms, for example, can be 

associated with different interpretations of a lemma that is used metaphorically; when rock 

is used as a metaphor, it is most often associated with a positive evaluation, while rocks 

tends to be evaluated negatively, as in the examples below (2005:158). 

(2.7) Nothing must undermine the sanctity of human life - the rock on which our society 

is built. 

(2.8) A flagship initiative started eight months ago to boost home ownership in Greater 

London has hit the rocks already. 

 Another example involves parts of speech: Deignan (2005) observes a general 

pattern in which instances of a related word in different forms (e.g. blossom - noun, blossom 

- verb, blossoming - adjective) are associated with either a literal or metaphorical 

interpretation. For example, almost all instances of the verbal blossom in her data sample 

are metaphoric, whereas the majority of non-verbal instances are literal (2005:178). 

In her studies of semantic relations, she formulates the invariance principle as the 

implication that “the sense relations of antonymy (oppositeness), synonymy (sameness) 

and hyponymy (inclusion) that exist between the literal, source domain senses of words 
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will be replicated in the target domain” (2005:169). Her investigation supports the 

hypothesis that semantic relations are consistent across source and target in “pure” 

metaphors (metaphors in which metonymy plays no role) but not as consistently in 

metaphors with an element of metonymy. This places special importance on the distinction 

between metaphor and metonymy, as does the ATT-Meta approach taken by Wallington 

(2010) (see Section 2.3.3). 

 To account for the observed patterns of metaphor use, Deignan draws on 

Conceptual Integration Theory (see Chapter 3) and adopts a weaker version of CMT that 

allows a metaphor’s interpretation to be separate from the target and source domains, and 

combine elements of both (2005:222). She concludes that both source and target domains 

play a role in how a metaphor is realized, and that source domain sense relations are 

preserved in interpretations of metaphor (as long as there is no metonymic interference). 

2.3.2 Ahrens (2010) - Motivating Mappings: Principles for Making Good Metaphors 

In contrast to the corpus based approach taken by Deignan (2005), Ahrens (2010) 

sees native speakers as a resource for enriching our understanding of conceptual metaphor. 

With an interest in novel metaphor comprehension, Ahrens (2010) investigates what kinds 

of meaning is transferred between source and target domain via experimental studies on 

native speakers of Mandarin Chinese. She postulates mapping principles, essentially 

hypotheses of the underlying reasons two semantic domains are linked in conceptual 

metaphor. The mapping principles were identified by determining (a priori through 

consensus by five linguists, and subsequently approved by a group of 10 more) what 

aspects of real world knowledge were mapped in the metaphoric application of the domain; 

e.g. for IDEA IS BUILDING, the mapping principle is, “Ideas are understood as buildings, 

in that buildings involve a (physical) structure and ideas involve an (abstract) 

organization” (emphasis in original). Here, the structure is the focus because concepts of 

“foundation, stability and construction” were mapped to the target frame, whereas other 

real world features of buildings, like wiring, plumbing, or windows were not (Ahrens 

2010:190). Subjects read and rated six types of sentences related to a particular conceptual 
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metaphor: conventional, novel following the mapping principle, novel not following the 

mapping principle, and a literal match for each of those three). In terms of acceptability 

and interpretability ratings, Ahrens (2010) shows that conventional metaphors are best (i.e. 

rated highest), followed by novel metaphors that follow her proposed mapping principles, 

and that novel metaphors that do not follow these principles are the worst (i.e. rated lowest). 

In addition to higher acceptability and interpretability ratings, conventional metaphors 

were processed faster than novel metaphors, and novel metaphors that followed the 

mapping principle were processed faster than those that did not. This supports the idea that 

conceptual metaphors link concepts in the mind; it shows that novel metaphors are better 

understood when they make use of an existing link between concepts. 

 The semantic domains involved tended to be those whose category membership 

was clear to native speakers; e.g. LOVE IS BAGGAGE or LOVE IS A PLANT. This was 

a strategic move on the part of the author, who states in conclusion that mapping principles 

can be formulated through examination of linguistic evidence, patterns in a corpus, and “by 

delimiting the source and target domain to conceptually coherent categories (such that 

participants can make judgments about whether an item belongs in, or is related to, that 

category or not)” (Ahrens 2010:204).  

 Ahrens’ (2010) study shows that speakers access their knowledge of conceptual 

metaphors to understand metaphoric sentences. It also shows, through the mapping 

principles, that conceptual metaphors draw on and link particular aspects of the source and 

target domains (and not others). For example, one of the conceptual metaphors tested was 

LOVE IS BAGGAGE, for which Ahrens (2010:194) proposes this mapping principle: 

“Love is understood as baggage, in that baggage involves carrying a physical weight and 

love involves carrying an emotional burden.”26 The sentences tested are listed in (2.9) - 

(2.14). For each metaphor, the word that evokes the source domain is shaded, and the word 

that evokes the target domain is underlined (Ahrens 2010:193-194). 

                                                
26 This mapping principle is somewhat circular, given that emotional burden is another metaphor and the use 

of burden in this context is not elaborated. Presumably, burden is meant to convey difficulty. 
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(2.9) Conventional conceptual metaphor 

zhe aiqing zhen   jiaoren         wu fa    fuhe 

the love    really make people no way carry 

‘People have no way to carry this love.’ 

(2.10) Literal match to the conventional conceptual metaphor 

zhe baofu     zhen   jiaoren          wu  fa    fuhe 

the baggage really make people no way carry 

‘People have no way to carry this baggage.’ 

(2.11) Novel metaphor that follows the Mapping Principle 

zhe aiqing zhen   jiaoren          wu fa   beifu 

the love     really make people no way bear 

‘People have no way to bear this love.’ 

(2.12) Literal match to the novel metaphor that follows the Mapping Principle 

zhe baofu     zhen   jiaoren         wu fa    beifu 

the baggage really make people no way bear 

‘People have no way to bear this baggage.’ 

(2.13) Novel metaphor that does not follow the Mapping Principle 

zhe aiqing zhen    jiaoren         wu fa    dakai 

the love     really make people no way open 

‘People have no way to open this love.’ 

(2.14) Literal match to the novel metaphor that does not follow the Mapping Principle 

zhe baofu     zhen   jiaoren         wu fa    dakai 

the baggage really make people no way open 

‘People have no way to open this baggage.’ 

In terms of acceptability, interpretability, and processing speed, metaphors like those in 

(2.13) were rated worst, while metaphors like those in (2.9) were rated the best, as would 

be expected based on CMT. In between were the novel metaphors that drew on the 

conceptual metaphor, like (2.11); this is to be expected if the novel metaphor is activating 

a preexisting connection between the source and target domains, rather than requiring a 

new connection to be made (as would be the case with the novel metaphors that do not 

follow the mapping principle).  

 Ahrens’ mapping principles capture the key similarity between the source and 

target domain. She shows that evoking both domains in a metaphor without this central 

mapping means that the conceptual metaphor is not evoked in the same way (because 

processing time is faster for conceptual metaphors, and the novel metaphors that do not 

follow the mapping principle are not as acceptable). In the examples above, the first two 
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metaphors in (2.9) and (2.11) use source domain verbs (carry and bear) that denote things 

people do to baggage where the weight of the baggage can cause difficulty. These verbs 

are thus in accordance with the mapping principle. In the worst metaphor, (2.13), the source 

domain verb open is completely unrelated to the weight of the baggage, and thus fails to 

convey the same meaning that love is an emotional burden. It is likely that even open, given 

the appropriate context, could be used within a series of LOVE IS BAGGAGE metaphors 

to convey an acceptable meaning, but in isolation, speakers have only the conceptual 

metaphor to rely on for their interpretation. 

 The mapping principles capture the essential aspect of the conceptual metaphor: 

only through that key correspondence (e.g. the effect of the baggage’s physical weight that 

corresponds to the difficulties involved in love) are the two concepts linked in the mind. 

This accounts for the aptness of a metaphor (the more closely a metaphor follows and 

elaborates on the mapping principle, the more apt it is), but fails to address the notion of 

mapping in detail. That is, the core mapping suggests nothing of the peripheral mappings 

(how a metaphor can be extended and whether other parts of the source domain can be used 

to express target meanings). In essence, the mapping principles clarify the similarity 

between the source and target concepts without saying anything about how that similarity 

is realized in the language. 

2.3.3 Wallington (2010) - Identifying Invariant Mappings 

 Wallington (2010) focuses on yet another aspect of meaning transfer in metaphor, 

retaining the notion of conceptual metaphor but rejecting the idea that source domain 

structures correspond directly to components of the target domain.27 Instead, he argues for 

only a few basic correspondences that hold between source and target (e.g. enablement, 

                                                
27 Wallington (2010) provides examples in which some source domain entity has no correspondent in the 

target domain entity, and claims that in such cases, the presence of that meaning element is to allow a 

conclusion to be drawn. In his view, it is the conclusion that transfers to the target domain, rather than the 

particular items involved in drawing the conclusion. This explanation goes a long way in accounting for the 

expressive power of metaphor (compared to literal language) and fits with the idea of a separate mental space 

for metaphor interpretation. A discussion of mental spaces and Conceptual Integration Theory appears in 

Chapter 3. 
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causation, event-structure), used in conjunction with a conceptual metaphor. This account 

leads to cross-metaphor generalizations (an inventory of invariant mappings; i.e. meanings 

that are present in the interpretation of a metaphor if they are present in the source domain) 

and eliminates the need to list sub-mappings between a source and target (e.g. the love 

relationship as the vehicle in LOVE IS A JOURNEY), because such links can be derived 

based on the conceptual metaphor and the general mappings. Based on the invariant 

correspondences, speakers arrive at an interpretation of the metaphor via inference, and 

can use any information available to them, as long as it somehow relates to the conceptual 

metaphor (2010:212).  

This approach is similar to Grady’s (1997a, b) account of primary metaphors, which 

like Wallington (2010) criticizes the lack of consistency in conceptual metaphor 

identification and domain definition. For Wallington, however, the key issue is not the 

primary metaphor, but the kinds of information that are mapped in such metaphors and 

whether they are always mapped, regardless of the particular conceptual metaphor. A main 

concern of his is finding “an inventory of information or meaning types that universally 

transfer to the target” (2010:214). This refers to broader level semantic information like 

causation, rather than domain specific meanings that would be considered part of the 

conceptual metaphor.  

Wallington argues that in order to know what kinds of information or meaning 

originate in a source domain and are (invariantly) projected into a target domain, one must 

first have a way to determine what pieces of information belong to which semantic domain 

(2010:214). That is to say, the notion of domain in Conceptual Metaphor Theory is not 

useful beyond superficial cataloguing; it is not clear enough to be used for inferencing, and 

much of the important information in metaphor (that appears to transfer invariantly) is not 

specific to any domain, but is applicable across a variety of conceptual metaphors 

(2010:217). With this last point, Wallington is referring to the general meanings, such as 

enablement/disenablement, causation and event structure (aspect), that have largely been 

neglected in metaphor research. 
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For example, if some process is construed as a journey and one uses the language 

of travelling to indicate that motion toward the destination has stopped (e.g. I was cruising 

right through post-secondary education until life caught up with me and knocked the wind 

out of my sails), then the metaphorical interpretation will include that progress in the target 

process has stopped as well (in the example, sailing is not possible without wind, so the 

source “vehicle” has stopped, indicating that the metaphorical journey through post-

secondary education has also). Listing this particular correspondence (stopping the vehicle 

is stopping progress toward a degree) as a sub-mapping of the conceptual metaphor LIFE 

IS A JOURNEY would fail to capture a cross metaphor generalization; namely that when 

a source process is used to represent a target process, disenablement of the source process 

will automatically mean disenablement of the target process it represents.  

Wallington (2010:223) lists several types of information that “tend to map 

invariantly.” These serve as general mapping principles and represent the types of 

information that are transferred in metaphor more generally and need not be included in 

any account of a specific source-target pair. Wallington (2010:225-230) identifies the 

following types of information as invariant: causation/ability/function, qualitative degree, 

(un)certainty, alternatives, event-shape (aspect), mental/emotional states, and value 

judgments.28 These invariant mappings are referred to as View-Neutral Mapping Adjuncts 

or VNMAs (from ATT-Meta theory).29 The term is explained as follows: “adjuncts because 

they accompany, or are an adjunct to, traditional source-domain to target-domain 

mappings, and view-neutral because they can apply regardless of which metaphorical view 

one is taking” (2010:224). 

Wallington (2010) also gives an account of the MENTAL ACTIVITY IS 

MANIPULATION data presented in Jäkel (1993) using VNMAs to make inferences about 

the metaphoric interpretations. Of course, the invariant nature of such mappings must be 

verified by more extensive empirical investigation, but they hold up well for the dataset 

                                                
28 For a fuller list and discussion, see Wallington & Barnden (2006). 
29 See John Barnden’s work on the ATT-Meta Project at http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~jab/ATT-Meta/ for 

details on VNMAs. 
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presented. Wallington notes that, “looking for further VNMAs, analysing metaphors in 

terms of VNMAs and looking for motivation for the VNMAs that have been proposed 

represents a considerable research endeavor that has barely been started” (2010:238). 

2.3.4 Krennmayr (2013) - Increasing Transparency in Metaphor Analysis 

Krennmayr (2013) uses corpus based dictionaries and a lexical database (WordNet) 

to add transparency to the process of conceptual metaphor identification and reduce the 

researcher’s reliance on personal intuition. She builds on Steen’s (1999, 2009) five-step 

method so that the resulting source-target determinations will be more consistent across 

researchers. This is done by adding some resources to the metaphor researcher’s toolbox.  

 The difficulty of conceptual metaphor labeling is easy to demonstrate: “the 

argument fell apart” could be considered an instance of ARGUMENTS ARE BUILDINGS 

or THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS; how should one choose between the two? And what 

about this particular example is relevant to buildings per se; why not use BRIDGES, 

OBJECTS or MAN-MADE CONSTRUCTIONS as the source domain? To solve this 

problem, Krennmayr (2013) introduces the WordNet database, which contains English 

words “grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms called synsets” linked by conceptual-

semantic and lexical relations (2013:173). The synsets of WordNet group synonyms at 

different levels of generality, so researchers who use WordNet as a resource can choose 

how general or specific they would like to get, based on what they consider appropriate for 

a particular example. To reach a more general level for a metaphor where competition (in 

business) is conveyed using battle, Krennmayr (2013:176) searches for those terms in 

WordNet and can choose between COMPETITION IS A BATTLE or BUSINESS 

RELATION IS MILITARY ACTION which is based on broader level synsets 

(hypernyms).  

Krennmayr (2013:171-173) also shows that the use of dictionary senses can help a 

metaphor researcher avoid problems caused by reliance on solely one’s own intuition; if 

the corpus based dictionary lists the relevant sense, it can be contrasted with the more basic 

sense from the dictionary, and the metaphoric senses of multiple words can be compared 
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and contrasted as well. The identification of the “basic” sense still relies on intuition, and 

if the contextual meaning of a word does not appear in the dictionary, the researcher must 

create one in order to compare that sense to others. The use of corpus based definitions 

lends credibility to the approach, but the semantic domains remain under-defined; a 

definition is the only thing available, and when different words evoke similar meanings, 

there is no systematic way to determine whether they evoke the same domain or not. 

Consider (2.15) from the BNC Baby corpus, for example, which Krennmayr (2013:169-

177) analyzes in detail. Here, the terms to win, battle, and defence are used metaphorically 

to talk about events surrounding the acquisition of a company.  

(2.15) Container group Tiphook yesterday said that it was still confident of winning its 

joint £643 million bid for Sea Containers even though the battle has swung towards 

James Sherwood’s ferries-to-trailers combine. The offer from the Anglo-Swedish 

consortium formed by Tiphook and Stena AB is the subject of an appeal in the 

Bermudan courts which is aimed at overturning an earlier ruling allowing SeaCo to 

proceed with its ‘poison pill’ defence. 

Krennmayr (2013:169) notes that most researchers would assign the conceptual metaphor 

BUSINESS IS WAR to this excerpt without considering other possibilities. Of the three 

metaphorically used words, only battle evokes the concept of war, while the other two 

remain much more general; winning can apply to any kind of competition, and defence 

really only involves hindering something in order to protect oneself (it might also evoke 

the notion of physical conflict). The contextual meanings and basic definitions of each 

word are given in Figure 2.1. The definitions are taken from the corpus based dictionaries 

Macmillon and Longman, except where square brackets are used, which indicates that the 

definition was not found in either dictionary and was therefore provided by the author. 
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Figure 2.1: Contextual and basic definitions from corpus based dictionaries for win, 

battle, and defence, in the context of (2.15). Taken from Krennmayr 

(2013:170). 

From the definitions, one gathers that these words construe getting what one wants 

as defeating others (win), competition as a fight between armies (battle), and a business 

acquisition as a (physical) attack (defence). As she goes through the five-step method 

(Steen 1999, 2009), Krennmayr uses the dictionary definitions to decide how the source 

and target semantic domains will be identified. For win, she chooses SUCCEEDING IS 

WINNING (see Figure 2.2 for Krennmayr’s own formalization of the analogical structure), 

and identifies these cross-domain mappings (source → target): WIN → SUCCEED, 

SOMEONE → TIPHOOK, COMPETITION → BID. In WordNet, win and succeed are 

listed as synonyms, so she does not adjust the level of generality for either word (2013:172-

174). Krennmayr (2013:172) notes that in the step shown in Figure 2.2 (assigning a name 

to the metaphor), intuition cannot be avoided. The researcher must choose, for example, 

whether to call the source WINNING or WINNING A COMPETITION. She justifies her 

choice (WINNING) as follows: “The primary interest in the present example lies in the 

conceptual structure of winning. Therefore, the domains are labeled with regard to the 

predicate.” One could easily make the opposite choice, with the argument that the latter 
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half of the sentence focuses on the competition (given that another competitor is 

mentioned). Indeed, the kind of winning described in the basic dictionary definition 

includes a competition, which forms an indispensable part of the meaning. 

 

Figure 2.2: Analogical structure of win in (2.15). Taken from Krennmayr (2013:172). 

The use of dictionary definitions successfully prevents an erroneous application of 

the BUSINESS IS WAR metaphor to win, which would have resulted in something like 

WIN COUNTRY WAR in the bottom line of Figure 2.2 above, implying that Tiphook was 

construed as a country, and that the bid was construed as a war. It does not, however, help 

researchers decide how much of the definition should be included in the “X IS Y” 

formulation of the metaphoric link between two semantic domains, which identifies the 

source and target concepts, and in the end, there are no definitions of semantic domains. 

For the use of battle in (2.15), Krennmayr (2013:176) gives two options: 

COMPETITION IS A BATTLE (based on the dictionary definitions) and BUSINESS 

RELATION IS MILITARY ACTION (using WordNet hypernyms for competition and 

battle; both sets are members of the same synset). This shows the weakness of this 

approach; in the first formulation, COMPETITION is relevant in an economic sense, which 

is not articulated. Thus the concept BUSINESS RELATION in the second formulation is 

more specific even though it is supposed to by a hypernym (and therefore more general). 

MILITARY ACTION does denote a more general concept than BATTLE. Given that battle 

can be used with many kinds of competitions (e.g. sports, science fairs, beauty pageants, 

etc.), it seems more appropriate to call the underlying conceptual metaphor at work in the 

use of battle in (2.15) COMPETITION IS MILITARY ACTION, but by the information 

given in Krennmayr’s account it appears that WordNet has these two concepts at different 

levels of granularity. This is not the case, however; in WordNet (version 3.1), military 
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action is a sister term of competition in the sense of rivalry (for profit or a prize), which 

best matches the meaning expressed in (2.15). Furthermore, the sense of battle that appears 

in the same synset as competition is not the same sense as that whose hypernym is military 

action, but Krennmayr (2013) does not explain how she navigates the different WordNet 

senses.30 This problem casts doubt as to the usefulness of this methodology in determining 

the appropriate level of granularity at which to identify a conceptual mapping. 

Finally, for the word defence in (2.15), Krennmayr (2013:177) proposes 

PREVENT-ACQUISITION IS DEFENCE. The target domain (PREVENT-

ACQUISITION) was created by the author based on a definition from the Oxford English 

Dictionary because the particular sense in (2.15) was not found in either of the corpus based 

dictionaries (see Figure 2.1). It is not clear why the target is not PREVENTING-

ACQUISITION or ACQUISITION PREVENTION (to match the noun form of defence). 

 

Figure 2.3:  Analogical structure and cross-domain mappings of defence in (2.15). Taken 

from Krennmayr (2013:177). 

The hypernyms from WordNet for prevention and defence are hinderance and protection, 

respectively. Each hypernym has multiple senses in WordNet; if one chose to identify the 

                                                
30 It is possible that WordNet has been updated between Krennmayr (2013) and this summary, but she does 

not list the version she uses. 
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mapping at this higher level, would the semantic domain include all of these senses? Or 

would one need to choose a particular sense? Krennmayr does not consider these questions. 

In summary, Krennmayr (2013) identifies new tools for metaphor researchers to 

help them make their interpretations of meaning in metaphor more transparent to others, 

but her approach leaves the boundaries of semantic domains underspecified, and the use of 

WordNet in distinguishing different levels of granularity does not prove very helpful in 

practice (the multiple senses given in WordNet complicate the issue of finding the relevant 

synset, and metaphoric extensions of the words are often included as senses). In choosing 

labels for the domains, Krennmayr acknowledges that intuition cannot be avoided 

altogether. She encourages researchers to give due diligence to choosing an appropriate 

label and explaining the reasons for their choices. This approach allows researchers the 

freedom to choose an appropriate level of granularity and accomplishes the goal of adding 

transparency to the process of designating conceptual metaphors, but does not eliminate 

the use of the individual researcher’s intuition, or provide a way to standardize conceptual 

metaphors. The next section describes approaches that combine complementary theoretical 

constructs from related areas of cognitive linguistics to give structure to the semantic 

domains used in conceptual metaphor. 

2.4 CROSSROADS IN COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS: FRAME BASED APPROACHES TO 

METAPHOR 

 The works presented in Section 2.3 all deal with meaning and draw on CMT, but 

none have a more nuanced notion of what exactly constitutes a semantic domain. The two 

studies in this section, Croft (2009) and Sullivan (2013) use the notions frame from Frame 

Semantics (Fillmore 1982) and construction from the related cognitive linguistic theory 

Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995) and draw on Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 

1987) to investigate conceptual metaphor. These analyses, like Deignan’s (2005), focus 

more on syntactic structures than the other works described in this chapter, and test the 

invariance hypothesis using corpus data. 
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2.4.1 Croft (2009) - Opposition to the Invariance Hypothesis 

 Croft (2009) presents a case study of the semantic domains eat and feed, and 

provides evidence counter to the invariance hypothesis that shows the target domain 

contributes image schematic structure to the metaphor’s interpretation. His account draws 

on semantic frames (Fillmore 1982) and constructions (Goldberg 1995). First, he 

thoroughly describes the source concepts (eat and feed) and those related to them (e.g. 

consume). Croft (2009) discusses revisions of CMT’s original notion of invariance, which 

acknowledged that some image-schematic structure from a source might not be mapped in 

the metaphor, and that the target’s image-schematic structure can be mapped to that of the 

source, as long as the they are similar (i.e. there are no conceptual discrepancies or 

contradictions such as an upward direction in one and a downward direction in the other) 

(2009:21-23). Croft’s main claim is that even with revisions to the invariance hypothesis, 

CMT misses a crucial aspect of metaphorical mapping: “that image-schematic structure 

from the target domain comes to be used in the metaphorical mapping, even if that image-

schematic structure does not exist in the source domain” (2009:23). In support of this claim, 

Croft then presents a detailed, corpus based analysis of the syntactic patterns associated 

with metaphorical instances of those domains, contrasting them with literal usages, to find 

that some constructions and argument structures are only possible with the metaphor. 

For example, (2.16) shows a “container directional (into) phase” in feed metaphors 

that is not used literally at all, as shown in (2.17) (2009:24).31 

(2.16) Satan.” “The other influence, which fed an especially virulent strain of anti-

Semitism into the bloodstream of today’s Klan was David Duke (of 

(2.17) *I fed a doughnut into the baby. 

This shows that the presence of the target domain allows additional information to be 

encoded using constructions that are not associated with the source domain. Thus, contrary 

to the notion of invariance, the target domain is influencing the metaphor’s interpretation 

and contributing semantic and syntactic forms. An anticausative argument structure 

                                                
31 When Croft incorporates corpus data, he does not begin and end the examples at sentence or even word 

boundaries; he used a concordancer with a 160-200 character window to extract the examples and thus 

presents them in such a window (2009:10). 
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construction is also possible with the into-phrase when feed is used metaphorically, which 

is not possible in a literal instance; see (2.18) and (2.19). 

(2.18) ub-surface porous reservoir, which then feeds inward radially to a vent where it’s 

concentrated, picks up the dark particles (and) launches at a velocity of abo 

(2.19) *The ice cream fed into/to the boy in less than five minutes. 

 Croft (2009:25) also provides this piece of evidence to counter the notion of 

invariance: in the metaphorical use of feed with the compound participial construction, [X-

fed Eater], the figurative counterpart of the Food element of the source domain is realized, 

as in (2.20) where rain fills this role. Compare this to literal instances of this construction 

(e.g. bottle-fed lamb) in which the Source of the Food fills this role, as in (2.21). 

(2.20) Metaphorical: “Food”-fedADJ 

week’s earthquakes in California, rain-fed floods that put parts of Texas under 

water for weeks, and the mudslides in Puerto Rico that alone swallowed $6 milli 

(2.21) Literal: Source-fedADJ 

r Milk.” A British study found breast-fed children had “IQs an average of 10 points 

higher” than children fed cow’s milk as babies, he said. Barnard 

These examples show different kinds of realizations for the same constructional pattern: in 

the metaphor, “Food” (rain) appears, where the literal sentence uses the Source (breast). 

Inserting a metaphorical “Source” in this place does not produce such a good metaphor 

(*sky-fed floods, ?hurricane-fed floods), and Croft found no cases in the corpus where 

Food was used in this place with a literal interpretation. He acknowledges, however, that 

there may be a metonymic link that allows breast to fill the Food role in the literal example, 

and would accept that explanation if a future corpus study revealed instances of the [Food-

fed Eater] construction used literally. Fortunately, a corpus study will not be necessary to 

show that this construction is used in the literal sense; one needs only look in the grocery 

store. Changing trends in food production and nutrition have made it commonplace for 

producers of meat to disclose the type of feed given to the animals. Thus phrases like grass 

fed beef and grain fed poultry have become more common, and show that the literal usage 

of this construction can indeed employ the Food element; a quick internet search will reveal 

that even grass fed butter is now commonly used in articles about nutrition (a clear case of 
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metonymy, which occurs when a concept is used to refer to another concept within the 

same semantic domain; in this case, the cows that produce the butter are grass fed, not the 

butter itself). This particular instance might not constitute direct evidence against CMT’s 

notion of invariance, but it does suggest that to account for metaphoric meaning, one cannot 

simply project patterns from a source domain onto a target domain.  

Croft’s (2009) strength is his robust description of the semantic frame, EAT, and 

his use of authentic literal examples to establish features of the source frame so that they 

can be compared with metaphors found in the corpus. According to Croft (2009:25), the 

relationships between source and target domain are much more complex than any version 

of the invariance hypothesis indicates; his data show that target domain (image schematic) 

structures can be used in a metaphoric interpretation even when the source domain lacks a 

corresponding structure. Croft (2009:26) suggests this could be more easily accounted for 

using Fauconnier and Turner’s (2002) model of blending (or Conceptual Integration), 

because they conceive of metaphor interpretation as a blending of the two domains.  

2.4.2 Sullivan (2013) - A Constructional Account of Metaphor 

Sullivan (2013) explores the relation between grammar and metaphor. Her primary 

focus is the role of grammatical constructions in metaphor, but she also investigates how 

frames relate to the concepts that form conceptual metaphors. Specifically, her main goal 

is to identify which autonomy-dependence relations involved in grammatical constructions 

are relevant in metaphor. To accomplish this goal, she examines the metaphoric use of 

several grammatical constructions, identifying how different slots in the construction can 

be filled - either by a source domain element, a target domain element, or a domain neutral 

element.  Sullivan (2013) also investigates how frames can be used to account for 

metonymic inferencing, and analyzes lexical choice in metaphor, developing a way to 

distinguish words that can be used to evoke particular conceptual metaphors from similar 

words that cannot evoke the metaphor. She takes advantage of the diverse strengths of 

theories within cognitive linguistics (Conceptual Metaphor Theory, Frame Semantics, 
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Cognitive Grammar, and Construction Grammar) to investigate metaphor as a cognitive 

phenomenon while grounding her analysis in corpus data. 

In Sullivan’s (2013) approach, semantic frames (as in FrameNet)32 (Fillmore 1982) 

and conceptual autonomy/dependence (Langacker 1987) are adapted for use with metaphor 

analysis in a way that preserves the main tenets of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (2013:17). 

Sullivan (2013) uses Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982) and Construction Grammar 

(Goldberg 1995) as a framework for modeling and analyzing the structure of semantic 

domains used in metaphor. 

Sullivan (2013) employs frames to formalize the source and target domains of 

metaphor and examines the mappings between them (in Chapters 2 and 3), but she also 

employs a new concept, the metaphor input domain, defined as “the cognitive structure 

comprising all schematic information potentially available for mapping via a given 

metaphor” (2013:22).33 Metaphor input domains are meant to approximate CMT style 

domains. They are much broader than frames, and often subsume several distinct frames, 

although it is unclear how the frames are linked to the relevant metaphor input domains. 

Sullivan uses this term to point out differences between constructions with relation to how 

the metaphor is evoked. For example, the main difference she  sees between the domain 

construction34 (e.g. emotionally damaged, a psychological jungle) and the predicating 

modifier construction (e.g. blood-stained wealth, bright student) is that in the former, the 

metaphor input domain is evoked directly by the adjective/adverb, while in the latter, an 

intermediary frame is evoked instead (2013:79). This means that in the domain 

construction, the conceptual metaphor is relevant at the sentence level, while in the 

predicating modifier construction, a more specific submapping of the conceptual metaphor 

is relevant. When an intermediary frame is used, the conceptual metaphor is evoked by 

virtue of the frame’s membership in the broader metaphor input domain. 

                                                
32 This online lexical database (https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu) is described in Section 3.4. 
33 This concept shares some aspects of generic space from Conceptual Integration Theory; see Chapter 3 for 

details. 
34 The domain construction involves the use of an adjective or adverb to convey the relevant semantic 

domain, as in the examples given (Sullivan 2013:65). 
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Figure 2.4 shows how exercise evokes the Exercising35 frame, which then 

evokes the BODY domain of which it is a part. When exercise is used, the Exercising 

frame is profiled and the whole BODY domain is evoked. When a term like body is used, 

the BODY domain is evoked without profiling a specific frame. There is no systematic 

way to get from Exercising to the BODY domain; the BODY element in the frame is 

an indicator that it is related to BODY, but this connection is not formalized in Sullivan’s 

framework.  

 

Figure 2.4:  Sullivan’s (2013:26) representation of exercise evoking the Exercising 

frame and the BODY domain. 

Sullivan is not concerned with identifying all the frames that make up any particular 

metaphor input domain.36 Rather than using higher level frames in the FrameNet hierarchy 

to represent the concepts in conceptual metaphors (a choice likely driven by necessity; the 

FrameNet database is not complete, and many such higher level frames have not yet been 

created), Sullivan (2013) keeps her account more in line with the accepted approach to 

                                                
35 FrameNet frame definition: “An AGENT actively maintains or improves their level of physical fitness. The 

action may target a specific BODY_PART, or happen through a particular MEANS.” 
36 Although Sullivan does describe some examples, e.g. for SOCIETY IS A BODY (2013:24), it is unclear 

whether they are intended to be comprehensive. 
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metaphor, thereby retaining the problem of under-defined semantic domains that 

accompanies it.  

The bulk of Sullivan’s book (Chapters 5-9) is devoted to the role of constructions 

in metaphoric language, specifically the domain construction (e.g. spiritual wealth) and 

predicating modifier construction (e.g. blood-stained wealth), argument structure 

constructions (e.g. resultatives, transitives, ditransitives and equations with the verb to be), 

prepositions and other closed-class items, and combinations thereof, such as Turner’s 

(1987, 1991) xyz construction37 (e.g. necessity is the mother of invention). Sullivan also 

investigates the notion of invariance, reformulating it as the transfer of frame structure 

(rather than image schematic structure) between source and target: “metaphoric mappings 

preserve frame relations and inferences as well as frame elements” (2013:37). 

 Sullivan (2013) claims that a lexical item’s non-metaphorical frame determines 

whether it can be used with a particular (conceptual) metaphor (2013:38), and shows that 

the notion of a frame is useful in this way for distinguishing which words or expressions 

can be used in which conceptual metaphors. For example, the adjective bright can be used 

to evoke the HAPPINESS IS LIGHT metaphor,38 but other light related adjectives, such as 

brilliant cannot. Sullivan (2013:38-39) shows that this difference in lexical choice can be 

accounted for using frames: in non-metaphoric use, bright evokes the 

Location_of_light39 frame, while brilliant evokes the Light_movement40 frame. 

The former includes the element GROUND, which denotes the location (e.g. street in the 

phrase sunny street), while the latter does not. The submapping of the conceptual metaphor, 

HAPPY STATES ARE LIT LOCATIONS, requires the GROUND element, and is therefore 

                                                
37 Expressions with the form: x is the y of z. 
38 Despite some reservations (concerning, e.g. the level of generality/specificity at which conceptual 

metaphors should be described and the lack of semantic domain definition), Sullivan uses the domain names 

from the Master Metaphor List (2013:23). 
39 FrameNet frame definition: “A perceptible FIGURE shows up against a GROUND location due to LIGHT 

shining on/from it, its salience possibly dependent on a CAUSE_OF_SHINE.” 
40 FrameNet frame definition: “An EMITTER emits a BEAM of light from a SOURCE, along a PATH, and/or 

towards a GOAL. Essentially, this frame denotes the (semi-)fictive motion of the BEAM.” 
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incompatible with Light_movement. This shows the utility of frames as a 

methodological tool for metaphor analysis. 

Of the constructions Sullivan (2013) analyzes, the ditransitive construction 

(Goldberg 1995:33-39, Chapter 6) is the most relevant to this dissertation. The verb is from 

the source domain, and the arguments are conceptually autonomous (i.e. do not depend on 

the verb to determine their meaning in context) and thus could either be domain neutral or 

evoke the target domain.41 She found that the direct object always evokes the target domain 

(except in cases where metonymy was involved). Examples of this construction are given 

in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5:  Examples of the ditransitive construction from Sullivan (2013:100). 

Ditransitives are often used with the Conduit Metaphor (aka COMMUNICATION IS 

TRANSFER), which makes sense given that the construction itself evokes the 

Transfer42 frame (2013:101). In this construction, the DONOR and RECIPIENT elements 

are volitional beings, which restricts the kinds of domains it can evoke, and thus also the 

kinds of targets it can combine with in metaphors (since literal locations are not acceptable 

                                                
41 Sullivan uses conceptual autonomy and dependence (Langacker 1987) to determine whether an argument 

will evoke the source, the target, or be neutral between the two. She explains autonomy and dependence in 

Section 2.5 and formalizes the constraints this distinction places on metaphor in Chapter 8.  
42 FrameNet frame definition: “This frame involves a DONOR transferring a THEME to a RECIPIENT.” 
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as RECIPIENTS, neither are metaphorical locations, states). Of course, the volitionality 

requirement only applies to non-metaphorical usages. Sullivan (2013:103) describes what 

kinds of concepts (source, target or neutral) can appear in the different argument positions 

based on meanings associated with the source, the target, and the conceptual metaphor: 

The Conduit Metaphor necessarily involves animate, volitional DONORS and 

RECIPIENTS in the source domain, but also requires the RECIPIENT to map to an 

animate, volitional ADDRESSEE in the target domain. The COMMUNICATION frame 

in the MIND domain requires at least one volitional, self-aware being who is capable 

of communication (an ADDRESSEE). The frame usually involves a volitional 

COMMUNICATOR, as well, but exceptions are possible (such as when an object or 

book causes someone to have a new idea, thought, or understanding). The indirect 

object of a Conduit Metaphor ditransitive will therefore be volitional in both source 

and target domain, and will as a result be neutral between the domains. Evocation 

of the target domain, then, falls to the direct object and occasionally the subject in 

Conduit Metaphor ditransitives. 

Thus, in the Conduit Metaphor, a concept from the target domain cannot fill the subject 

position. Sullivan’s (2013) account brings us one giant step closer to a predicting metaphor 

realizations, although like Deignan (2005), Sullivan (2013:104) finds that the observed 

systematicity breaks down when metonymy is involved. 

 Throughout the book, Sullivan (2013) uses data from a variety of sources (in 

addition to some invented examples): the British National Corpus, previous accounts of 

metaphor, literary works, and other primary sources (mostly online). Little information 

given concerning how the data were compiled, but the examples are fairly uncontroversial 

in that they are clear cases of metaphor. Sullivan claims that the generalizations she makes 

about the grammatical constructions studied should hold no matter which metaphor is 

involved, but also suggests that require further study is required to verify them (2013:5). 

Sullivan (2013) shows that metaphor makes use of the distinction between 

conceptual autonomy and dependence, and demonstrates the value of the frame as a 

methodological tool. In her case studies, there is no counterevidence to the invariance 

hypothesis. She points out a weakness in her approach, namely the designation of 
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conceptual metaphors.43 Despite the introduction of semantic frames, the definitional 

problem of higher level semantic domains remains problematic, because Sullivan does not 

define the metaphor input domain she uses (i.e. she does not investigate which frames are 

subsumed under the broader domain). For the most part, Sullivan (2013) reuses the names 

of conceptual metaphors identified by other researchers, but the concepts involved remain 

just as vague. Defining metaphor input domains and using consistent names to refer to 

them would improve this descriptive framework; the higher level frames in FrameNet 

could fulfill this function, as frame relations in the database would indicate which lower 

level frames would be “subsumed” into the broader concept. Of course, equivalent frames 

may not exist for some concepts from CMT, such as A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER, 

which can be used to express ANGER (e.g. to fume) (2013:146). 

2.5 SUMMARY  

This chapter has shown the great progress in our understanding of metaphor that 

came with Conceptual Metaphor Theory, but we have also seen that the problems inherent 

to that approach have not yet been solved. Each approach encounters the problem of 

semantic domain definition that has persisted since the outset of CMT. Krennmayr’s (2013) 

more transparent method of identifying semantic domains provide practical advice for 

researchers but leaves the boundaries of semantic domains open, and Sullivan’s (2013) use 

of domains from the Master Metaphor List leaves her account vulnerable to the same 

criticism as any other CMT account. Deignan (2005) and Ahrens (2010) consciously chose 

to investigate metaphors whose semantic domains had clear boundaries of category 

membership (e.g. plants) to avoid the problem, while Wallington (2010) circumvents it by 

dealing with mappings that are independent of particular conceptual metaphors. Croft 

                                                
43 The distinction between what aspects of meaning are part of the conceptual metaphor and which result 

from more general principles of inference is unclear; at various points in Chapter 2, Sullivan (2013) refers to 

UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING, COMPREHENSIBILITY IS VISIBILITY and IMPEDIMENTS TO 

AWARENESS ARE IMPEDIMENTS TO SEEING without indicating what relationship the latter have to 

the former (it can be assumed that these are considered submappings, as is common in CMT). The first 

represents the basic conceptual metaphor, but the others conflate it with a general mapping principle as 

described by Wallington (2010): enablement and disenablement, respectively. 
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(2009) overcomes the domain definition problem by choosing his source domain 

strategically and devoting the majority of the article to describing it.  

Clearly defining conceptual domains and their components is crucial to the 

advancement of the field, and will allow more straightforward grouping of related 

metaphors. As Wallington (2010) points out, a lack of domain definition makes the analysis 

of source-target correspondences practically impossible. With clearer domain definitions, 

better linguistic data could be found, and source-target correspondence could be studied in 

more detail.  

With respect to the evidence used for conceptual metaphors, researchers have 

greatly improved the quality of their analyses by relying on corpus examples. The broader 

coverage it provides helps researchers form generalizations. In addition, if linguistic 

analyses might be used as an access point for conceptual structure and patterns of thought, 

the linguistic data upon which we base our account should be authentic; possible links 

between concepts (such as those from invented examples) are not as useful for a theory of 

conceptual metaphor as high frequency, entrenched links between concepts (that can be 

found in corpora). The use of primarily constructed metaphor data led to the invariance 

hypothesis, which is based on the problematic assumption that metaphors impose a source 

concept on a target concept, rather than blending the two. The incorporation of authentic 

corpus data starting with Deignan (2005) has shown that “mapping” does not simply occur 

from the source domain to the target, but rather from each domain to a metaphoric 

interpretation. Chapter 3 explores Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1985) and Conceptual 

Integration (Fauconnier and Turner 2002) for solutions to the problems of previous 

research. 
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Chapter 3:  Methodology 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter shows that Frame Semantics, FrameNet and Conceptual Integration 

together meet the criteria for a good, reliable framework for metaphor analysis (i.e. 

consistency across researchers, broad coverage based on a large set of corpus data, ability 

to capture specific and general concepts and link them together, incorporation of internal 

structures of domains and the syntactic forms that realize meaning elements). I will also 

show that they can be employed to solve the following common methodological problems 

of metaphor research: semantic domain definition, identification of semantic components 

within domains, and how to label and distinguish between metaphors. Using the frames 

from FrameNet is advantageous because they are based on the work of multiple 

lexicographers agreeing on frame definitions, and the intuitions of annotators who apply 

the frame definitions to corpus examples (including those of different senses of the same 

words). The hierarchy of frames is also quite valuable in the analysis of metaphor because 

it allows generalizations from the sentence level domains to broader conceptual domains, 

and in turn from the higher level domains down to the more specific domains that inherit 

their meaning. The proposed framework of semantic analysis provides the tools necessary 

for a detailed examination of authentic metaphoric expressions, allowing the notion of 

invariance to be reevaluated and recast within the framework of Conceptual Integration 

Theory, where metaphoric meaning is created in a blended space, separate from both the 

source and target domains.  

Section 3.2 introduces the theory of Frame Semantics and distinguishes the term 

frame from other similar concepts in cognitive linguistics. A related theoretical framework, 

Conceptual Integration (sometimes referred to as blending or mental spaces), is described 

in Section 3.3. This theory provides a way to tie the word level frames together in an 

analysis of metaphor (or discourse in general) by describing principles that guide how 

multiple frames and world knowledge combine and interact. After the theoretical basis has 

been established, we move on to applications of Frame Semantics. Section 3.4 and 3.5 

describe the corpus annotation projects FrameNet and SALSA, respectively. Both 
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databases provide samples of naturally occurring sentences annotated with semantic 

information, although the two differ in many ways (largely because SALSA is an extension 

of FrameNet to German language data). Lastly, Section 3.5.1 introduces the metaphor data 

from SALSA with examples and describes how the SALSA data is analyzed in Chapters 4 

and 5. 

3.2 FRAME SEMANTICS AND METAPHOR MEANING 

 The perspective that underlies Frame Semantics focuses on language 

understanding. Proponents of this approach recognize that the knowledge shared by 

speakers of a language plays a key role in how the language is processed and interpreted. 

The main proponent and developer of Frame Semantics, Charles Fillmore, broke away 

from transformational grammar (Fillmore 1968), checklist theories of meaning (Fillmore 

1975), and truth conditional analyses (Fillmore 1985) with the creation of this framework 

for representing the semantics of natural discourse. In a way, Frame Semantics is theory-

neutral: no a priori claims are made about how the mind processes language. Rather, Frame 

Semantics provides an analytical framework for identifying semantic domains and their 

meaning components, allowing them to be analyzed in detail, and bolstering data 

descriptions in accounts of human language processing. Frame Semantics also served as a 

research program whereby a vast database of frames, known as FrameNet 

(http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/), is constructed on the basis of empirical evidence from 

English language corpora (primarily the British National Corpus). This database 

constitutes a new kind of lexicon, in which words are grouped by their general meanings, 

and meanings are arranged with relation to each other. This organization is much more in 

line with what we know about how humans store information in their minds than, for 

instance, traditional dictionaries.  

 Researchers in the 1960s and 1970s saw the need for a new way to understand how 

language is processed in the mind (out of this so-called cognitive turn, for example, grew 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory; see Chapter 2 for details). Work in psychology and cognitive 

science influenced linguistic theories, and many researchers began to reference structured 
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semantic domains, organized by relations between concepts in experience, and called by a 

variety of names (schemas, scripts, cognitive models, etc.). Fillmore’s frames capture the 

same basic idea and can be seen as “specific unified frameworks of knowledge, or coherent 

schematizations of experience” (Fillmore 1985:223).  

 The term frame44 denotes a configuration of concepts that are related in such a way 

that to understand what one of them means, a person must also grasp the structure of which 

it is a part, i.e. the network of related, interdependent concepts (Fillmore 1982:111). Frames 

often differ by language, and can be laden with cultural information. For example, to 

understand the word Tuesday fully, one must have some notion of how time is organized 

in weeks, which are divided into seven days, each of which has a different name, and so 

on. Words that denote any of the related concepts of a frame are said to evoke or belong to 

that frame; polysemous words evoke multiple frames, such that a word evoking a frame is 

equivalent to a word in one of its senses. This is referred to as a lexical unit (LU). Some 

frames are very general (termed scenarios) and pass on some of their properties to other 

frames or can be broken up into subframes, e.g. steps within a larger process (see Schmidt 

2009 for details). Frames can have a variety of relations to one another, which adds 

structure to the lexicon. The Motion frame, for example, is related to several other frames 

in different ways. This frame is defined as follows in FrameNet: 

Some entity (THEME) starts out in one place (SOURCE) and ends up in some other 

place (GOAL), having covered some space between the two (PATH). Alternatively, 

the AREA or DIRECTION in which the THEME moves or the DISTANCE of the 

movement may be mentioned. 

Lexical units that evoke this frame include verbs like drift, go, soar, and zigzag, among 

others.45 The Motion frame is inherited by the following frames: Mass_motion, 

Motion_directional, Self_motion, and Traversing. This means that these 

                                                
44 Metaphor researchers typically use the term image schema to describe “basic and universal packages of 
human knowledge”, while the term frame is applied to the culturally specific “packages of knowledge” 

(Feldman 2006:145). The current analysis focuses on English and German without claims of universality, 

thus only the term frame is used to describe semantic domains. 
45 Frames can be evoked by other parts of speech as well.  
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frames are all more specific variants of the situation captured by Motion. Subframes 

include Getting_underway and Halt; these describe specific parts of a motion event 

(beginning to move and stopping, respectively). Different sets of LUs evoke the different 

frames that are related to Motion. Getting_underway, for example, is evoked by get 

going, and head out. 

 Metaphor can be cast in Frame Semantic terms as a mismatch between the frame 

evoked by a word and the frame that is implied from the surrounding context. Some aspect 

of the source frame (the word’s literal interpretation) is missing in the target frame (that 

evoked by the sentence’s metaphorical interpretation), but other aspects, such as some 

relations between concepts, are present.  

 In Frame Semantics, words are studied with reference to frames so that the syntactic 

realizations of their semantic properties can be analyzed. Fillmore (1968) argues that 

syntax is influenced by “case relationships”46 or semantic roles (e.g. Source, Goal, Theme). 

As Frame Semantics evolved, these became known as frame elements (FEs). FEs are 

specific to each frame and represent the participants in the frame, so they are often given 

names that reflect their frame (e.g. SELLER and BUYER in Commerce_sell). In (3.1) 

below,47 they are defined with respect to the Motion frame, described above (other 

unrelated frames would have different FEs, even if they have the same names, such as 

AGENT). In this sentence, the frame is evoked by the lexical unit rolled, the THEME FE is 

what moves (encoded as the grammatical subject), and the FEs PATH and DISTANCE are 

also realized: 

(3.1) [The grill],Theme unsecured, rolled [a few feet]Distance [across the yard].Path 

                                                
46 It is important to note that this term is associated with Case Grammar, presented in Fillmore (1968), and 
is no longer in use within Frame Semantics, partly due to theoretical considerations. Further information 

about general semantic roles can be found in Dowty (1991). 
47 This and all other English examples are taken from the annotations in FrameNet II, available online at 

http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/. 
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It has been difficult to devise a particular set of general semantic roles that are applicable 

across all semantic domains in a language.48 The Frame Semantic approach avoids this 

problem by using frame-specific semantic roles and linking them across frames via frame 

relations (i.e. when frames are related, their FEs are also; some share a name while others 

do not). This allows researchers to examine meaning components of semantic domains 

rather than relying on word-level semantics (and most often dictionaries). The reliable 

identification and description of meaning components greatly increases the possibilities for 

metaphor analysis. 

 Despite the growing popularity of Frame Semantics and its robust descriptive 

toolset, the concept denoted by the term frame is not unique to this approach; very similar 

concepts are described in other theories. Fillmore’s frames take the perspective of language 

understanding; they consist of the sum of knowledge that is required to understand words 

that evoke parts of their meaning. Much in the same way that Frame Semantics views 

lexical units as linguistic elements that evoke particular frames, Cognitive Grammar sees 

lexical items as providing “a particular way of accessing associated domains of 

knowledge” (Langacker 2007:432). The domains of knowledge that are accessed, however, 

are conceived of differently in Langacker’s framework; he claims that concepts are 

complex structures that are constructed from different types of basic elements: conceptual 

archetypes (e.g. “an object moving through space,” “the human body,” or “a physical 

container and its contents”), schematic concepts (e.g. “boundary, change, continuity, 

contact, inclusion, separation, proximity, multiplicity,” etc.) which can be seen as basic 

cognitive abilities, and basic domains (e.g. space, time, and domains associated with the 

various senses) (2007:433-434). Cognitive Grammar’s equivalent to a frame is a nonbasic 

domain, defined as: “A concept or conceptual complex of any size, at any level of 

conceptual organization” (Langacker 2007:434). To illustrate different levels of 

complexity between domains, Langacker (2007:434) gives the following example:  

                                                
48 Dowty (1991) provides an overview of this topic. PropBank is a database similar to FrameNet that uses 

verb-specific semantic roles that are numbered rather than named; see Palmer et al. (2005). 
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red evokes the basic domain of color space, and arm the archetypal conception of 

the human body (a nonbasic domain). For a term like castle, the pivotal domain 

consists of an elaborate body of knowledge pertaining to the rules and strategies of 

chess.  

Langacker’s approach emphasizes the individual characteristics that combine to form a 

representation of a semantic domain.  

 The image schema, used by Conceptual Metaphor theorists (see Hampe and Grady 

2005), captures a universal, experientially based concept (e.g. spatial relations), roughly 

equivalent to the conceptual archetypes in Cognitive Grammar. Although image schemas 

and semantic frames sometimes overlap (e.g. caused motion), they differ by how they are 

viewed in relation to the humans who use them; image schemas are meant to represent the 

mind’s organization of experience, while semantic frames are intended to represent the 

shared world knowledge that is relevant to language, regardless of how universal or 

culturally specific that knowledge is. Hampe (2005:1-2) lists some definitional criteria for 

image schemas, based on the work of Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987): (a) image 

schemas are preconceptual structures, directly based on physical (embodied) interaction 

with the world, (b) they integrate information from different perceptual inputs into a 

schematic whole, (c) image schemas are independent patterns that underlie other concepts, 

(d) image schemas consist of a small number of related parts, are highly flexible, and are 

thus applicable to a wide range of experiential contexts. Some examples are: ENABLEMENT, 

CONTAINMENT/CONTAINER, FRONT-BACK, ANIMATE MOTION, CAUSED MOTION, and 

RESISTANCE (Hampe 2005:2-3). 

 Another type of meaning category used in Conceptual Metaphor Theory is the 

idealized cognitive model (ICM), whose development was heavily influenced by the work 

of Fillmore, Langacker and Fauconnier (see Section 3.3). Lakoff (1987:272) describes an 

ICM as “a complex structured whole, a gestalt” that includes prototypical instances of the 

concept as well as radial, non-typical instances. ICMs, like frames, are representations that 

organize our knowledge of the world, and that are accessed in language use. They are 

structured by image schemas in the same way as Langacker’s semantic domains are made 
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up of basic elements. ICMs are idealized in that they “do not necessarily fit the external 

world ‘correctly’” (Lakoff 1987:125). 

ICMs are more culturally laden than image schemas. They are not limited to that 

which is embodied (and thus common to all). Radden and Kövecses (1999:20) explain that, 

“The ICM concept is meant to include not only people’s encyclopedic knowledge of a 

particular domain but also the cultural models they are part of.” For example, an ICM of a 

woodworking technique would include knowledge of specific tools and information about 

their form(s), function, intended purpose, whether they are normally used for the intended 

purpose, and so on. Radden and Kövecses (1999) go on to emphasize that ICMs are not 

limited to the categories experience, language, or conceptual structure, and often combine 

elements from these different areas. ICMs and semantic frames fulfill similar functions 

(both are structures that speakers use to organize their knowledge of the world), however, 

frames capture linguistically relevant concepts and sometimes omit details that speakers 

know by experience (e.g. that taxis are typically yellow), while ICMs include all kinds of 

knowledge related to a concept.  

Of these different meaning structures, semantic frames are the best suited to a 

linguistic analysis of metaphor because they are based on linguistically relevant aspects of 

meaning, and because a large inventory of frames has already been created based on corpus 

data. With a frame-based approach, ad hoc designations of semantic structures are not 

necessary. Various levels of specificity are possible with a Frame Semantic approach, 

allowing a thorough account of the data, and the frame database (FrameNet) provides 

details about both the internal and external structure of frames (i.e. how smaller elements 

of meaning combine to make up a frame and also how frames are related to one another). 

In discourse, speakers evoke multiple semantic frames that interact and influence each 

other. Multiple frames coexist in all cases of metaphor, where there is a mismatch between 

the frame a lexical unit typically evokes (its literal meaning, the source frame) and the 

frame that the sentence evokes as a whole (the metaphorical meaning, target frame).  
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3.3 OPERATIONALIZING FRAMES IN DISCOURSE: CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATION 

 Fauconnier and Turner’s theory of Conceptual Integration (aka blending, mental 

spaces) brings the notion of the frame into a dynamic, discourse capable analytical 

framework by operationalizing frames and describing how they combine and influence one 

another in natural language. As with Frame Semantics, there is a focus on understanding; 

in mental spaces, frames can blend and combine with other kinds of knowledge as people 

interpret language. Here is a short characterization of the most important construct in 

Conceptual Integration Theory, the mental space (Fauconnier 2007:351): 

Mental spaces are very partial assemblies constructed as we think and talk for 

purposes of local understanding and action. They contain elements and are 

structured by frames and cognitive models. Mental spaces are connected to long-

term schematic knowledge, such as the frame for walking along a path, and to long-

term specific knowledge, such as a memory of the time you climbed Mount Rainier 

in 2001. 

Fauconnier (2007:352) describes a frame as: “When the elements and relations of a mental 

space are organized as a package we already know.” Speakers come to know these 

“packages” by experience with the world and experience with language. Conceptual 

Integration makes use of the frame (as described in Fillmore’s work and implemented in 

FrameNet) to denote different semantic domains involved in metaphor use, and views 

metaphor as having its own distinct mental space, in which relevant elements of the source 

and target frames are combined in a meaningful way (Fauconnier and Turner 2003). This 

blended space holds all of the correspondences between the source and target domains 

(which serve as inputs), and does not include aspects of either individual domain that are 

not relevant to the metaphor. It is the equivalent of a speaker’s interpretation of the 

metaphor. Deignan (2005) draws on mental spaces to account for the grammatical 

restrictions observed in her metaphor data and concludes that metaphors are interpreted in 

a separate, blended space, and not constructed by imposing one frame on another (see 

Chapter 2 for details). 

 Lakoff (1987) uses mental spaces to account for how language is processed; mental 

spaces may contain a number of ICMs, and can be expanded by adding more during 
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processing. ICMs can also introduce mental spaces (e.g. a story-telling ICM might set up 

a mental space for the story being told). Fauconnier (2007:352) notes that although mental 

spaces are created in working memory, some become entrenched, like frames, whose whole 

meaning can be activated simultaneously. The idea of entrenchment accounts for the 

conventionalization of metaphor; the more entrenched in long-term memory the metaphor 

space becomes, the less its literal meaning is activated. 

 To show how metaphor can be analyzed using Frame Semantics and Conceptual 

Integration, this section focuses on sentence level examples (rather than the more elaborate 

cases described in the work of Fauconnier and Turner). This keeps the demonstration 

simple and straightforward while showing how complex seemingly simple language can 

be. The sentence in (3.2) can be analyzed in terms of mental spaces as follows: Bill and 

Sue appear in a mental space, where married evokes the Forming_relationships 

frame, which lends its structure to the mental space and determines the relation that exists 

between the elements Bill and Sue. Tense and the time expression last summer situate the 

event in the past, the ICM associated with marriage is activated, and background 

knowledge about summer weddings becomes accessible. Call this Past Space A. 

(3.2) Bill married Sue last summer. 

From general background knowledge, we assume that Bill and Sue are people; a man and 

a woman respectively (although this assumption can be negated in subsequent discourse). 

The Forming_relationships frame (from FrameNet) indicates that there has been 

a change in the social relationship between the two individuals, who appear as frame 

elements PARTNER 1 and PARTNER 2. Additionally, the ICM related to marriage lets 

speakers elaborate the couple’s background and future (e.g. that there was a wedding where 

Bill and Sue became married, that they agreed to spend their lives as partners) and make 

additional assumptions based on the idealized prototype of being married (e.g. that they are 

still married, live together, have or plan to have children, spend holidays together, etc.). At 

this point, Past Space A is relatively uncomplicated; only one mental space is needed to 

interpret the sentence, so no conceptual integration has taken place. This is reflected in the 
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diagram, Figure 3.1, which shows the concepts Bill, Sue, and last summer in this Past Space 

A.49 Such a simple mental space is elaborated as discourse progresses and related elements 

appear in other mental spaces. 

 

Figure 3.1:  Past Space A 

 

When the sentence is expanded as in (3.3), the set of inferences and assumptions that held 

for (3.2) change significantly. 

(3.3) Bill married Sue last summer, but their relationship is falling apart. 

We now have the existing mental space, Past Space A, and a new mental space from the 

latter half of (3.3). They are integrated when both clauses are understood together. Before 

that can happen, however, there must be some interpretation for the new information,50 

which itself requires a blended space due to the nonliteral use of falling apart. The source 

frame of this metaphor is Breaking_apart. The diagram in Figure 3.2 shows the 

metaphor blend, Input Space M, that will serve along with Past Space A as input for 

integrating the entire sentence into a single, blended mental space.  

The proposition “their relationship is falling apart” evokes the 

Personal_relationship frame (via relationship), the Breaking_apart frame 

(via falling apart), and an ICM of relationships (e.g. that relationships begin and end, that 

bonds between partners can become stronger or weaker, etc.). The present progressive 

                                                
49 To avoid cluttering the discussion here, frames, ICMs, and background knowledge have been left out of 

the mental space diagrams (created by the author). 
50 This is not meant to imply any particular processing sequence in the mind; further research is needed to 

determine whether such interpretations are processed sequentially or in parallel. 

Bill 

Sue 

last summer 
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tense of the verb indicates that the relationship has not yet ended; rather the spouses are 

more (figuratively) distant than they were, and the relationship could soon end. As is clear 

from the name, the Personal_relationship frame includes words that denote the 

relationships people are in or can be in. Breaking_apart is defined in FrameNet as: 

“A WHOLE breaks apart into PIECES, resulting in the loss of the WHOLE (and in most cases, 

no piece that has a separate function).” Other lexical units that evoke the same frame 

include crumble and shatter. Prototypically, these things happen to physical objects, not to 

more abstract concepts like interpersonal relationships. Elements of Breaking_apart, 

however, find correspondents in the Personal_relationship frame; the pieces that 

had made up the whole are not unlike the partners that form a relationship (as illustrated 

by the noun couple in Personal_relationship), and once the relationship has 

ended, it is lost. This structure is common to both frames, and is thus represented in Figure 

3.2 as Generic Space M. A generic space holds that which the input spaces share, but none 

of the new meanings created by the blend (Fauconnier and Turner 2002:47). In terms of 

metaphor, this kind of space captures the commonalities between the source and target 

frames that allow them to combine; it represents the motivation for the metaphor (i.e. what 

the two concepts have in common) by showing what kind of relational structure is shared 

by the two domains. 

Following Fauconnier and Turner (2002:46-8), the circles in the diagram represent 

mental spaces, the dashed lines show connections between input spaces and either generic 

or blended spaces, and the solid lines represent connections between the blend’s inputs. 

Here, the PIECES of the WHOLE from the source input Breaking_apart correspond to 

the PARTNERS with a RELATIONSHIP in the target input Personal_relationship; 

they are counterparts. The solid line between the two PIECES indicate that they make up 

part of the same WHOLE, and the line between the PARTNERS shows that they are in a 

RELATIONSHIP. Accordingly, the lines representing the RELATIONSHIP and the WHOLE are 

linked with dashed lines to their relationship in the blend (Input Space M). This shows that 

the metaphor “their relationship is falling apart” construes the relationship as a physical 

whole.  
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual integration network for “their relationship is falling apart;” Input 

Space M is the blend that results from this metaphor. The 

Personal_relationship and Breaking_apart frames (evoked by 

relationship and falling apart) are the target and source frames of the 

metaphor, respectively. The generic space shows the structures they share. 

In the blended space, new meaning arises that is not copied directly from any input. 

This new meaning is called emergent structure, and is represented in the diagram by a 

rectangle to emphasize that the blend includes more than what is projected to it from the 

inputs (Fauconnier and Turner 2002:48). In this case, the emergent structure is the 

inference that the PARTNERS are no longer as close and the relationship will probably end. 

The emergent structure of a metaphor blend is the part of the meaning that is not directly 

accessible from the individual words; it is what gives metaphor its unique expressive 

power.  

their relationship 

Partner 
Partner 

Piece 

Piece 

Input: Personal_relationship Input: Breaking_apart 
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Input Space M 
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 In (3.3), Past Space A is conjured first, then but sets up a new, contrasting mental 

space in which Past Space A becomes an input (now Input Space A) and is blended with 

that of Input Space M.51 The use of the conjunction makes it clear that some of the 

assumptions inferred from the first clause will not survive in the blend. The lack of 

prototypical features of marriage and the high likelihood of divorce after a short period 

constitute the blend’s emergent structure. Figure 3.3 shows part of the conceptual 

integration network for the sentence in (3.3), which combines Input Space A and Input 

Space M into Blended Space B. The frames relevant to each input are listed next to them. 

Again, the generic space shows what the two input spaces have in common, and the blend 

includes the integrated meaning of the sentence as a whole, including emergent structure 

(represented by the rectangle).  

                                                
51 When a blended space is used as an input for a new blend, this is called recursion. This occurs frequently, 

and is a large part of what gives Conceptual Integration Theory its explanatory power. 
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Figure 3.3: Partial conceptual integration network of (3.3). 

The first part of (3.3) tells us that there is a personal relationship between Bill and Sue. 

This relationship is represented in Input Space A as the solid line between them. In the 

latter part of the sentence, their refers to Bill and Sue and relationship corresponds to the 

marriage. These counterpart connections are shown as solid lines between the input spaces 

and dashed lines between an input space and the blend or generic space. The 

Forming_relationships frame from Input Space A has no way to directly express 

the relationship (its primary FEs are PARTNERS) despite its importance to the frame. The 

Personal_relationship frame can express the PARTNERS or the RELATIONSHIP, and 

because both are realized (with their and relationship, respectively), there are complex 

cross domain connections between inputs. Their in Input Space M is connected to both Bill 

and Sue in Input Space A, while relationship is connected to the relation between them. 
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The partners and the relationship between them make up the shared structure of the inputs 

(in the generic space), so between Input Space M and the generic space, there are only two 

connections, whereas three exist between Input Space A and the generic space (this is 

because Bill and Sue are named separately there). Thus the solid line between partners and 

relationship in the generic space represents the idea that partners are part of the relationship, 

and constitute it in some way (this notion is emphasized with the Breaking_apart 

metaphor).  

 When mental spaces are integrated, not all parts of the inputs have correlates in the 

blend. This is known as selective projection, and can be seen in Figure 3.3 where only two 

out of three concepts in Input Space A are connected to concepts in Blended Space B. In 

the blend, the time the wedding took place is not so important; rather, the duration of the 

relationship is more salient because it is so short compared to a prototypical marriage. This 

is part of the emergent structure of the blend, as it only arises from background knowledge, 

the ICM of marriage, and the meanings of both inputs (in particular, the verb tenses). In 

this case, the emergent structure is reached through mental simulation or “running the 

blend.” By imagining the situation conveyed in the blend, it becomes clear that the 

relationship is not following the expected progression of a marriage; only about a year in, 

and the end is near. This process of emergent structure generation is known as elaboration.  

 There are two other ways in which emergent structure can be created in a blend: 

“through composition of projections from the inputs” (as in the metaphor blend, where the 

physical WHOLE of Breaking_apart and the RELATIONSHIP of 

Personal_relationship are one in the blend) and “through completion based on 

independently recruited frames and scenarios” (e.g. pattern completion) (Fauconnier and 

Turner 2002:48).  

 This section has described the constitutive principles of conceptual integration: 

counterpart connections, generic space, blending, selective projection, and emergent 
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meaning (Fauconnier and Turner 2002:345).52 In addition to these more basic concepts, 

there are a number of optimality principles (called governing principles) that further 

constrain conceptual integration and govern how emergent structure is generated. For 

example, in the metaphor “digging one’s own financial grave,” a variety of actual causes 

are compressed into one repeated action, digging. Compression is one of the governing 

principles that play a role in creating new meaning in the blended space. Governing 

principles are not strict rules; rather they are competing strategies used to optimize the 

generation of emergent structure.53 

 From a broad perspective, there is one goal that remains constant in all kinds of 

conceptual integration and drives the principles that govern blending: “achieve human 

scale” (Fauconnier and Turner 2002:312). For example, we can mentally enlarge the 

structure of an atom or molecule in order to better understand it. Similarly, when we think 

of our solar system, we scale it down to a more fathomable size to better understand its 

structure. Fauconnier and Turner (2002:346) also identify subgoals, all of which relate to 

the overarching goal of achieving human scale:  

Compress what is diffuse. 

Obtain global insight. 

Strengthen vital relations. 

Come up with a story. 

Go from Many to One. 

These subgoals, like the governing principles, are not rules, but rather help to optimize the 

generation of meaning in the blended space. They allow Conceptual Integration Theory to 

capture some very basic aspects of human perception, understanding and conceptualization 

without making them overly formulaic or prescriptive. Fauconnier and Turner (2002:336) 

describe how the constitutive principles, governing principles and goals of conceptual 

integration cooperate:  

                                                
52 Chapter 6 of Fauconnier and Turner (2002) examines the connections between concepts in detail. They 
use the term “vital relation” and describe various kinds, e.g. Cause-Effect, Part-Whole, Change, Time, 

Identity, Intentionality, etc. These relations can apply across spaces or within a space. 
53 See Fauconnier and Turner (2002: Chapter 16) for a complete list and explanations of each principle with 

examples. 
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Compression helps human scale, human scale helps getting a story, getting a story 

helps global insight, going from Many to One helps the blend achieve human scale. 

We have also seen how the governing principles may compete. Compression 

competes with topology, since topology is a pressure to preserve various 

distinctions and elements while compression works in the countervailing direction. 

Similarly, integration competes with unpacking since absolute integration leaves a 

blend that carries no sign of its distinctive inputs. 

The tension between contrasting principles is what makes some metaphors outstanding, 

others adequate, and still others nonsensical. Contrasting principles, along with individual 

differences in background knowledge and associations also allow some variation in how 

metaphors are interpreted.  

 Conceptual Integration can account for much more than metaphor; within this 

framework, any kind of counterfactual thinking can be modelled, e.g. considering 

alternatives, making models, simulating, fantasizing (Fauconnier and Turner 2002:xiii). Its 

versatility lends itself well to the description of meaning construction, from novel 

compounds to literary discourse. More importantly for this dissertation, Conceptual 

Integration can be used to expand a frame based analysis of lexical meaning to account for 

words that are used metaphorically to evoke a new frame. This is done in Chapters 4 and 

5, using the frames from the FrameNet database and corpus data from SALSA.  

3.4 FRAMENET  

 The FrameNet database (http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/) is the result of the 

application of Fillmore’s research on Frame Semantics from the 1980s onwards, together 

with many years of collaboration with other researchers, to the creation of a lexical 

database of English.54 It is an online database of English words that are grouped according 

to the semantic frame they evoke (LUs), along with definitions of the frames and their 

frame elements (FEs), annotations of the corpus data that were used to create the frames, 

and syntactic information for the annotations. This was the first large scale effort to create 

an inventory of semantic frames based on corpus evidence, and organizes the English 

                                                
54  See the list of references or FrameNet’s publications page for more about who has contributed to the 

project (https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/fnbibliography). 
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lexicon so that semantically related words are grouped together, just as the concepts they 

represent are in experience. Lexical units are assigned to frames by annotators who 

examine corpus sentences where they occur naturally. FEs are identified, and the syntactic 

valence patterns (patterns of how the FEs are realized syntactically) are determined for 

each LU. Annotating natural sentences with frame elements allows researchers to examine 

how different LUs within a frame realize them differently, and how similar FEs are realized 

across frames. Before the FrameNet database was available, such analyses were carried out 

as case studies, typically of a particular domain (see Fillmore and Atkins (1992) for a 

detailed analysis of English risk that laid the groundwork for FrameNet) or a set of related 

LUs (see Petruck (1996) for an overview of Frame Semantic analyses that investigate the 

relationship between syntax and semantics). 

 The FrameNet database contains frame reports (which describe the frames and their 

FEs and list inheritance relations and the LUs that evoke the frame), lexical entry reports 

(listing FEs that occur with that LU and their syntactic valencies), and annotations of 

corpus data (Fillmore and Baker 2010). FrameNet’s methodology is described in Section 

3.4.1, followed by an outline of the database structure in Section 3.4.2.  

3.4.1 FrameNet Methodology 

 Fillmore, Johnson and Petruck (2003:235) write a brief description of what 

FrameNet does and how: 

FrameNet identifies and describes semantic frames, and analyzes the meanings of 

words by directly appealing to the frames that underlie their meanings and studying 

the syntactic properties of words by asking how their semantic properties are given 

in syntactic form. 

The process typically starts with a description of a frame to which a lexical unit belongs, 

and frame elements are identified and named. Then, the lexicographers compile a list of 

LUs with similar or related meanings that might belong to the same frame. Samples of the 

words on this list are collected from the British National Corpus through automatic search. 

The samples acquired are annotated by hand; representative instances of the LUs are 

chosen and annotated with FE labels (Boas 2005:145). The frame definition and FEs may 
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be revised in light of observations from the corpus data (Fillmore Petruck, Ruppenhofer 

and Wright 2003:304). Information regarding phrase type and grammatical function is 

added automatically and the valence patterns for each LU are calculated (Boas 2005:145). 

Fillmore, Petruck, Ruppenhofer and Wright (2003:299) emphasize that this process is not 

a series of discrete steps; at any stage, earlier decisions can be revised and updated based 

on new information. The manual labeling of FEs is done using annotation software 

developed by the FrameNet project. Cases that are unclear are resolved with the help of 

other annotators. Finally, all the information must be entered into the database (see 

Fillmore Petruck, Ruppenhofer and Wright 2003 for details). 

 An advantage to FrameNet is its rigorous methodology. Frames and their FEs are 

based on large quantities of corpus data and are identified and clearly defined by a group 

of researchers who agree on the interpretations. This is quite different from the vague, 

undefined semantic domains commonly used to designate conceptual metaphors (e.g. 

LUST IS HUNGER). The application of Frame Semantics has provided an empirically 

motivated stock of frames to choose from (although there are many frames that have not 

yet been described). Having predetermined frames with internal structure allows the 

precise identification and comparison of source and target domains of metaphors. Frames 

also have external structure (relations between frames), which helps in the identification of 

related metaphors. Frame relations are discussed further in the next section, which provides 

an overview of the database. 

3.4.2 Database Structure  

 As an example, let us consider the frame, Commerce_scenario, which 

represents speakers’ background knowledge about what types of entities are involved in 

situations where commerce happens (FEs are BUYER, SELLER, MONEY, GOODS), and what 

typically goes on (e.g. that the BUYER and SELLER agree to exchange MONEY and GOODS). 

English speakers, upon hearing the word price, use their knowledge of this prototypical 

scenario to interpret what the word means in that particular context; without this prior 

knowledge, the word would not be interpretable. This scenario is fairly general, and can be 
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broken down into finer grained subframes, Commercial_transaction (which can be 

further broken down into two subframes of its own), and 

Having_commercial_agreement. The scenario is also used by other frames, such 

as Businesses, which involves places where commerce happens. Due to its general 

nature, these are the only relations that link Commerce_scenario to the network of 

frames, but other relations exist as well, e.g. inheritance, perspective on, inchoative of, and 

causative of. Frame relations provide the lexicon with structure that is semantically 

motivated and allow FrameNet users easy access to related frames through the online 

interface. For detailed descriptions and motivation for each relation, see Baker et al. 

(2003:286-7) 

 In the frame report for Commerce_scenario, as in any frame report, there is 

first a general frame description in prose, that gives an outline of the frame and what part 

each of the frame elements plays in the frame:55 

Commerce is a situation in which a BUYER and a SELLER have agreed upon an 

exchange of MONEY and GOODS (possibly after a negotiation), and then perform 

the exchange, optionally carrying it out with various kinds of direct payment or 

financing or the giving of change. 

The definition continues, filling in prototypical details about the frame. This is followed 

by a list of the FEs, divided into those that are core (all of which appear in the definition 

above) and non-core. The core FEs are those that are central to the frame. These are often 

realized in sentences that evoke the frame, while non-core FEs tend to be more generic 

(e.g. MANNER, PURPOSE) and are typically optional. Short descriptions are provided for all 

FEs, and many come with sample sentences as well.  

 Frame relations are listed at the end of the entry (with links to the related frames), 

along with a list of LUs that have been identified as evoking the frame. For 

Commerce_scenario, these are: commerce.n, goods.n, merchandise.n, price.n, supply 

                                                
55 https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Commerce_scenario 
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side.n, and trafficker.n. These are all nouns, but many frames include different parts of 

speech, (e.g. verbs, adjectives, adverbs). 

 In lexical entry reports, first the frame of the LU is identified, and then a definition 

is given, followed by a table that lists FEs and how they are realized syntactically in 

annotated sentences. There is also a table to show the valence patterns of annotated 

sentences, i.e. which FEs are realized together and their grammatical roles in the sentences. 

The realizations of the LU price.n in the frame Commerce_scenario are reproduced 

in Figure 3.4 below. Here, the number of annotated examples of each FE for this LU are 

given, and the different realizations of the FEs are also listed.56 The (non-core) RATE, for 

example, can be realized in a prepositional phrase headed by either per (in one case) or by 

(in three cases). For a core FE like GOODS, the number and diversity of attestations are of 

course higher. 

                                                
56 Any grammatical realization ending in “NI” denotes a kind of null instantiation, where an element is 

implied but not overtly mentioned in the sentence (see Fillmore 1986, Ruppenhofer and Michaelis 2010, and 

Lyngfelt 2012). 
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Figure 3.4: Table from a lexical entry report in FrameNet showing the realizations of 

FEs for the lexical unit price.n in the Commerce_scenario frame. 

Figure 3.5 shows an example of the valence patterns for the same LU. Each pattern 

of FE realization found in the data is listed along with syntactic information about each FE 

within the given pattern. The FE MONEY, for example, can be the only FE realized in a 

sentence with the target price.n, or it can be realized along with the FE GOODS. In this case, 

the syntactic properties of the MONEY FE are different in each pattern of realization (noun 

phrase when realized with GOODS, prepositional phrase when realized alone). 
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Figure 3.5: The valence table for price.n in the frame Commerce_scenario. 

 The lexical unit reports allow researchers to compare realization patterns in a 

systematic way. Their presentation makes it easy to see patterns in how particular FEs are 

realized under different circumstances, further illuminating the link between syntax and 

semantics. The annotated sentences used to make the tables can be viewed on the website 

also. Some annotations for the LU price are shown below. Here, the GOODS are realized in 

a prepositional phrase with of. 
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(3.4) But with firewood supplies dwindling, and prices [of imported firewood]Goods 

rising farmers with large numbers of cattle have set up biogas plants and large 

landowners have started collecting their crop residues for fuel. 

(3.5) The price [of goods leaving the factory]Goods is the lowest for a generation. 

Although the FrameNet database is based solely on English, the network of frames 

and FE annotation style has been used as the basis for similar projects in several other 

languages (Boas 2009). One such application is the SALSA Project, described in Section 

3.5. While the result looks very different from the original FrameNet (i.e. there are no 

lexical entry reports, only annotations and frame reports), much of the existing frame 

network fit the German data and was therefore used unaltered. 

3.5 SALSA: THE SAARBRÜCKEN LEXICAL SEMANTICS ACQUISITION PROJECT 

 The SALSA Corpus (Burchardt et al. 2006, 2009; http://www.coli.uni-

saarland.de/projects/salsa/page.php?id=index) is a database with semantic annotations of 

German newspaper texts following a very similar approach to FrameNet (see Burchardt et 

al. (2009) for a detailed description of the SALSA annotation process as well as efforts to 

automate it), and using primarily the frames defined in FrameNet. The data annotated are 

from the TIGER Treebank (Brants et al. 2002), which already included syntactic 

annotations of its 24,184 sentences. SALSA added frame annotations for around 20,000 

verbal instances and over 17,000 nominal instances.  

 The key difference between FrameNet and SALSA is the way sentences were 

chosen for annotation; a main goal of the SALSA Project was to generate an annotated 

corpus, which is now used as a tool for the development of automatic semantic parsers 

(Burchardt et al. 2009:209). That is not to say that every word or phrase in the corpus is 

annotated; rather, sentences in the corpus generally have one LU that is assigned to a frame, 

and FEs are also annotated. This means that annotation did not proceed in the way of 

FrameNet (where annotators chose groups of words with similar meanings and then created 

a frame); the main goal of SALSA was the annotation, not frame creation. Even so, 

annotators sometimes had to posit proto-frames or augment the English frames, because 

certain meanings in the German corpus could not be expressed appropriately using the 
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available English-specific frames from FrameNet. Proto-frames are lemma specific, and 

are thus less elaborate than FrameNet frames (Burchardt et al. 2009:213). 

 The full-text annotation style required a systematic way of dealing with metaphor. 

SALSA annotators had the advantage, however, of not being the first to attempt Frame 

Semantic annotation, so they had a plan to deal with metaphors as they were encountered 

in the corpus, unlike the FrameNet annotators, who compiled a list of such uses, but still 

included samples in the frame reports (of the source frames) and did not always indicate 

which other frame was involved in the metaphor. In SALSA, metaphorical samples were 

annotated with the source frame and the target frame whenever possible, and FEs from 

both were assigned to each lexical unit.  

 The metaphor in (3.6) shows the FE alignment between source frame 

Cause_motion (in which a THEME is made to move, either by an AGENT or a CAUSE) 

and target Causation (in which a CAUSE causes an EFFECT); the source FE is listed first. 

The verb stürzen (to plunge), typically evokes the Cause_motion frame, but is used here 

to indicate causation without actual motion. The CAUSE FEs from each frame align, the 

source FE THEME corresponds to the target FE AFFECTED, and the source FE GOAL (the 

end location of the THEME that moves) aligns with the target FE EFFECT. This pattern of 

correspondence is nice, neat, and just what one would expect based on the invariance 

hypothesis of CMT. 

(3.6) [Dieser Sachverhalt]Cause/Cause hat bereits [die Liberalen]Theme/Affected [in eine  

[This set-of-facts]Cause/Cause     has already [the liberals]Theme/Affected [into a  

Krise]Goal/Effect gestürzt. 

crisis]Goal/Effect plunged. 

 

[This set of facts]Cause/Cause has already plunged [the liberals]Theme/Affected 

[into a crisis].Goal/Effect 

(3.7) “De Gaulle erwähnte in seiner mordspatriotischen Rede beim Einzug in Paris  

“De Gaulle mentioned in his murderously-patriotic speech at-the entry into Paris  

am 25.8.1944 diejenigen mit keinem Wort, [die]Buyer/Protagonist[seinen pompösen  

on 8-25-1944 those         with no word,     [who]Buyer/Protagonist [his grandiose  
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Auftritt]Goods/--          mit unerhörtem Blutzoll bezahlt hatten - die angelsächsischen  

appearance]Goods/-- with outrageous blood-fee paid  had - the Anglo-Saxon 

Soldaten.” 

soldiers.” 

 

“In his murderously patriotic speech at the entry into Paris on 8-25-1944, De 

Gaulle did not mention those [who] Buyer/Protagonist had paid with their blood for his 

grandiose appearance]Goods/-- - the Anglo-Saxon soldiers - at all." 

In other cases, there is no one to one overlap between frame elements. For example, 

an LU (or phrase) that is annotated as an FE in the source frame may not constitute an FE 

in the target frame, as in (3.7), where the NP designated as GOODS in the source 

Commerce_pay is not assigned an FE from the target frame, Death. Alternatively, a 

core FE from one frame may correspond to a non-core FE in the other (Burchardt et al. 

2006:4). Such mismatches in FE alignment are not uncommon, and result from the 

metaphor, not the annotation style. The metaphor in (3.7) works the same way in English; 

it involves “paying” for something with blood; because there is no FE in the Death frame 

that denotes the cause for which the PROTAGONIST sacrifices their life, there is no target FE 

that can be linked to the GOODS of Commerce_pay. 

Many instances of metaphor in the SALSA corpus do not provide the opportunity 

to compare FE correspondence because they have not been fully annotated with two 

frames; in cases where the figurative meaning was particularly difficult to identify in terms 

of existing frames, the metaphor was marked with the source frame alone for practical 

reasons (Burchardt et al. 2009:217). There are also some (but far fewer) instances where 

the source frame was difficult to identify, and thus only the target frame was annotated. A 

total of 771 instances were flagged in the SALSA 2.0 corpus as metaphorical with either: 

a source frame (473), a target frame (31), or both (267); approximately a third of the 

metaphoric sentences in the corpus evoke source and target frames that could be identified 

straightforwardly. Some of the instances are annotated with multiple source and/or target 

frames (or with alternate FE annotations for the same source or target). 

 In Chapters 4 and 5, data from the SALSA corpus is used to examine how semantic 

roles (frame elements) and syntactic patterns (valencies) are manifested in metaphor. 
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Chapter 4 presents a case study of the verb verkaufen (to sell) used to convey some kind of 

communication. In Chapter 5, a more complex group of metaphors are analyzed, all of 

which construe perception as awareness or becoming aware. Using the analytical 

frameworks of Frame Semantics and Conceptual Integration, these chapters investigate the 

alignment of meaning elements in metaphor (between source and target domains). Do 

frame elements from the source frame consistently and systematically align with FEs of 

the target frame? That is, for a given source-target frame pair, is each source FE always 

manifested as the same target FE? If not, what are the distributions of FE mappings? How 

can these alternations be accounted for? The idea of invariance in Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory (see Chapter 2) implies that the FE mappings between source and target frames are 

consistent, preserving the structure of the source frame so that semantically similar FEs 

(e.g. two frame-specific AGENT FEs, or AGENT and CAUSE) will always be aligned. 

Chapters 4 and 5 find evidence that the notion of invariance, formulated as it has been 

within CMT, is somewhat narrow. A better way of describing how semantic information 

and relations are preserved (or not) across the source and target frames is found within 

Conceptual Integration Theory, namely as the result of the governing principles topology 

and compression. The data support approaches that posit a blended space for metaphor, 

which allows integration principles to account for the projection of semantic structures 

from target to blend as well as from source to blend. The analysis provides further detail 

about how metaphor links semantic information between domains to create new meaning. 

Syntactic patterns will also be considered to see whether they are consistent 

throughout the different manifestations of the metaphor. Are syntactic patterns contributed 

by the source domain or the target domain? Or are they unique to the metaphor? Or to the 

target LU? Answering these questions will provide a deeper understanding of what 

influences the syntax of metaphor, laying the groundwork for a future grammar of 

metaphor. 

FEs from source-target pairs instantiated by multiple lexical units are compared in 

Chapter 5 to determine whether the alignment of semantic elements is consistent 

throughout all instantiations of a metaphor (not just those involving a particular LU), and 
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whether the patterns are unique to the metaphor or determined by the target LU. If a source-

target pair is a unique mapping that exists in conceptual structure independently of the 

words that evoke it (as Conceptual Metaphor Theory claims), we expect certain patterns to 

be associated with that pair, regardless of which particular LU evokes the metaphor.  
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Chapter 4:  Conveying Communication with German verkaufen: A Case 

Study 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

Previous chapters have identified two major problems in metaphor research: (1) 

inconsistency with respect to identification and definition of the source and target semantic 

domains (literal and figurative meanings, respectively), and (2) the restriction of our 

knowledge about metaphoric meaning to broader level generalizations, primarily within 

the realm of conceptual structure, resulting from the lack of clear semantic domains. 

Further investigation into the nature and relationship of meaning(s) in the source and target 

domains is only possible with a more thorough account of the phenomenon (meaning in 

metaphor). This dissertation uses the methodology of Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982) to 

solve the first problem; the semantic domains involved are identified as semantic frames 

(which are created based on other empirical evidence),57 allowing for sentence level 

analysis of the metaphor’s meaning and thus a solution to the second problem. The analysis 

includes comparisons of semantic role information (frame elements) from the source and 

target frames in conjunction with examinations of the syntactic patterns associated with the 

metaphors (valence). The goal is to determine how particular frame elements from the 

source frame relate to others in the target frame (i.e. do the source frame elements 

consistently correspond to the same target frame elements?), and to identify and account 

for any inconsistencies in how the source and target frames are aligned (with respect to 

frame elements). Results refute the Invariance Hypothesis proposed by Conceptual 

Metaphor theorists (see Section 2.2) and suggest an alternative view of invariance that is 

more in line with Conceptual Integration. 

 Researchers have examined metaphoric meaning, but not in the way pursued here. 

Barnden et al. (2002), Wallington & Barnden (2006) and Wallington (2010), for example, 

have shown that certain types of semantic information are present in the metaphoric 

interpretation independently of the kind of metaphor involved (e.g. causation, enablement). 

                                                
57 Unless otherwise noted, all frame information in the data is from the annotators at the SALSA project. See 

Chapter 3 for further explanation of the frame identification process. 
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Deignan (2005) examined word sense relations (e.g. antonymy, hyponymy) to show that 

they are preserved in metaphoric usages of related words. Ahrens (2010) illuminated the 

core meaning correspondences that connect the source and target domains.58 All these 

approaches shine a light into a different area of the catacombs of metaphoric meaning and 

tell us something new and exciting about how meaning from the source domain 

corresponds to meaning in the target domain without delving into word level or semantic-

role level detail. Looking at how semantic roles are realized in metaphor is a novel 

approach, and sets this dissertation apart from the rest of the research on metaphoric 

meaning.  

 In order to demonstrate how Frame Semantics functions as a methodological tool, 

I first introduce a case study that examines in detail 9 attestations of the German verb 

verkaufen (‘to sell’) used metaphorically. This may seem like a small sample size, but what 

it lacks in quantity, it makes up for in authenticity and accessibility. The authenticity and 

unconventionality of these examples allow insight into a different kind of metaphor, one 

that might otherwise not occur to a metaphor researcher. That a comprehensive theory of 

metaphor cannot be based on such a small sample size does not negate the value of a highly 

detailed analysis of authentic metaphor data. Much of the previous literature has focused 

on very general accounts of how metaphor works; the current analysis therefore helps 

balance our overall view and knowledge of this phenomenon by revealing and accounting 

for the mechanics of metaphoric meaning. 

The case study contains an introduction to the data in Section 4.2, a discussion of 

the much studied Conduit Metaphor (of which these samples are instantiations) in Section 

4.3, along with an evaluation of how Conceptual Metaphor Theory would account for the 

data, and an alternative, frame-based analysis (Section 4.4) that handles the data in a more 

comprehensive way. The frame-based approach has the advantage that semantic domains 

are clearly and independently defined, bypassing the greatest pitfall of metaphor research. 

This method also accounts for data at a level of meaning that is much more fine-grained 

                                                
58 See Section 2.3 for more detailed summaries of research on metaphoric meaning. 
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than previous approaches. At the level of semantic roles, the connection between semantics 

and syntax is available for investigation; analysis of the valence patterns in metaphor sheds 

light on a new aspect of the syntax-semantics interface. At the end of the chapter, in Section 

4.5, I discuss conclusions and implications for applying the method to a larger, more 

diverse set of data. 

4.2 METAPHORIC USES OF VERKAUFEN (‘TO SELL’) FROM THE SALSA CORPUS 

 This section introduces the body of evidence used in this introductory case study. 

Of the 85 instances of verkaufen (‘to sell’) in the SALSA corpus, only 10 were flagged as 

metaphoric by the SALSA team members (11.7%). One of those represented a 

conventionalized metaphor, die Seele verkaufen (‘to sell one’s soul’). The other examples 

were annotated with the source frame (the literal meaning) Commerce_sell, and have 

as target frame (metaphoric meaning) either Suasion or 

Communicate_categorization. In the first frame, a SPEAKER uses language to 

persuade an ADDRESSEE to form some intention to act (this act is often the adoption of a 

belief). The second frame denotes a situation in which a SPEAKER asserts that an ITEM 

belongs to a particular CATEGORY, claiming that the ITEM has the characteristics that would 

allow membership in the CATEGORY. Because the source frame, Commerce_sell, has 

to do with the transfer of objects, and the target frames involve communication, these 

samples can be evaluated as part of the Conduit Metaphor, first proposed by Reddy (1979). 

The Conduit Metaphor is a general conceptual link that is manifested in instances of 

metaphor where communication is conceived of as the transfer of physical objects, often 

along a conduit. Examples (4.1) and (4.2) show the two variants of this metaphor found in 

SALSA; (4.1) evokes the target frame Suasion and (4.2) evokes the target frame 

Communicate_categorization.59  

                                                
59 The words or phrases that denote semantic roles are in square brackets, followed by the name of the source 

and target frame elements (FEs) that are instantiated, in that order. When an FE is referred to in the text, it 

will be shown in small capitals (e.g. SELLER). If some part of the sentence constitutes a frame element in one 

frame, but not the other, the lack of an FE assignment will be shown with “--” as seen in (2) with the target 

FE CATEGORY. 
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(4.1) Die von dänischer Seite kolportierten Vorbehalte, [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker sei nicht  

The from Danish   side   circulated      caveats,      [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker be   not     

geschmeidig genug, [die Bosnien-Kampagne]Goods/Content so wirksam zu  

flexible        enough,  [the  Bosnia campaign]Good/Contents so effectively to   

verkaufen, wie US-Präsident Bill Clinton sich       das  im Wahljahr             

sell,               as US-President Bill Clinton himself that in-the election-year  

vorstellt, gelten als nicht stichhaltig. 

imagines, qualify as not valid. 

 

The caveats circulated from the Danish side, that [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker is not 

flexible enough to sell [the Bosnia campaign]Goods/Content as effectively as US-

President Bill Clinton visualizes in an election year, are invalid. 

 

(4.2) [Was]Goods/Item   [er]Seller/Speaker  [als Prävantiv-Design]--/Category zu verkaufen  

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker [as preventive design]--/Category  to  sell                   

versucht, ist in Wahrheit nur die Vorstufe zu einer Öko-Diktatur. 

tries,        is in  truth     only the precursor to an  eco-dictatorship. 

 

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker is trying to sell [as preventive design]--/Category is in 

truth only the precursor to an eco-dictatorship. 

In (4.1), there is no real commercial transaction happening in which Lubbers would 

sell a campaign. The meaning of verkaufen in this context has to do with persuasion; if 

Lubbers presents the Bosnia campaign in a way that would appeal to the metaphorical 

buyer, ultimately swaying public opinion, he will have successfully “sold” it. Here, it is the 

successful communication of an idea that is referred to as selling. In (4.2), the act of 

claiming that something belongs to a category (in this case, preventive design) is likened 

to selling that thing as a member of the category. The need of a SELLER to convince or 

persuade someone to purchase can be seen in the interpretations of these metaphors; both 

of the examples include an element of argumentation on the part of the SELLER/SPEAKER, 

who must convincingly communicate their assertions. This and other issues concerning the 

meanings of these metaphors are taken up in Section 4.4. 

 An introduction to the Conduit Metaphor is given next (in Section 4.3), and 

previous accounts are applied to the SALSA data. This is followed by a frame-based 

analysis, including a demonstration of how Frame Semantics can be used to solve the 

problem of semantic domain definition (Section 4.4.1) and an account of how meanings in 
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the source and target frames align in the 9 verkaufen attestations (Section 4.4.2). Next, 

syntactic patterns associated with the metaphors are examined (Section 4.4.3), and finally, 

the findings are interpreted within the context of metaphor theory and preliminary 

conclusions are drawn (Section 4.5). 

4.3 THE CONDUIT METAPHOR 

Reddy (1979) documented the pervasiveness of metaphor in everyday language, 

observing that many terms and expressions used to describe various communicative acts 

have literal meanings within the semantic domain of physical transfer. This correspondence 

between the transfer of objects (along a conduit) and the “transfer” of ideas in 

communication underlies a cluster of metaphors collectively referred to as the Conduit 

Metaphor.60 Below are some examples given by Reddy (1979): 

(4.3) Put those thoughts down on paper before you lose them! (291) 

(4.4) Try to get your feelings about the merger into circulation among the board 

members. (316) 

 

Figure 4.1: A graphic representation of the Conduit Metaphor 

These examples show how communication can be conceptualized in terms of physical 

transfer, such as putting an object down, or getting something into circulation.  The 

                                                
60 Because the data for this section involve communication construed as transfer but do not refer to 

ideas/thoughts as objects, only the transfer aspect of the Conduit Metaphor is relevant here. The discussion 

is limited accordingly. 
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“objects” being put down or circulated are simply of a different nature than in the 

conventional, literal senses of those terms. The objects undergoing the action are ideas, and 

the end result is a message that is sent by some communicator. Because to put down and to 

get into circulation by themselves do not evoke any meaning of communication, but rather 

meanings involving the manipulation and transfer of physical objects, this latter meaning 

is considered to be the literal sense. The literal interpretation of a word or expression is that 

which speakers conventionally associate with it; the corresponding term in Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory (CMT) is “source” meaning. In (4.3) and (4.4) above, the intended 

interpretation of these words involves a person communicating; this is the metaphoric 

interpretation, which speakers understand from context. This is the “target” meaning of the 

expressions. 

 To account for the data that Reddy (1979) presented, Lakoff and Johnson (1980:10) 

posited three conceptual metaphors: 1) IDEAS/MEANINGS ARE OBJECTS, 2) 

LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS ARE CONTAINERS, and 3) COMMUNICATION IS 

SENDING. This means that speakers conceptualize communicative acts as sending (or 

more broadly, transfer). The speaker is construed as placing some meaning or idea into a 

linguistic container and sending it to another person.61 In the case of the Conduit Metaphor, 

CMT encounters the problem of semantic domain definition - are linguistic expressions 

really the only kind of “containers” for meaning? What about images, symbols, emoticons 

or memes, as these are also capable of containing meaning? This demonstrates the value 

of clearly defined semantic domains as well as the problem of determining which level of 

generality should be employed in conceptual metaphor identification. 

 Despite such issues, linguistic evidence clearly shows that there is a link between 

how we talk about transfer and how we conceive of communication. This notion has 

influenced scholars in various disciplines, who have devoted many studies to the Conduit 

Metaphor and its role in language and society. For example, Budwig (1991) investigated 

the role of the Conduit Metaphor in legal language involving informed consent, Nomura 

                                                
61 Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) approach will not be elaborated here, in favor of a more recent analyses from 

Grady (1998), whose proposed mappings are better motivated and capture a broader level of generalization. 
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(1993) examined the Conduit Metaphor in Japanese, Eubanks (2001) discussed the Conduit 

Metaphor with relation to rhetoric and writing, and Wee (2002) described the importance 

of the Conduit Metaphor in Singapore’s language policy.62 Within cognitive linguistics, 

Goethals (2003) approaches the Conduit Metaphor with pragmatics in mind, aiming to test 

the tenets of three different theories (Peircean Semiotics, Cognitive Grammar and Systemic 

Functional Grammar). He examines how each theory deals with what he considers one of 

the main risks of the Conduit Metaphor and the way it allows communication to be 

understood, namely the “restrictive view on linguistic signification” that accompanies it. 

Goethals considers the Conduit Metaphor restrictive in the sense that it relates to 

representational meaning (signification of actual communicative acts) and does not 

necessarily extend to performative meaning (i.e. speech acts, illocutionary force).  

Reddy’s (1979) analysis was preliminary and has been reworked somewhat since 

its initial appearance; Grady (1998), reviewed in Section 4.3.1, provides an alternative 

analysis that aligns with Conceptual Metaphor Theory but differs from the analyses of 

Lakoff and Johnson in that more general mappings between concepts are used to account 

for the data. 

Section 4.3.2 presents a case for including SALSA’s verkaufen metaphors in the 

Conduit Metaphor dataset, and the approaches of Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Grady 

(1998) are applied to the verkaufen data in order to identify advantages and disadvantages 

with respect to the analysis of metaphoric meaning alignment.63 

                                                
62 This list is by no means comprehensive, but is instead intended to show the variety of real world 
applications found for this particular conceptual metaphor. 
63 The terms “alignment” and “correspondence” are used throughout this analysis to describe the relationship 

between meaning elements from two different semantic domains (source and target) that are realized as the 

same word or phrase (e.g. SELLER and SPEAKER in examples (1) and (2)). The terms “mapping” and “transfer” 

sometimes appear in the literature, but will not be used to describe alignment at the phrase level because they 

seem to imply that a source domain is projected onto or carried over to a target domain. This view is 

misleading and contradicts empirical findings. If the term “mapping” is used, it refers to a more general link, 

synonymous with “conceptual metaphor.” 
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4.3.1 Grady (1998) - The “Conduit Metaphor” Revisited 

 Grady (1998) provides an account of the Conduit Metaphor that draws on 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory but presents a different, more nuanced analysis of the 

conceptual metaphors involved by breaking the Conduit Metaphor down into multiple, 

independently motivated conceptual metaphors. His primary critique of CMT analyses 

(primarily Lakoff and Johnson 1980) is that “it is unclear whether the conduit metaphor 

has been analyzed at an appropriate level of generality.” Most notably, Grady (1998) rejects 

Reddy’s (1979) combined interpretation of words as containers that are packed and sent 

along a conduit, arguing for a more general mechanism by which constituents are construed 

as contents. He also proposes separate motivation for the metaphors that represent 

communication in terms of physical transfer.64  

 To account for metaphors that imply that “meaning is a physical object that can be 

passed from one person to another” (i.e. metaphors that construe communication as 

transfer), Grady (1998) first suggests a conceptual link between the transfer of energy and 

physical transfer. The claim is that there is an experiential basis for such metaphors (13): 

One of the bases for this conceptualization is surely the fact that there is literal 

physical (though not necessarily direct) transfer involved in any communicative 

act: readers read actual books and papers which have come into their possession 

from some ultimate source; listeners interpret acoustic signals which arrive at their 

ears; Internet users have access to electric signals traveling through phone lines, 

and so forth. Meaning is metaphorically transferred while physical signals, 

notations, etc. are literally transferred. 

This clarifies the embodied basis of the Conduit Metaphor and claims that communication 

is one of the many ways humans experience transfer.65 Grady (1998) proposes another 

independent mapping to account for metaphors in which communication is seen as transfer: 

IDEAS/THOUGHTS/ETC. ARE POSSESSIONS (and thus LEARNING IS 

                                                
64 Because the data at hand do not deal with this aspect of the Conduit Metaphor, no further detail is needed 
concerning Grady’s (1998) reanalysis of the container aspects of this metaphor. 
65 Barcelona (2002) and Martín de León (2004) argue that such experiential links are a kind of metonymy 

that underlies conceptual metaphors like the Conduit Metaphor. Because the data in this case study involve 

a more complex form of transfer (selling), these claims alone cannot account for them, and are therefore not 

pursued here. 
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ACQUIRING). Combined with the idea that communicative acts inherently involve some 

type of (energy) transfer, this accounts for the construal of communication itself as sending 

or transferring, and of communicative messages as objects (that can be passed between 

communicators). As evidence that ideas, thoughts, feelings, and the like can be 

“metaphorically possessed,” Grady (1998:14) provides these examples: 

(4.5) This paper has given me new insights into the equi. 

(4.6) I have a much better understanding of tax law now than I did before I took this 

course. 

(4.7) She used her knowledge of the terrain to help defeat the invaders. 

In Grady’s view, these examples may be motivated by the “subjective experience of being 

able to examine, manipulate, and use the contents of our minds and our memories” 

(1998:14). Thus thoughts/ideas/feelings/etc. are easily construed as possessions (although 

possessions are prototypically physical), by which it follows that they can be acted upon in 

the same ways as physical possessions, e.g. they can be acquired, lost, transferred, stolen, 

or even sold.  

 It is possible to account for metaphors that construe communication as transfer 

solely on the basis of IDEAS/MEANINGS/ETC. ARE POSSESSIONS, but to do so would 

fail to capture the embodied aspect of the metaphors, missing their origins in human 

experience. Although Grady (1998:14) uses only the conceptual metaphor 

TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY IS TRANSFER to account for examples that explicitly 

refer to transfer, he relies on ACHIEVING A PURPOSE IS ACQUIRING A DESIRED 

OBJECT (from Lakoff 1993) to account for examples that involve someone “getting” 

something out of a communication, as in (4.8). 

(4.8) I have to struggle to get any meaning at all out of the sentence. 

In this example, the goal of the reader (or hearer) is to understand the sentence; the purpose 

is to interpret its meaning. This is construed as a process of extraction; extracting a desired 

object from some container is a common means of acquisition in experience (Grady 

1998:10-11). This more general mapping is not necessary to account for instances with 

explicit reference to transfer, but it is relevant for data in which communication is 
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represented as selling; after all, a seller has a very specific purpose: to transfer their wares 

to a buyer in exchange for a sum of money. The relevance of this conceptual metaphor is 

revisited in Section 4.3.2, where previous approaches to the Conduit Metaphor are applied 

to the verkaufen examples from SALSA. 

4.3.2 Conveying Communication with German verkaufen (‘to sell’) 

 The previous sections showed various ways in which communication can be 

construed via metaphor as a type of physical transfer. The examples cited as part of the 

Conduit Metaphor in the literature include quite basic expressions of transfer, e.g. give, or 

get into circulation, and typically avoid terms of transfer with a heavier cultural component 

of meaning, such as sell. The basic idea of transfer, however, is as present in sell as it is in 

give; in any selling event, there is an exchange of GOODS for MONEY, and the GOODs 

involved are most often transferred physically to the BUYER. Of course, selling is not the 

prototypical event associated with physical transfer; with it come culturally determined 

notions of money, value and goods. Rather, physical transfer is found in the prototypical 

meaning of sell, which includes the transfer of GOODS and the transfer of MONEY. The 

culturally determined ideas relevant to this frame do not prevent the notion of selling from 

being used as a source in the Conduit Metaphor. In fact, the vast majority of the metaphoric 

usages of verkaufen (‘to sell’) found in the corpus instantiate this conceptual metaphor. 

Roughly half of the samples evoke the target frame Suasion (in these examples, the 

“seller” attempts to persuade others), and the rest evoke the target frame 

Communicate_categorization (meaning that the “seller” claims that the “goods” 

belong to a particular category). Both of these frames directly involve communication, and 

although the verkaufen metaphors from SALSA are somewhat more complex than those 

previously described as part of the Conduit Metaphor, it is clear that the general mapping 

from physical transfer to communication is applicable here.  

In Section 4.4, these metaphors are analyzed using Frame Semantics as a 

methodological tool. Before this analysis is carried out, however, it is necessary to examine 

how the more traditional approaches to metaphor would account for the data. To 
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demonstrate the two variants of the Conduit Metaphor found in the data, examples (4.1) 

and (4.2) are reproduced as (4.9) and (4.10) and discussed in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2, 

respectively. Both were annotated by the SALSA team with the source frame 

Commerce_sell; (4.9) was assigned the target frame Suasion, while (4.10) was 

assigned the target Communicate_categorization.  

4.3.2.1 Applying Existing Approaches: SUASION IS SELLING 

 This metaphoric use of verkaufen (to sell) from SALSA involves a SPEAKER with 

the goal of persuasion. This is exemplified in (4.9). 

(4.9) Die von dänischer Seite kolportierten Vorbehalte, [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker sei nicht  

The from Danish   side   circulated      caveats,      [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker be   not     

geschmeidig genug, [die Bosnien-Kampagne]Goods/Content so wirksam zu  

flexible        enough,  [the  Bosnia campaign]Good/Content so effectively to   

verkaufen, wie US-Präsident Bill Clinton sich      das  im Wahljahr             

sell,               as US-President Bill Clinton himself that in-the election-year  

vorstellt, gelten als nicht stichhaltig. 

imagines, qualify as not valid. 

 

The caveats, circulated from the Danish side, that [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker is not 

flexible enough to sell [the Bosnia campaign]Goods/Content as effectively as US-

President Bill Clinton visualizes in an election year, are invalid. 

This metaphor describes an event in which a politician communicates ideas about a 

political agenda to the public in order to promote the agenda and gain the public’s approval. 

There is no reference to particular linguistic expressions as containers, nor is there explicit 

reference to the communicative act itself. Of the three conceptual metaphors proposed by 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980), IDEAS/MEANINGS ARE OBJECTS is most applicable here; 

COMMUNICATION IS SENDING applies indirectly, and LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS 

ARE CONTAINERS does not apply at all. In the sentence, die Bosnien-Kampagne (‘the 

Bosnia campaign’) is the idea that is construed as an object; it is quite complex, involving 

a plan of action as well as political intentions and goals that justify it. This construal is 

achieved when this idea fills the semantic role of GOODS for the verb verkaufen (‘to sell’). 

It is more difficult to interpret this example as relevant to COMMUNICATION IS 
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SENDING because of the typical associations one has with selling; when one buys a cup 

of coffee, the person selling it does not exactly send it to one, although they do indeed 

transfer it in some way. Clearly, the semantic domain of sending, if it corresponds to the 

word’s conventional meaning, is somewhat ill-suited to the description of this Conduit 

Metaphor example, but if it is interpreted broadly to include all kinds of transfer, it can be 

salvaged.66 Reformulated as COMMUNICATION IS TRANSFER, this conceptual 

metaphor motivates the use of selling as a source domain for communication: selling 

involves a type of transfer.  

 From Grady’s perspective, in contrast, the mapping between communication and 

transfer follows from IDEAS/MEANINGS/ETC. ARE POSSESSIONS. From this 

conceptualization, Grady (1998:14) claims, “it follows that they can be acquired, given to 

us, etc.” Thus that possessions can be passed from person to person (along with the 

compatible fact that ideas spread from person to person) allows for the felicitous use of 

transfer as a source domain for communication, because things that can be communicated 

(ideas, knowledge, meanings, feelings, moods, thoughts) can all be construed as 

possessions. This account seems slightly circular; is the only thing that unites these things 

that can be construed as possessions the experience of knowing them in the mind?67 Where 

are the edges of this semantic domain? Would it be possible, say, for the mental 

representation of a smell? Let us take as example an experience of being reminded of a 

smell from childhood; one might utter “Watching my daughter knead the dough, I could 

smell grandma’s kitchen,” but could a person utter something like “Watching my daughter 

knead the dough, I got the smell of grandma’s kitchen”? This is possible with thoughts, 

ideas, and even mental pictures, but with mental representations of certain physical 

experiences like smells, it is much more difficult. 

                                                
66 Although this does not solve the problem of semantic domain definition, but begs the question of where 
does such expansion/extension of a semantic domain end? For example, could communication be construed 

as the manipulation of objects? 
67 Grady (1998) uses Reddy’s (1979) term “RM” (repertoire member) to refer to the group of concepts that 

are portrayed as possessions via this metaphor. Reddy (1979:289) coined the term as a matter of convenience, 

stating that there was “as yet no way of isolating what is crucial to them.” He characterizes them as denoting 

“internal conceptual or emotional material.”  
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 It seems that mental material can fill semantic roles normally occupied by 

possessions if it is something that can be communicated to another human being, but this 

is not completely certain. Suffice it therefore to say here that some mental representations, 

such as smells, cannot be communicated in a way that conjures the same mental 

representation in the mind of the hearer, and because they are thus not fully communicated, 

they do not get “transferred” to or from another person, and consequently are not a suitable 

match for the Conduit Metaphor. This could provide an explanation for why the smell 

example above seems so odd, and would also suggest that IDEAS/MEANINGS/ETC. ARE 

POSSESSIONS cannot fully account for Conduit Metaphor examples without the related 

notion COMMUNICATION IS TRANSFER (because the “etc.” would only include 

mental material that can be communicated). This begs the question of whether the category 

“possessions” is at all relevant in an account of the Conduit Metaphor. Indeed, the concept 

of physical transfer can indicate a change in physical possession, but because the idea of 

communication is still relevant, the conceptual metaphor should not be posited at that level. 

It is not quite specific enough.  

 Grady (1998) discusses another, related conceptual metaphor that could be used to 

account for the data in (4.9), although he mentions it not in relation to metaphors that use 

the source transfer, but rather to those in which someone “extracts” ideas or meaning from 

a text or utterance. First introduced by Lakoff (1993), ACHIEVING A PURPOSE IS 

ACQUIRING A DESIRED OBJECT applies to (4.9) in that the seller, Lubbers, is 

attempting to achieve a purpose: he promotes the Bosnia campaign with the goal of high 

public approval. The purpose of the SELLER in the source domain is to convince some 

BUYER to give MONEY in exchange for the SELLER’s GOODS. While this scenario can be 

seen as a transfer of possession (as above), it can also be seen as the achievement of a 

purpose. The main problem that such an interpretation faces is the lack of a particular 

desired object in the sentence. One’s knowledge of the source domain allows the inference 

that there could be some metaphorical MONEY at play, but only by one’s knowledge of the 

world and its politics can one interpret the MONEY as public approval. If there is no overt 

reference to a desired purpose or desired object, then how is one to know that this aspect 
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of the source domain has a corresponding element of meaning in the target domain? It is 

often the case in metaphor that only some of the salient components of the source domain 

are used in the target domain (e.g. in (4.9) the PRICE of the GOODS has no target domain 

counterpart), but there is as yet no way of determining how this works. Current theories 

can describe why certain sources can be so aptly applied to certain targets, but they do not 

account for the process well enough to be able to predict how meaning components align 

between one domain and another. For example, transfer can be seen as a good match for 

expressing communication metaphorically because each kind of event involves two people 

and something that starts out with one person and is subsequently had by the other person. 

That both semantic domains are associated with the ditransitive construction also makes 

them a good source-target pair. This same basic structure is involved when a person cooks 

something for another person, including the availability of the ditransitive construction, yet 

cooking is not a very good source domain for a communication metaphor (e.g. *I cooked 

my boss an idea for a new product versus I gave/sold my boss an idea for a new product). 

Even with an implication that making up the idea is a process similar to cooking, in which 

many elements must be combined and processed with effort and skill, this metaphor is not 

very fitting. A post hoc explanation might be that the benefactive meaning of the 

ditransitive does not require the recipient to possess the metaphorical “food” in the end, 

but this is problematic because verbs of communication such as say, tell or write do not 

always mean that the message was actually received and understood. What then, makes 

one metaphor better than another? And if the cooking metaphor were used, what 

determines which cooking-related concepts have meanings in the target domain? For 

example, what correspondent would a cooking instrument (pan, spatula, etc.) have in the 

target domain? Could it be the pen and paper used to write down the idea and sketch the 

new product? Or the brain and thought processes of the person who constructed the idea? 

We currently have no way of knowing what determines such correspondences or whether 

they are predictable. 

 The idea that selling requires some gain on the part of the SELLER makes this 

semantic domain particularly well-suited to metaphorically represent Suasion because 
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in such communication events, the SPEAKER gets something desired from the ADDRESSEE: 

typically approval or agreement. There is nothing in current theories, however, that can be 

used to determine whether the MONEY element can or must have some equivalent in the 

target frame. This idea is discussed further in relation to example (4.10) below (see Section 

4.3.2.2). 

 One last conceptual metaphor from Grady’s (1998) account must be discussed here, 

as it is most closely associated with transfer-related variants of the Conduit Metaphor. 

TRANSFER OF ENERGY IS TRANSFER, applied to (4.9), accounts for the use of selling 

as a stand in for promoting the Bosnia campaign in that such promotion must constitute a 

considerable outpouring of energy in the form of effort and the expression of ideas. Grady 

(1998) notes that there seems to be a more general mapping whereby the results of actions 

are construed as transferred objects, which fits well with the example in (4.9) because the 

results of the promotion would be the approval of the public, the MONEY element, which 

in addition to the GOODS, is transferred. Again, though, we encounter the problem that 

while this account provides reasonable post hoc motivation for why the metaphor is apt, it 

has no real predictive power. It is not clear why the GOODS in (4.9), the Bosnia campaign, 

are not construed as results of actions, but the MONEY (public approval) is, despite the 

complete lack of reference to it in the sentence. 

 In this examination of existing theoretical approaches with relation to a Conduit 

Metaphor instance in which suasion is construed as selling, we have seen that when 

previously proposed conceptual metaphors are applied to real world data, inexact semantic 

domain definition immediately becomes a problem. More specifically, poorly delimited 

domains are difficult to apply, there is no consensus concerning the level at which to 

describe conceptual metaphors, and it is impossible to compare meanings across the source 

and target domains without first identifying meaning components. It has also become clear 

that depending on which conceptual metaphor is employed, different meaning elements 

from the source frame become relevant, whether they are present in the sentence or not. 

The confusion about which meaning elements are important in metaphoric usages can be 

seen as a result of the method of describing conceptual metaphors and their domains, as 
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well as their relationships to one another. The nature of the relationship between 

IDEAS/MEANINGS ARE OBJECTS and COMMUNICATION IS TRANSFER is 

underspecified; are the metaphorical objects of the first conceptual metaphor simply the 

elements that undergo the metaphorical transfer in the second? If not, then how are the two 

related? There must be some way to delimit the source and target domains in order for an 

analysis of metaphoric meaning to be carried out. Only then will it be possible to begin 

searching for systematicity in metaphor meaning correspondence as a first step toward 

predicting how a source-target pair will combine and what kind of meaning they will 

produce. The method of semantic domain identification employed in this dissertation is 

described in Section 4.4.1. Before delving further into how the problem of semantic domain 

definition can be solved, we must look at how existing approaches would deal with the 

other kind of Conduit Metaphor example found in SALSA, in which selling stands for the 

communication of a claim that something is a member of some category. 

4.3.2.2 Applying Existing Approaches: COMMUNICATING A CATEGORIZATION 

IS SELLING (AS) 

 The example given in (4.2), repeated as (4.10) below, shows how selling can be 

used to describe a situation in which a speaker claims that an item is or should be 

considered a member of a category. 

(4.10)  [Was]Goods/Item   [er]Seller/Speaker  [als Prävantiv-Design]--/Category zu verkaufen  

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker [as preventive design]--/Category  to  sell                   

versucht, ist in Wahrheit nur die Vorstufe zu einer Öko-Diktatur. 

tries,        is in  truth     only the precursor to an  eco-dictatorship. 

 

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker is trying to sell [as preventive design]--/Category is in 

truth only the precursor to an eco-dictatorship. 

In this metaphor, as with the example discussed in the previous section, the idea of selling 

adds an element of persuasion; the SPEAKER is trying to convince people that an ITEM 

counts as Prävantiv-Design (‘preventive design’), or at the very least, he is presenting it as 

a member of that CATEGORY and assumes others will accept his claim. Whether it is 

legitimately a member of the CATEGORY is not ascertainable from this context - indeed it 
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is likely a matter of opinion - although it is clear from the second half of the sentence that 

the author believes this classification to be false. Applying the domain of selling as a source 

for this particular metaphor, and juxtaposing it with the assertion that the category choice 

it describes was inaccurate (and misleading), makes available any possible negative 

stereotypes about salespeople and the means they might employ to reach their goal of 

selling the product. When one reads and interprets the sentence, one gets the idea that this 

SELLER/SPEAKER is less than reputable. 

Although the GOODS’ category membership is not a central part of the semantic 

domain of selling, it is nonetheless common for GOODS to be sold for varying purposes 

(and packaged and marketed accordingly). Coconut oil, for example, is sold as a food, as a 

skin care product, and as a hair care product. Selling is thus compatible with (even well 

suited for) Communicate_categorization, which includes a CATEGORY as a core 

element of its meaning. 

How would existing approaches account for the metaphor in (4.10)? As in Section 

4.3.2.1, we will first explore how Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) three conceptual metaphors 

would handle this example, then Grady’s (1998) ideas will be applied. 

 The most fitting conceptual metaphor from Lakoff and Johnson (1980) is 

IDEAS/MEANINGS ARE OBJECTS, because the GOODS element is not literally some 

object that can be sold.68 The metaphor COMMUNICATION IS SENDING (or even 

COMMUNICATION IS TRANSFER, if we prefer to keep the modified version discussed 

in the previous section) does not fully account for this example, however. The 

interpretation of (4.10) includes the meaning that in trying to sell the GOODS/ITEM as a 

member of the CATEGORY, the SELLER/SPEAKER is trying to communicate or claim that the 

CATEGORY is fitting, i.e. that the audience should accept the CATEGORY as valid. The act 

of communication (the claim) is not what is construed as transfer; rather the acceptance of 

the claim makes up part of this transfer scenario (because a SELLER would only relinquish 

possession of the GOODS if MONEY changes hands, and here MONEY corresponds to the 

                                                
68 The use of a pronoun in this case obscures what idea is being referenced, but if the pronoun referred to an 

object, the sentence would not have been flagged as metaphorical. 
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acceptance of the claim). The use of the verb versuchen (‘to try’) supports this 

interpretation; clearly, the idea that the GOODS/ ITEM is a member of the CATEGORY has 

been presented, but the SPEAKER is still trying to sell it. Thus the communicative act alone 

is not represented as transfer in this context, but rather the communication and affirmation 

of the act. Finally, LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS ARE CONTAINERS is irrelevant to 

(4.10) because there is no reference to linguistic expressions or containers.  

 Grady’s (1998) IDEAS/MEANINGS/ETC. ARE POSSESSIONS is applicable in 

the sense that any event of selling must involve something that is first possessed by the 

SELLER and then by the BUYER, but this seems slightly less suitable for (4.10) than Lakoff 

and Johnson’s (1980) IDEAS/MEANINGS ARE OBJECTS because it does not speak to 

the CATEGORY assignment. The concept of an object is broader than that of a possession, 

so, given that humans can (and often do) categorize anything they encounter, it is 

reasonable to conclude that categorizing objects is more common than categorizing 

possessions (simply because a person would encounter more objects than possessions). 

When we speak of possessions, ownership comes to mind, but the prototypical selling 

situation in Western cultures includes a professional salesperson (SELLER) who does not 

own the goods personally, and may or may not have them at the time of the sale. This 

supports Lakoff’s version of the conceptual metaphor. Additionally, marketing has 

strongly associated professional sales with the idea of a CATEGORY, because part of 

marketing a product is showing its CATEGORY membership; e.g. that it is healthy, efficient 

or eco-friendly. This is not so with possessions; garage sales do not often include labels or 

signs that tell you what CATEGORY the items belong to. This comparison between the two 

source concepts OBJECTS and POSSESSIONS provides support for OBJECTS as the 

better suited source domain for examples like (4.10). The evidence, however, is insufficient 

for making such a distinction. Again we encounter the problem of semantic domain choice 

and definition; can someone have a POSSESSION they do not own? How much of our 

knowledge of the semantic domains is relevant? How do we distinguish between such 

similar concepts as objects and possessions? How does such a slight difference in meaning 

play out at the sentence level? If either of these mappings is to account for the Conduit 
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Metaphor, a way for distinguishing objects from possessions must be devised, or 

alternatively, a system for allowing more specific kinds of objects to be used as the source. 

Otherwise, the assignment of semantic domains is arbitrary. 

 With (4.10), as with (4.9) in the previous section, the conceptual metaphor 

ACHIEVING A PURPOSE IS ACQUIRING A DESIRED OBJECT is quite relevant. This 

is due to the nature of the source domain, which inherently includes the acquisition of a 

desired object; SELLERS want to receive something valuable in exchange for their GOODS 

(put differently, the purpose of selling is to receive money). When selling describes the act 

of communicating a categorization, the purpose is to communicate the categorization, and 

also to have this classification accepted as valid. This meaning is emphasized by the choice 

of source domain. The transfer of the GOODS (i.e. the communication of a categorization) 

is only half of the story; MONEY must be given in exchange (i.e. the categorization must be 

accepted). With other words that evoke the same semantic domain without the use of 

metaphor, there is not necessarily any question as to the validity of the communicated 

category, as is shown in (4.11), from FrameNet. 

(4.11)  [Training]Item is redefined [as learning],Category and learning can take place with 

or without a tutor, in training rooms, in a bureau or at home, formally or 

informally. 

Here, the word “redefined” makes a straightforward statement about how the ITEM is now 

viewed, rather than casting this change as something that requires argumentation to gain 

acceptance. Seen through the lens of ACHIEVING A PURPOSE IS ACQUIRING A 

DESIRED OBJECT, the use of verkaufen in (4.10), where the verb versuchen (‘to try’) 

casts doubt on the success of the categorization, indicates some element of deception on 

the part of the SELLER; at the very least, there is an indication that the SELLER must put a 

great deal of effort into convincing people to accept the CATEGORY. But how would one 

possibly predict that the need to work hard to achieve a purpose might indicate deception 

if there are negative cultural stereotypes of people who sell things? How do we know that 

negative stereotypes of SELLERS are relevant? As a post hoc explanation, the above 

interpretation helps us understand the kinds of inferences that can arise from metaphor. It 
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does not, however, account for why particular meaning components from the source 

domain are lined up with others from the target domain, nor does it indicate which aspects 

of the source and target domain are relevant for the interpretation of the metaphor. 

 The remaining conceptual link from Grady (1998), TRANSFER OF ENERGY IS 

TRANSFER, accounts for the fact that (4.10) implies some amount of work (energy output) 

on the part of the SELLER. Beyond that, this mapping does little to enrich our understanding 

of the metaphor. 

 Application of the conceptual metaphors proposed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) 

and Grady (1998) as aspects of the Conduit Metaphor shows that none provide the basis 

for a detailed analysis of meaning correspondence between the source and target domains. 

They are primarily useful for the explication of broad level inferences. Constituents of the 

semantic domains remain elusive, which prevents further analysis of meaning 

correspondences. Because there is no way for this approach to define the internal structure 

of a semantic domain, there is also no way to compare the internal structures of the source 

and target domains to determine how similar or different they are. In addition, existing 

approaches are not concerned with relationships between domains, such as selling and the 

more general transfer, so the use of selling in the Conduit Metaphor has been overlooked 

in the previous literature. Semantic domain definition (including relations between 

domains) therefore remains a thorn in the side of metaphor researchers who wish to apply 

and test the tenets of Conceptual Metaphor Theory. Section 4.4 demonstrates how this 

problem can be remedied using Frame Semantics and the empirically derived inventory of 

frames developed by FrameNet and applied to German by the SALSA project. 

4.4 A FRAME-BASED ANALYSIS OF VERKAUFEN IN THE CONDUIT METAPHOR 

 This analysis shows how Frame Semantics can be applied to the study of 

metaphoric meaning and what such an approach can add to our understanding of the 

Conduit Metaphor. This particular set of metaphors was chosen from the SALSA data 

because the Conduit Metaphor is so well documented (e.g. in Reddy (1979), Grady (1998), 

Goethals (2003), among other works) and these samples show a new dimension of it that 
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is not commonly discussed in the literature (i.e. selling as the metaphor’s source meaning). 

Section 4.4.1 describes how Frame Semantics resolves the problem of domain definition 

and introduces the source frame, Commerce_sell (the literal meaning of the verb 

verkaufen). Section 4.4.2 introduces the relevant target frames (those that represent the 

intended meaning of the metaphor as it is interpreted in context), describes how frame 

elements from the source and target are instantiated in the sentence, and provides detailed 

analyses of the nine example sentences from the SALSA database, using Frame Semantics 

as a theoretical framework. Valence patterns associated with verkaufen in the Conduit 

Metaphor appear in Section 4.4.3 and are compared to the literal usage of the verb. 

4.4.1 Frames: A Solution to Semantic Domain Definition 

 The empirically based, prefabricated frames of FrameNet69 and the related database 

for German, SALSA, provide a responsible way to identify the semantic domains involved 

in metaphor. In the case of the verkaufen (‘to sell’) data, this means that there is no reason 

to debate or deliberate concerning the level of granularity at which to describe the 

metaphor’s source and target domains. As argued in Section 4.3.2, these data are indeed 

instances of the broader conceptual metaphor COMMUNICATION IS TRANSFER, 

commonly known as the Conduit Metaphor, but this designation does nothing to help us 

(1) identify specific components of the source and target domains so that they can be 

described and accounted for, or (2) understand how the two domains are related. In other 

words, traditional CMT style domains fail to provide the level of detail necessary to answer 

the research questions posed in this dissertation. CMT researchers have proposed their own 

version of the frame, known as an image schema, as a solution to this problem. In a way 

very similar to frames, image schemata are meant to be tools for representing semantic 

domains, but they are not based on empirical data, and no comprehensive inventory of 

image schemata has been compiled.70 The massive inventory of FrameNet (and by 

                                                
69 Most of the frames used for the SALSA database are taken directly from FrameNet; see Chapter 3. 
70 For more information about image schemata, see the discussion of frames and how they relate to / differ 

from other similar notions in Chapter 3. 
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extension, SALSA) and its well documented, empirically based methodology for frame 

creation provide a sound basis on which to build an analysis of meaning in metaphor.  

 An additional advantage is provided by the way frames are structured within the 

database; frames are connected via frame relations so that semantic domains do not exist 

in isolation. The structured inventory of frames shows that a semantic domain can have 

many related facets, e.g. there is a close relation between commerce, selling, buying, 

paying, supplying, businesses, etc. Thus, although the frame based approach primarily uses 

fine grained semantic frames, broader generalizations are still possible at several different 

levels of granularity, and frames have both internal and external structure. 

 Every frame includes the following: a general frame definition in prose, a list of all 

frame elements (FEs) that occur with the frame, examples, lexical units (LUs; roughly, 

words) that evoke that frame, and relations to other frames.71 For Commerce_sell, the 

following frame definition is given.  

These are words describing basic commercial transactions involving a BUYER and 

a SELLER exchanging MONEY and GOODS, taking the perspective of the SELLER. 

The words vary individually in the patterns of frame element realization they allow. 
For example, the typical pattern for SELL:  

SELLER sells GOODS to BUYER for MONEY.  

[Robin]Seller sold [a car]Goods [to Abby]Buyer [for $5,000].Money  

This makes it clear that Commerce_sell captures one perspective of the more general 

notion of a commercial transaction, and describes the relationships between the core FEs 

SELLER, GOODS and BUYER. Frame elements provide a way of identifying the meaning 

components of a semantic domain, which is particularly useful in the study of metaphor 

mapping because they are related to one another, and their relations make up the internal 

structure of the frame. They can thus be used to test the invariance hypothesis, which states 

that the “topography” of the source frame will be preserved in metaphor, i.e. semantic roles 

                                                
71 FEs correspond to semantic roles, LUs to words (in one particular sense). For detailed definition of frame 

related terms, see Chapter 3. 
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from the source frame will be mapped to similar target domain roles (agents to agents, 

patients to patients, etc.).72 

 To illustrate how frame relations are useful in the analysis of metaphoric meaning, 

consider how the Commerce_sell frame is related in the FrameNet database to the 

Transfer frame (the source frame of the Conduit Metaphor). First, the 

Commerce_sell frame is linked to the Commerce_goods-transfer frame by the 

relation “perspective on.” This means that the more general frame Commerce_goods-

transfer can be portrayed lexically in different ways, depending on what perspective is 

taken. One such perspective is Commerce_sell, the other is Commerce_buy. 

Commerce_goods-transfer is defined as “The subframe of the 

Commercial_transaction in which the SELLER gives the GOODS to the BUYER (in 

exchange for the MONEY).” Note that the GOODS are the focus of this frame, not the MONEY 

(although the existence of the MONEY FE is still implied). This frame is non-lexical in the 

sense that there are no LUs in English that evoke this frame; it is posited at a broader level 

than those evoked by buy and sell (i.e. it does not focus on the experience of a particular 

participant), and its focus is only on the transfer of GOODS, not the exchange of GOODS and 

MONEY. Thus it is not so broad that general terms like transaction apply (in which there is 

an equal focus on the transfer of GOODS and of MONEY). This frame’s purpose it to capture 

this particular sub-event within the Commercial_transaction frame (after all, the 

transfer of GOODS does not always happen at the same time MONEY is transferred). 

 Commerce_goods-transfer, the frame perspectivized by 

Commerce_sell, inherits directly from the Transfer frame. This means that the FEs 

in the Transfer frame are inherited by Commerce_goods-transfer (meaning that 

equivalent FEs exist in the more specific frame). There are different degrees of inheritance 

in FrameNet (i.e. sometimes only some of the FEs are inherited), but this is a case of full 

inheritance,73 which shows just how closely the two concepts are related. Transfer 

                                                
72 FE alignment in verkaufen instances of the Conduit Metaphor is investigated in Section 4.4.2. 
73 See Baker et al. (2003:286) for detailed descriptions of frame relations.  
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represents the most basic, generic meaning of transfer, in which a DONOR (the person who 

initially possesses the THEME) transfers a THEME (the object that changes hands) to a 

RECIPIENT (the person who receives the THEME). The concept of selling, as represented by 

the frame Commerce_sell, is a more specific incarnation of the broader concept 

Transfer. This is made apparent by the relations that connect it to other concepts in the 

FrameNet inventory.74 

 Frame relations can be represented graphically, providing a nice overview of how 

the concepts are arranged in the database. Figure 4.2 shows a snapshot from FrameNet’s 

Frame Grapher, a tool that can show a frame’s relations, in this case for 

Commerce_sell.75 

                                                
74Commerce_sell is related to Transfer through Commerce_goods-transfer, however, there is 

another frame that provides a link between the two: Giving. The Giving frame is very similar to 

Transfer, but includes a few more specific details, namely that the DONOR possesses the THEME, then 

initiates the transfer, and in the end, the THEME is possessed by the RECIPIENT (these entailments are not 

necessarily present in the Transfer frame). 
75 Only some frame relations are shown here; many more have been hidden because they are not relevant. 
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Figure 4.2: Frame to frame relations of Commerce_sell. Note that through the 

“inheritance” and “perspective on” relations, there are two different ways in 

which Commerce_sell is related to Transfer. This is evidence of a 

strong correlation between the two frames. 

The lighter arrow pointing to Commerce_sell on the left side indicates a “perspective 

on” relation with the frame Commerce_goods-transfer, which is in turn related to 

Transfer through inheritance (the solid arrow). The arrows point to the child frame, 

which is finer grained. For the inheritance relation, the child frame inherits from the parent 

frame. For “perspective on,” the child frame perspectivizes the parent.  

 Frame relations give information about how frame elements correspond between 

the frames. These correspondences are shown in Figure 4.3, which traces the broader level 

FEs of the Transfer frame as they are narrowed down into more specific uses in the 

Commerce_goods-transfer and Commerce_sell frames. The frame on the left 

(Transfer) passes its FEs on to the frame in the middle (Commerce_goods-

transfer) by inheritance. Because the frame on the right (Commerce_sell) shows a 

perspective of the middle frame, the FEs appear there as well. Core FEs (those most central 

to the frame’s meaning) are marked with “c” and non-core frames are marked with “nc.” 
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This graphic was made by superimposing two frame element relations graphics from 

FrameNet’s FrameGrapher tool so that all three frames could be seen at once. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Frame element correspondence between the frames Transfer, 

Commerce_goods-transfer, and Commerce_sell.  

The three core FEs of the Commerce_sell frame (BUYER, GOODS, SELLER) are provided 

by the Commerce_goods-transfer frame, since this frame has more or less the same 

meaning, only without the limitation of the SELLER’s perspective (notice that the more 

general frame has more core FEs). The BUYER, GOODS and SELLER of 

Commerce_goods-transfer correspond to the RECIPIENT, THEME and DONOR of the 
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Transfer frame, respectively. The relationships between these FEs are inherited by the 

more specific frame, and the FEs thus represent participants that play the same kind of role. 

In Transfer, the DONOR gives the THEME to the RECIPIENT; in Commerce_goods-

transfer, the SELLER gives the GOODS to the BUYER.76 With these kinds of 

correspondences, generalizations across frames can be made quite easily. If, for example, 

a source-target FE correspondence can be established for a metaphor based on fine-grained 

frames, it would be a simple matter to see whether it held for broader level frames, and if 

so, then general claims about FE correspondence within a conceptual metaphor could be 

made, increasing the descriptive and predictive power of the analysis. 

 This section has provided a solution to the problem of semantic domain definition 

that has plagued so many metaphor researchers in the past. It also described the 

Commerce_sell frame (its definition, its core FEs, and its frame relations), with special 

attention to how it is related to the broader Transfer frame, to show that a frame based 

approach is complimentary to the traditional CMT approach. In the next section, 

metaphoric instances of verkaufen are described, their target frames are introduced, and FE 

correspondence is analyzed. Additionally, syntactic patterns associated with these 

metaphors are described and compared to literal uses of the verb. 

4.4.2 Frame Element Alignment in verkaufen Instantiations of the Conduit 

Metaphor 

This section shows how frame elements can be used to formalize the meaning 

components of a semantic domain, thereby allowing a detailed comparison of the internal 

structures of the source and target domains (frames). Such an analysis illuminates the 

relationship between the two frames, and provides valuable information about the validity 

                                                
76 The RECIPIENT corresponds to the BUYER (recipient of the GOODS) and not the SELLER (recipient of the 

MONEY) because the GOODS are the focus of this frame. This is shown in both the title of the frame and in 

its definition. 
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of the invariance hypothesis (the claim that the internal structure of the source domain will 

carry over into the target domain). 77  

First, relevant FEs from the source frame Commerce_sell (described in detail 

in the previous section) are defined and illustrated with examples from literal usages of 

verkaufen (‘to sell’). Sections 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 are devoted to the target frames 

Suasion and Communicate_categorization, respectively, and include 

descriptions of the frames (frame definition, FE definitions, examples, frame relations) and 

discussions of the metaphor data, with an emphasis on how the FEs of these frames align 

with those of the source frame Commerce_sell. Four examples evoke the target frame 

Suasion, and five examples evoke Communicate_categorization.  

 Relevant frame elements from Commerce_sell include GOODS, SELLER, and 

BUYER. The names alone give a clear idea of the role these participants play in the frame; 

the SELLER has GOODS that are sold to the BUYER. It is common for the BUYER to be left 

out altogether, and even the SELLER is not always overtly present in the sentence, due to 

grammatical constructions that license its absence (i.e. passive). Example (4.12), taken 

from SALSA, illustrates how the FEs relate to one another when verkaufen is used literally. 

(4.12) [Der Gangster]Seller verkaufte [dem gutgläubigen Mann]Buyer [eine schrottreife  

[The gangster]Seller sold        [the good-faith-having man]Buyer  [a fit-for-scrap 

Karre].Goods  

car].Goods  

 

[The gangster]Seller sold [the innocent man]Buyer [a lemon].Goods 

This sentence also shows that SELLERs are not always well intentioned. This background 

knowledge is relevant to both kinds of metaphors analyzed here, and makes this frame 

especially apt for characterizing the metaphorical SELLER (i.e. the SPEAKER) as possibly 

deceitful or dishonest. 

                                                
77 See Chapter 2 for a description of invariance. Exactly how much of the structure is expected to be present 

in the metaphoric interpretation has not been defined, but it is generally agreed that this “mapping” of 

structure is partial (cf. Lakoff and Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1990, and Feldman 2006, among others). 
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4.4.2.1 Commerce_sell and Suasion 

The first set of examples to be examined include those in which someone is 

metaphorically selling an idea, with the goal of convincing another to approve of it or adopt 

the belief that it is good. The target frame of such sentences is Suasion. This frame 

includes situations in which a SPEAKER persuades an ADDRESSEE to decide to do 

something. The FrameNet frame definition reads: 

A SPEAKER expresses through language his wish to get the ADDRESSEE to act and 

as a result the ADDRESSEE forms an intention do so. There is no implication that the 

ADDRESSEE actually acts upon the intention formed. In the case of “convince” and 

“persuade,” the act that the SPEAKER wishes the ADDRESSEE to perform can be the 

adoption of a belief, which may be expressed as a that-clause or as an of-PP 

complement.  

The core FEs of this frame that appear in the data78 include the SPEAKER (who uses 

language to get the ADDRESSEE to act), the ADDRESSEE (who forms an intention to act as a 

result of the SPEAKER’s communication), and the CONTENT (the wish for action expressed 

by the SPEAKER). A literal example from SALSA is given in (4.13). 

(4.13) [Meine Kollegen]Speaker wollen [mich]Addressee zwar immer überzeugen, [dass diese 

[My colleagues]Speaker       want [me]Addressee namely always to convince, [that this 

 Haltung im Grunde genommen nicht ganz ehrlich ist].Content  

 attitude in cause      taken       not completely honest is].Content 

 

[My colleagues]Speaker actually always want to convince [me]Addressee [that this 

attitude is fundamentally not completely honest].Content 

 

This example illustrates a general pattern in which the SPEAKER is realized as the subject 

of the verb, and the ADDRESSEE as its direct object. It also shows how the CONTENT can be 

realized literally with a dass-clause (‘that’-clause), and that the action the SPEAKER wants 

the ADDRESSEE to perform is the adoption of a belief (as described in the frame definition; 

this is a case where German and English are very similar). 

This frame is related to the Communication frame by the “uses” relation, which 

is very similar to inheritance (see Section 4.4.1), but less strictly defined. That is, not every 

                                                
78 This frame has two other core FEs that were not used by the SALSA annotators in this dataset: TEXT (a 

communication that can take the place of the SPEAKER), and TOPIC (the general focus of the CONTENT). 
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FE in the frame must correspond to another from Communication; rather, the two 

frames are very similar and have similar FEs.79 That Suasion uses the notion of 

communication is clear from the frame definition (which states that the SPEAKER uses 

language to get the ADDRESSEE to act), but this relation provides a formal way of indicating 

that this frame is part of the larger semantic domain of communication. Suasion’s use as 

a target for metaphors whose source is related to Transfer shows that such metaphors 

are part of the well-known Conduit Metaphor without relying on a single researcher’s 

intuition as a way of making this determination. Thus, the generalizations that characterize 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory can still be made with a Frame Semantic approach. 

Now that relevant aspects of the internal and external structures of the frames have 

been defined, we turn to the data itself. There are two combinations of FE realizations that 

occur in the data. In the first, only two FEs appear: SELLER/SPEAKER and GOODS/CONTENT. 

This is the case with the first example we saw, given in (4.1), discussed as (4.9) with 

relation to previous accounts, and reproduced once again here as (4.14). Example (4.15) 

shows the same FE configuration. The second combination of FEs includes the 

BUYER/ADDRESSEE as well as the SELLER/SPEAKER and GOODS/CONTENT. 

(4.14) Die von dänischer Seite kolportierten Vorbehalte, [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker sei nicht  

The from Danish   side   circulated      caveats,      [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker be   not     

geschmeidig genug, [die Bosnien-Kampagne]Goods/Content so wirksam zu  

flexible        enough,  [the  Bosnia campaign]Good/Content so effectively to   

verkaufen, wie US-Präsident Bill Clinton sich      das  im Wahljahr             

sell,               as US-President Bill Clinton himself that in-the election-year  

vorstellt, gelten als nicht stichhaltig. 

imagines, qualify as not valid. 

 

The caveats, circulated from the Danish side, that [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker is not 

flexible enough to sell [the Bosnia campaign]Goods/Content as effectively as US-

President Bill Clinton visualizes in an election year, are invalid. 

                                                
79 Baker et al. (2003:287) note that this frame relation was created for practical purposes: “We have defined 

this relation mainly because working out full inheritance lattices among frames has proven to be extremely 

contentious and time-consuming. The Uses relation allows us to define a similar relation without getting 

bogged down in details.” 
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(4.15) … ob daraus dann allerdings eine „gute,“ das heißt auch umsetzbare Politik  

…whether from-that then however a “good,” that is also realizable politics  

erwächst, hängt davon ab, ob es einen sozialdemokratischen Politiker oder  

develops,depends that on, whether there a social-democratic politician or  

mehrere gibt, [die]Seller/Speaker [diese Konzeption]Goods/Content … kompetent und  

many     are [who]Seller/Speaker [this conception]Goods/Content … competently and  

mehrheitsfähig zu „verkaufen“ verstehen. 

majority-capably to “sell” understand. 

 

… whether then from that, however, a “good,” that is, also realizable political 

agenda develops, depends on whether there is one or more social democratic 

politicians [who]Seller/Speaker understand how to competently “sell” [this 

conception]Goods/Content in a way that is capable of winning over the majority. 

Both (4.14) and (4.15) have to do with politics. In each, the entity that fills the role of 

SELLER/SPEAKER is a politician; in (4.14), it is Ruud Lubbers (former Dutch Prime 

Minister), while (4.15) refers to one or more hypothetical politicians. In each case, the lack 

of BUYER/ADDRESSEE does nothing to impede the interpretation. Indeed, this absence is 

common with such infinitive constructions (zu verkaufen). From our background 

knowledge about politics, we know that the main function of politicians is to interact with 

the public, promoting a particular agenda, gaining the acceptance of the public, and 

generally affecting the outcomes of votes. Thus there is no question that the 

BUYER/ADDRESSEE is the public, or more specifically, the people whose opinions matter 

with respect to the GOODS/CONTENT (the policies/agendas being promoted).  

The use of verkaufen, because it implies an exchange (that is, the SELLER gains 

MONEY from the BUYER in return for the CONTENT), indicates that the SPEAKER gains the 

ADDRESSEE’s approval or acceptance of the CONTENT (this acceptance corresponds to the 

source FE MONEY although neither is overtly realized).80 More accurately, the ADDRESSEE 

accepts the SPEAKER’s portrayal of or viewpoint concerning the CONTENT. In (4.14) and 

(4.15), it would be impossible for the SPEAKERS to transfer possession of the actual 

Bosnien-Kampagne (‘Bosnia campaign’) or an actual Konzeption (‘conception’), because 

                                                
80 The knowledge that BUYERS enter willingly into commercial transactions and make deliberate choices 

concerning their purchases fosters the interpretation of the MONEY FE as approval or acceptance. 
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these are not material objects. Our knowledge of the world tells us that these things, if 

transferred among people, are done so via communication (it is simply not plausible to 

believe that in (4.14), Lubbers literally gives possession of the Bosnia campaign to 

someone else, for instance). The terms Bosnien-Kampagne (‘Bosnia campaign’), referring 

to the content of the public relations campaign concerning political action in Bosnia, and 

Konzeption (‘conception’) are exactly the kind of ideas/thoughts that were described by 

Reddy (1979) and Lakoff and Johnson (1980). It is through knowledge of the Conduit 

Metaphor, then, that in (4.14) and (4.15), the SPEAKER is understood to have communicated 

something about the CONTENT - a representation of it, likely from a particular perspective 

- that the SPEAKER would like the ADDRESSEE to accept.  

 One might wonder why the authors of these sentences thought it appropriate to use 

verkaufen to express these ideas, rather than some expression with a more straightforward 

literal interpretation. The use of this metaphor must have provided some advantage that 

alternatives did not. In addition to the age-old claim that metaphor is used for stylistic 

enhancement,81 there is evidence that metaphor has an expressive power all its own; one 

that is not equally matched by literal expression. There is no word that could replace 

verkaufen (‘to sell’) in examples (4.14) and (4.15) and convey the exact same meaning in 

a literal way. Verbs that evoke the Suasion frame (e.g. überreden, ‘to persuade’; 

überzeugen, ‘to convince’) have very different syntactic requirements, so while they could 

express the meaning of Suasion, they do not allow their direct object (the ADDRESSEE, 

not the CONTENT as in the current examples) to be left unexpressed. There are a few verbs, 

such as fördern (‘to support,’ ‘to promote’) or voranbringen (‘to advance’) that make good 

candidates for a summary of the sentences’ meaning and also fit with the syntactic 

configuration, but they lack the aspect of Suasion that indicates the ADDRESSEE forms 

an intention to act in the way desired by the SPEAKER. They also fail to convey the notion 

that the SPEAKER communicates such a desire for the ADDRESSEE to act. In short, these 

                                                
81 Aristotle discussed the stylistic value of metaphor in The Rhetoric and The Poetics [c.335 B.C.E.]. In a 

more extreme approach, Thomas Hobbes claimed in Leviathan [1651] that the only virtue of metaphor is 

stylistic, and even that it is by nature deceptive. 
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verbs evoke a different target frame (either 

Cause_change_of_position_on_a_scale or Cause_to_make_progress). 

This is further evidence that metaphor is not simply a different way of expressing 

something that can be said literally; rather, metaphor is used to create meaning 

combinations that are otherwise inarticulable. 

 While the metaphoric use of verkaufen to convey Suasion allows for the absence 

of the BUYER/ADDRESSEE component of meaning, it is by no means necessary to leave it 

out. In (4.16) and (4.17), the elements SELLER/SPEAKER, GOODS/CONTENT, and 

BUYER/ADDRESSEE are expressed. 

(4.16) Treudoof mutet es allerdings an, wie [sie]Seller/Speaker [der Kundschaft]Buyer/Addressee  

Naïve     appears it however,      how [they]Seller/Speaker to-the clientele 

[die Preisrunde]Goods/Content      „verkaufen.“ 

[the round-of-price-rises]Goods/Content “sell.” 

 

It appears naïve, however, how [they]Seller/Speakere “sell” [the clientele]Buyer/Addressee 

[the price hikes].Goods/Content 

 

(4.17) Dazu      bedürfe           es eines Nato-Generalsekretärs, [der]Seller/Speaker [die Politik  

For-that would-require it a Nato-General-Secretary, [who]Seller/Speaker [the politics  

der Allianz]Goods/Content [auch gegenüber dem Kongreß und der Öffentlichkeit in  

of-the alliance]Goods/Content [also to            the congress and the public             in  

den USA]Buyer/Addressee „verkaufen“ könne, schreibt Politiken. 

the USA]Buyer/Addressee  “sell”              could, writes Politiken.82 

 

That would require a NATO General Secretary [who]Seller/Speaker could “sell” [the 

politics of the alliance]Goods/Content [to the congress and the public in the 

USA],Buyer/Addressee writes Politiken. 

In these examples, as above, the SELLER/SPEAKER wants the BUYER/ADDRESSEE to accept 

the GOODS/CONTENT, and it is implied that the SELLER/SPEAKER would convince the 

BUYER/ADDRESSEE to do so by communicating a positive view of the GOODS/CONTENT. 

Here, as above, the GOODS FE is not an object that can be sold. This, in combination with 

the Conduit Metaphor, indicates that a kind of communication is conveyed by verkaufen, 

                                                
82 Subjunctive I (e.g. bedürfe, könne) indicates that the author is reporting indirect speech, i.e. the claims of 

Politiken. 
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rather than an exchange of goods for money. Again, the non-instantiated MONEY FE 

corresponds to the BUYER/ADDRESSEE’s approval or acceptance. In (4.16), the 

SELLER/SPEAKER wants the clientele (die Kundschaft; BUYER/ADDRESSEE) to accept higher 

prices, presumably so that customers do not take their business elsewhere. The author 

criticizes the way the SELLER/SPEAKER is trying to convince the clientele that the higher 

prices are acceptable. The meaning of (4.17) is very similar to (4.14) and (4.15), although 

in this case, the public (die Öffentlichkeit) and the US Congress are mentioned explicitly 

as the BUYER/ADDRESSEE.83 

 The examples above show how Commerce_sell and Suasion can both be 

evoked within a sentence to create a unique combination of meaning elements. If we apply 

the approaches of Mental Spaces and Conceptual Integration (Fauconnier and Turner 2002, 

Fauconnier 2007, Turner 2007) as discussed in Chapter 3, these two frames can be seen as 

generic spaces that contribute compatible structures. The referential words/phrases provide 

the input for the metaphor space and fill the overlapping (aligned) roles provided by the 

two frames (the way roles overlap is determined by the Conduit Metaphor). The most 

salient parts of the sentence structure are provided by the source frame, and the most salient 

parts of the meaning are provided by the target, although either frame can contribute to 

both.84 Because the Conduit Metaphor links transfer with communication, when 

Commerce_sell is used, it evokes the type of communication in which a 

SELLER/SPEAKER gains something in return for their GOODS/CONTENT. Suasion is the 

perfect fit in this case, because the ADDRESSEE forms (as a result of the communication) 

an intention to act, sometimes simply to adopt a belief. In (4.14) - (4.17), the SPEAKER 

wants the ADDRESSEE to adopt the belief that the CONTENT is acceptable or somehow 

positive. While this action does not constitute an FE in the Suasion frame, it is a key 

meaning component and aligns with the MONEY FE from Commerce_sell. This 

                                                
83 It is worth noting that in (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17), verkaufen appears in quotation marks to overtly signal 
its metaphoric interpretation to the reader. This could be an indication that this usage is not common, or it 

could simply be drawing attention to the fact that the SPEAKER is being likened to a SELLER. 
84 We have already seen how meaning from the source can influence the metaphor’s interpretation; see 

Section 4.4.2.2 for an example of how a syntactic pattern can be contributed by the target domain. 
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component of meaning does not get realized with LUs that literally evoke this frame, nor 

is it realized in the metaphoric evocation of the frame. Even so, its existence is of key 

importance in terms of compatibility between the two frames.  

 There is at least one other communication frame in which the SPEAKER gains 

acceptance or approval from the ADDRESSEE. In Communicate_categorization, 

the SPEAKER also intends for their claim to be accepted, although this is not part of the 

primary meaning of the frame (rather, it is inferred from world knowledge that when one 

makes claims, one would like others to agree they are valid). Examples with this target 

frame are presented in Section 4.4.2.2. 

4.4.2.2 Commerce_sell and Communicate_categorization 

One of the most basic kinds of ideas humans have about the world is that some 

things share attributes, and can thus be grouped into categories. When a person 

communicates with another to share the idea that some item belongs to a particular 

category, they are making an assertion that can be either accepted or rejected by the other 

person; if the item is not considered a member of the category by default (i.e. if there is 

any reason to assert that the item belongs to the category), then there must be some doubt 

about whether the categorization is appropriate, or at the very least, the category 

membership of the item in question is open to interpretation. The 

Communicate_categorization frame is defined as: 

A SPEAKER communicates a message stating an ITEM's membership in a 

CATEGORY, i.e., asserts that the ITEM has the defining characteristics of the 

CATEGORY. Alternatively, the message is conceived as communicated by a 

MEDIUM. 

The core frame elements are SPEAKER, ITEM, CATEGORY and MEDIUM (which does not 

appear in the verkaufen metaphor). The SPEAKER makes the assertion, and the ITEM is what 

is supposed to belong to the CATEGORY (a general class whose members share certain 

attributes). A literal use of this frame appears in (4.18). 

(4.18) [De Klerk]Speaker versuche [die Gewalt in den Schwarzensiedlungen]Item [als  

[De Klerk]Speaker tries          [the violence in the black-settlements]Item [as  
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internen Machtkampf unter Schwarzen]Category darzustellen, statt sich der  

internal power-struggle among blacks]Category to portray, instead-of himself to-the  

„zentralen Rolle der Sicherheitskräfte“ bei den Unruhen zuzuwenden, denen in  

“central role of-the security-forces” on the unrest to-concentrate,    to-which in  

drei Jahren 8000 Menschen zum Opfer fielen. 

three years 8000 people        as  victims fell.85 

  

[De Klerk]Speaker tries to portray [the violence in the black settlements]Item [as an 

internal power struggle among black people],Category rather than concentrating on 

the “central role of the security forces” during the unrest, to which 8000 people 

fell victim in three years. 

In this example, the SPEAKER, former South African President F. W. de Klerk, is said to 

have asserted that the ITEM, the violence in black settlements (“die Gewalt in den 

Schwarzensiedlungen”), should be seen as an internal power struggle among black people 

(“als internen Machtkampf unter Schwarzen” - the CATEGORY). The person describing de 

Klerk’s action criticizes his choice, suggesting that he should have talked about providing 

security instead. In this example, there is an implication (as is common with this frame) 

that the validity of the categorization is questionable, making it a good candidate for the 

metaphoric extension of Commerce_sell (since SELLERS also sometimes make 

questionable claims). (4.18) also shows how the FEs are typically realized; the SPEAKER 

appears as the subject of the verb, while the ITEM appears as direct object and the 

CATEGORY is a prepositional phrase headed by als (‘as’).  

It is clear from the SPEAKER FE (as well as from the frame name and definition) 

that Communication is used in this frame. 86 Categorization is “used” as well (i.e. 

the “used” frame relation links the two). In this form of communication, there is no 

ADDRESSEE; the SPEAKER makes claims about the ITEM’s CATEGORY membership in a 

general way that does not imply any one particular ADDRESSEE. Rather, the audience can 

be interpreted as the public or anyone who is involved in the relevant discourse. The 

                                                
85 This example also uses subjunctive I, indicating that the author is reporting what someone else said. 
86 In FrameNet (and hence, SALSA), there is no frame relation listed for 

Communicate_categorization and Communication, but the link is undisputable. The FrameNet 

database is constantly expanding; the developers simply have not added this frame relation yet. 
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SPEAKER and MEDIUM FEs are taken from Communication, while the CATEGORY is 

taken from Categorization. The conjunction als is used to introduce the CATEGORY, 

which is typical in German, (‘as’ is typically used for this purpose in English).  

The internal structure of the Communicate_categorization frame can align 

with that of Commerce_sell via the Conduit Metaphor mapping between 

Communication and Transfer. This is demonstrated in the sentence from (4.2) and 

(4.10) above, reproduced here as (4.19), where the GOODS/ITEM, SELLER/SPEAKER, and 

CATEGORY are realized together. 

(4.19) [Was]Goods/Item   [er]Seller/Speaker  [als Prävantiv-Design]--/Category zu verkaufen  

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker [as preventive design]--/Category  to  sell                   

versucht, ist in Wahrheit nur die Vorstufe zu einer Öko-Diktatur. 

tries,        is in  truth     only the precursor to an  eco-dictatorship. 

 

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker is trying to sell [as preventive design]--/Category is in 

truth only the precursor to an eco-dictatorship. 

In this metaphor, the author uses the verb versuchen (‘to try’) to strengthen the implication 

that the CATEGORY assignment made by the SELLER/SPEAKER is inaccurate, then offers an 

alternative categorization, presented as truth. By evoking Commerce_sell and 

portraying the SPEAKER as a SELLER, the author insinuates that this person has something 

to gain from making such a claim and makes accessible all the background knowledge we 

possess regarding shady salespeople who market products in whatever ways will fill their 

wallets. Notice that the CATEGORY phrase is headed by als, the SELLER/SPEAKER appears 

as subject of the verb, and the GOODS/ITEM is the object. This syntactic configuration is 

typical of both the source frame, Commerce_sell and the target frame, 

Communicate_categorization. 

The next two examples show the active use of verkaufen as the main verb in the 

sentence. Both include the same configuration of FEs as above (GOODS/ITEM as direct 

object, SELLER/SPEAKER as subject, CATEGORY as prepositional phrase with als). 

(4.20) [Die Wahlen in Algerien]Goods/Item verkauft [der Präsident]Seller/Speaker [als  

[The elections in Algeria]Goods/Item sells       [the president]Seller/Speaker [as  
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Demokratie],--/Category die Islamische Heilsfront spricht von Maskerade. 

democracy],--/Category the Islamic Salvation-Front speaks of masquerade. 

 

[The president]Seller/Speaker sells [the elections in Algeria]Goods/Item  

[as democracy],--/Category the Islamic Salvation Front speaks of masquerade. 

 

(4.21) [Was]Goods/Item [andere]Seller/Speaker vielleicht vollmundig [als Erfolge]--/Category  

[What]Goods/Item [others]Seller/Speaker perhaps braggingly [as successes]--/Category  

verkaufen würden, hängt Mertelsmann bewußt       tiefer und läßt sich  

sell             would, hangs Mertelsmann consciously deeper and lets himself  

allenfalls     den Hinweis auf „ermutigende Ergebnisse“ durchgehen. 

if-necessary the indication of “encouraging results”revisit. 

 

[What]Goods/Item [others]Seller/Speaker would sell perhaps braggingly  

[as successes],--/Category Mertelsmann consciously hangs lower and if necessary he 

conveys the impression of revisiting the indication of “encouraging results.” 

 

In (4.20), the GOODS/ITEM (die Wahlen in Algerien, ‘the elections in Algeria’) appears at 

the beginning of the sentence; by topicalizing this phrase, the author emphasizes it. This 

emphasis helps to highlight the idea that although elections are commonly seen as the very 

manifestation of democracy (the CATEGORY), these particular elections may not be. Their 

validity as a true expression of democracy is put into question by using the verkaufen 

metaphor, which is amplified by the latter part of the sentence, “die Islamische Heilsfront 

spricht von Maskerade” (the Islamic Salvation Front speaks of masquerade), which 

juxtaposes a viewpoint that is the opposite of the president’s.  

 Example (4.21) uses the verkaufen metaphor in the same way to imply that the 

SELLER/SPEAKER’s categorization is inaccurate, albeit in a gentler and subtler way. Here, 

the contrasting case is Mertelsmann’s careful evaluation of the results, which suggests that 

the andere (‘others’) (SELLER/SPEAKER) are quicker to label results as successes without 

careful consideration and review, perhaps due to the increase in prestige such claims would 

afford them (see the adverb vollmundig, ‘braggingly’).  

The passive example in (4.22) fits in well with what has been shown so far; the 

three FEs GOODS/ITEM, SELLER/SPEAKER, and CATEGORY are realized in much the same 

way, except that the passive voice allows the GOODS/ITEM to be the grammatical subject 

while the SELLER/SPEAKER occurs in a prepositional phrase headed by von (‘by’). 
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(4.22) Bisheriger Höhepunkt: das Jahressteuergesetz 96, [das]Goods/Item in seinen  

Until-now high-point:  the  yearly-tax-law ‘96,      [that]Goods/Item in its            

Grundzügen mit höherem Existenzminimum und einheitlichem Kindergeld als  

basics        with higher subsistence-minimum and included children-benefit as  

typisches SPD-Produkt die Gesetzgebungmaschinerie verließ und doch [von  

typical    SPD-product the lawmaking-machinery     left and accordingly [by  

Finanzminister Theo Waigel]Seller/Speaker [als eigenes Werk]--/Category verkauft  

Finance-minister Theo Waigel]Seller/Speaker [as own work]--/Category           sold         

werden konnte. 

be       could. 

 

Current high point: the yearly tax law ’96, [that]Goods/Item left the lawmaking 

machinery as a typical SPD product, in its basics with a higher subsistence-

minimum and included child benefits, and accordingly could be sold [by Finance 

Minister Theo Waigel]Seller/Speaker [as his own work].--/Category 

 

As in other examples, the ITEM’s membership in the CATEGORY is called into question. The 

author is implying that this law was not actually the work of the Finance Minister, despite 

his claims to the contrary. There is also an implication that the SELLER/SPEAKER has 

something to gain by claiming this as his own work. 

 The four examples of the source-target pair Commerce_sell and 

Communicate_categorization have been quite uniform in meaning thus far, and 

even realize the same FEs. Each example conveys some doubt concerning the validity of 

the categorization (CATEGORY) and the integrity of the person making the claim 

(SELLER/SPEAKER), who gains somehow when the categorization is accepted by others as 

correct (just as a SELLER gains MONEY in the source frame). This neat picture of the 

metaphor, however, is muddled with the addition of (4.23). 

(4.23) In Neuseelands Reisebüros werden      [sie]Goods/Item [als die „zeitlosen“ und  

In New-Zealand’s travel-agencies are [they]Goods/Item [as the “timeless” and  

„unberührten“Inseln verkauft, vergessen im Ozean zwischen Australien und den  

“untouched”islands sold,        forgotten in-the ocean between Australia and the 

Fidschis].--/Category  

Fijis].--/Category 

 

In New Zealand’s travel agencies, [they]Goods/Item are sold [as the “timeless” and 

“untouched” islands, forgotten in the ocean between Australia and the  

Fijis].--/Category 
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The example in (4.23) does not necessarily carry the same implications of deceit or 

inaccurate categorization as other examples we have seen. Syntactically, it fits in with how 

we would expect the frame elements to be realized (although the SELLER/SPEAKER is not 

present), but in terms of semantics, (4.23) does not fit the verkaufen variant of the Conduit 

Metaphor as seen above. The claim that the islands are timeless, untouched, or forgotten is 

clearly not to be taken literally, but does this indicate a metaphoric interpretation? It is an 

exaggeration, certainly, but is not portrayed as an outright lie, and there is no alternate 

categorization offered by the author to show that the travel agencies are wrong. In contrast, 

the travel agencies in (4.23) are not characterized as disreputable in the way that, say, the 

president is in (4.20). One could see such exaggeration as misleading, but when marketing 

is involved, some degree of overstatement is expected - acceptable even. So why would 

some instances of this source-target frame pair imply deceit or unreliability on the part of 

the SELLER/SPEAKER while others do not? Is metaphor really so unpredictable?  

A closer examination provides compelling reasons for the apparent exception seen 

in (4.23): there is more at work here than mere metaphor. Two other figurative language 

processes, metonymy and hyperbole,87 play roles in the sentence as well. In fact, the 

Conduit Metaphor is not even needed to interpret the meaning here, although its existence 

does not contradict interpretations based on the other tropes (metonymy and hyperbole). 

The use of the verb can be seen as metonymic rather than metaphoric; the actual islands 

may not be sold in travel agencies, but access to them certainly is. The Commerce_sell 

frame still applies in a literal way, although the GOODS is not to be interpreted literally. 

Thus, the islands are standing in for a metonymically related concept: trips to the islands 

(and thus the experience of them). When the author describes them as “untouched” and 

“timeless,” they employ hyperbole; these are gross exaggerations. And clearly, if trips to 

such places are advertised in travel agencies, they have not actually been forgotten. Once 

                                                
87Panther & Thornburg (2007:242) define metonymy as a cognitive process in which a target meaning is 

accessed via a contingent source meaning, thereby foregrounding the target meaning, as in “the White House 

issued a statement” where the White House is interpreted as the president or another representative of the 

executive branch of the government. Hyperbole is a non-literal use of language in which something is 

exaggerated or overstated. See Claridge (2011) for details. 
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again, hyperbole is used to overstate the pristine, unpolluted nature of the destination. Here, 

likening the travel agencies to salesmen does not change our view of them, because the 

travel agencies indeed have something to gain - in fact, they stand to gain the exact same 

thing as salespeople, money. Here, as with the GOODS, metonymy is at work; when trips 

are purchased, actual travel agents are involved (who are still salespeople, although they 

do not fit the prototypical meaning of the term). Thus the implication that accompanies the 

verkaufen metaphor, namely that it implies the SELLER/SPEAKER is deceitful (which would 

be expected if this were an example of the Conduit Metaphor), simply does not hold, 

because it is background knowledge about marketing that has us believe the travel 

agencies’ claims might be an exaggeration (or at worst misleading). 

Characteristics of the verkaufen Conduit Metaphor include that the 

SELLER/SPEAKER has something to gain by assigning the CATEGORY to the GOODS/ITEM, 

and is thus intentionally deceptive. The syntactic patterns of the source and target frames 

Commerce_sell and Communicate_categorization are compatible and the FE 

pairs are consistent throughout the data (SELLER/SPEAKER, GOODS/ITEM). The one aspect 

that stands out in examples of this source-target pair is the lack of FE assignment to the 

target FE CATEGORY; with the other target frame, there were no instances where a target 

FE did not have a corresponding source FE. In each case, the CATEGORY follows the 

conjunction als (‘as’), and as previously mentioned, it is not uncommon for such a phrase 

to appear in literal instances of Commerce_sell, given that goods are often presented 

as members of one CATEGORY or another. A literal example is given in (4.24) to illustrate 

this point. 

(4.24) Dort hätscheln Arbeitskräfte aus Thailand “japanische” Bonsai-Bäumchen,  

There prune workforces from Thailand “japanese” Bonsai-trees, 

[die]Goods später als israelische Produkte nach Europa verkauft werden. 

[that]Goods later as israeli products to Europe sold are. 

 

There, workforces from Thailand prune “Japanese” Bonsai trees [that]Goods are 

later sold as Israeli products in Europe. 
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If such categories can occur in this context, then should there be a CATEGORY FE for the 

Commerce_sell frame? In the SALSA corpus, only 3 of 76 literal instances of 

verkaufen (‘to sell’) contain a CATEGORY, and all three are preceded by als (‘as’). A more 

felicitous way to account for this would be to interpret als itself as evoking the 

Categorization frame, which lends its meaning to the sentence without necessitating 

a CATEGORY FE in Commerce_sell. In all non-metaphorical instances with the als 

phrase, the sentence was passive, and only the GOODS FE was present. This supports our 

interpretation of (4.23) as an instance of literal verkaufen with metonymic GOODS and a 

hyperbolic CATEGORY, because the realization of FEs in (4.23) exactly matches that of 

these literal examples, in which the SELLER is absent (unlike the verkaufen metaphors 

where even in passive sentences, the SELLER is realized). The misleading hyperbole is also 

in line with the literal use of verkaufen; in each instance, the GOODS are not representative 

of the CATEGORY, as in (4.24). 

 If the GOODS were well-suited members of the CATEGORY under which they were 

sold, then there would likely be no need to mention the CATEGORY at all (for instance, what 

vendor would include “they’re fruit!” in an advertisement for bananas?). The implied 

GOODS-CATEGORY mismatch that exists in literal examples is carried over into the 

metaphors. This meaning fits perfectly with other meanings already established for 

verkaufen in the Conduit Metaphor; the SELLER/SPEAKER has something to gain by 

successfully conveying his message, and may employ somewhat dishonest tactics to 

accomplish this goal, including “packaging” the GOODS/ITEM as something it is not. This 

inference is incorporated into the metaphoric use of the verkaufen Conduit Metaphor via a 

syntactic pattern, the als phrase. 

 The role of syntax in metaphor has not been studied enough to account for or predict 

the way metaphors will be realized syntactically. It is easy to assume that metaphors will 

take their syntactic structure from the source domain, because, for example, when a verb 

is used (metaphorically or otherwise), it is associated with a certain syntactic pattern (e.g. 

transitive, ditransitive). The examples above with als might contradict that hypothesis. This 

phrase is, as shown, compatible with the source frame, but it is not a part of it (in literal 
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instances with this phrase, it evokes an entirely different frame, Categorization); 

rather, the als phrase and the FE it instantiates, represent a core element of the target frame 

(Communicate_categorization). This issue is explored further in the next section, 

where the syntactic valence patterns of the verkaufen metaphors are presented and 

discussed with relation to those observed in literal instances of the source and target frames. 

4.4.3 Valence Patterns in verkaufen Instantiations of the Conduit Metaphor 

In many respects, the data presented here follow the syntactic patterns from the 

source frame (Commerce_sell). This means that for verkaufen, the SELLER appears as 

a subject noun phrase, while the GOODS appears as a direct object noun phrase. In German, 

these NPs are marked with nominative and accusative case, respectively.88 The use of 

passive voice or an infinitive construction changes the realization of FEs in the same ways 

as observed in literal usages. Tables 4. and 4.2 show the syntactic valence of each 

metaphor. Under the frame names (the source frame appears in the first column, followed 

by the target frame), the FE name is listed, and its syntactic realization(s) appears on the 

right. For the metaphors with target frame Communicate_categorization, both 

active and passive patterns are shown because both are present in the data. 

Commerce_sell Suasion Syntactic Realization 

SELLER SPEAKER NP.sub 

GOODS CONTENT NP.dir.obj 

BUYER ADDRESSEE NP.indir.obj  

PP (gegenüber) 

CNI (infinitive construction)* 

Table 4.1: Syntactic valence patterns of verkaufen in the Conduit Metaphor, source 

frame Commerce_sell, target frame Suasion. 89 

                                                
88 Verkaufen is a transitive verb, but can also occur in a ditransitive pattern where the BUYER is realized as 
the indirect object with a dative NP. Most direct objects in German are marked with accusative, but some 

verbs assign dative or genitive to their direct object (e.g. helfen ‘to help, or bedürfen ‘to require’, 

respectively). 
89 *CNI denotes constructionally-licensed null instantiation (see Chapter 3); i.e. this FE is not realized, and 

its absence is licensed by a syntactic construction (in this case the infinitive construction). 
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Commerce_sell Communicate_ 

categorization 

Active Passive 

SELLER SPEAKER NP.sub 

NP.sub(versuchen) 

PP (von) 

GOODS ITEM NP.dir.obj NP.sub 

-- CATEGORY PP (als) PP (als) 

Table 4.2: Syntactic valence patterns of verkaufen in the Conduit Metaphor, source 

frame Commerce_sell, target frame 

Communicate_categorization. 

For the target frame Suasion, the SELLER/SPEAKER and GOODS/CONTENT FEs 

are realized consistently as the subject and direct object, as would be the case with literal 

verkaufen. The BUYER/ADDRESSEE can be realized in a few different ways: as the indirect 

(dative) object, as a prepositional phrase headed by gegenüber (‘across from,’ ‘in relation 

to’), or not at all because of an infinitive construction. Of these possible realizations, only 

the prepositional phrase stands out as not matching literal instances of the source frame. 

No other cases of verkaufen with a gegenüber PP were found in the SALSA corpus. In fact, 

there were no other instances of this PP with either Commerce_sell or Suasion, and 

it is not listed as an option in reference sources alongside verkaufen.90 How then, can the 

presence of this PP type be accounted for? The relevant definition of gegenüber given by 

Duden Online91 reads “bezeichnet die Beziehung zu einer Person oder Sache; zu, in Bezug 

auf die genannte Person, Sache” (indicates the relationship to a person or thing; to, in 

relation to the mentioned person, thing). There is even an example given that involves 

communication: “mir gegenüber wagt er das nicht zu sagen” (me in-relation-to/in-front-of 

dares he that not to say; he does not dare say that to me).92 If gegenüber can be used with 

sagen (‘to say’; which evokes Telling or Statement) to indicate an ADDRESSEE, but 

is not used with verbs that evoke Suasion, and if gegenüber is not used with verkaufen 

                                                
90 To verify that gegenüber cannot be used to encode a BUYER with literal verkaufen, I asked native speakers, 

searched the online corpus of DWDS (Das Digitale Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache, http://dwds.de), and 
conducted an extensive internet search. 
91 http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/gegenueber_Praeposition 
92 Note that gegenüber can appear as a preposition or postposition in German, although as a preposition it is 

often used with von (as in gegenüber von, ‘across from’). 
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to indicate a BUYER, then its use in the verkaufen Conduit Metaphor must be licensed by 

the underling conceptual metaphor and not by the particular source or target frame.93 In the 

FrameNet database, Suasion inherits from Telling, which in turn inherits from 

Statement, which Uses Communication. These frame relations provide a way to 

account for the use of gegenüber to express a BUYER/ADDRESSEE, and what’s more, they 

show why a conceptual metaphor might influence syntax in metaphors; aspects of the 

higher level frames are present in the finer grained frame that serves as the metaphor’s 

target. 

 The syntax of metaphors with the target frame 

Communicate_categorization is more consistent and straightforward than those 

with the target Suasion. In all examples, all three FEs are realized (SELLER/SPEAKER, 

GOODS/ITEM, and CATEGORY), following the syntactic patterns associated with literal 

verkaufen; SELLER/SPEAKER as subject and GOODS/ITEM as direct object, or in the case of 

passive voice, GOODS/ITEM as subject and SELLER/SPEAKER as prepositional phrase headed 

by von (‘by’). The CATEGORY is realized as a prepositional phrase headed by als (‘as’), 

which in a literal instance of verkaufen is considered to evoke another frame, 

Categorization. In the metaphors, the als phrase represents a core element of the 

target frame, and is thus essential. The fact that verkaufen can appear with 

Categorization and an als phrase makes the verb particularly well-suited for the 

target Communicate_categorization, but its source domain, Commerce_sell, 

cannot be the origin of this element. Rather, it must be the target frame that contributes the 

CATEGORY, along with the syntactic form it takes, because of the central role this FE plays.  

 With Communicate_categorization, we observe flexibility in terms of 

syntax; verkaufen can be used with another verb (versuchen, ‘to try’), with subjunctive 

(würden, ‘would’) or with passive voice. It is remarkable that amidst such diversity, the 

same FE pattern is always realized. This occurs even in the passive voice where one 

                                                
93 Of course, it is possible that gegenüber might be found to occur with Suasion, even though no such 

occurrence was present in this particular corpus. If such evidence surfaces later, it would indicate that a 

metaphor’s target frame can contribute to the syntax without relying on more general frames. 
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element (here, the SELLER/SPEAKER) is often intentionally omitted. The importance of the 

SELLER/SPEAKER in the metaphorical interpretation and the importance of the CATEGORY 

to the target frame account for this phenomenon. The unique aspect of verkaufen as a type 

of transfer is that the SELLER seeks to gain something in addition to ridding himself of the 

GOODS. Along with world knowledge, this is what motivates the characterization of the 

SELLER/SPEAKER as disreputable in the metaphor and allows the author to offer up an 

alternate, ostensibly more accurate categorization. If the purpose of this metaphor is to 

identify someone’s claim as inaccurate and offer an opposing viewpoint, then the person 

who made the original claim is extremely relevant. It is thus reasonable that in all four 

cases, including the passive example, the SELLER/SPEAKER is mentioned explicitly. 

 The contribution of semantic and syntactic information from both the source and 

target domains supports a view of metaphor as a separate, blended space that is different 

from its source and target and combines their input into a coherent conceptual space. The 

next section summarizes the findings from the analysis in Section 4.4 and discusses their 

implications for metaphor theory. 

4.5 INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

  Previous approaches to metaphor have encountered the difficulty of defining 

semantic domains. Attempts, such as the image schemata of Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory, lack a basis in empirical data. Without clear definitions of the semantic domains 

involved, there can be no full comparison of meaning components between the 

metaphor’s source and target domains. Thus, the idea of invariance proposed by Lakoff 

and Johnson (1980) has not been tested thoroughly enough to say whether it holds or 

should be abandoned. Again due to a lack of clear semantic domains, there has been little 

investigation into how the source and target domains influence the syntactic patterns of 

the metaphor. Deignan (2005) presents results that suggest syntax and part of speech 

influence how a metaphor is interpreted. Plural and singular noun forms, for example, can 

be associated with different metaphorical interpretations, and related words that vary by 

part of speech are sometimes associated with either a literal or metaphorical 
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interpretation. Sullivan (2013) investigates several syntactic constructions to see how 

they are used in metaphor, but her analysis is focused on discovering “slots” in the 

constructions that are filled by words that evoke the target, source, or neither. 

Investigation of constructions cuts down on the variety seen in real metaphor data (see 

Chapter 2 for more on these approaches). With so little understanding of the internal 

structure of semantic domains, and thus of the relations between two that are evoked in a 

metaphor, there have been few systematic ways to determine the extent to which 

metaphor interpretations are systematic and predictable, let alone begin to describe the 

system at work. There is also some debate about whether metaphor is a process whereby 

one domain is partially transposed on top of another, or whether the metaphoric meaning 

consists of an independent space where the two input frames are blended.94 

 Due to the focus on conceptual links that brought metaphor under the linguistic 

microscope in the first place, the sentence and word levels have been somewhat neglected. 

We are at the point, however, where this is beginning to change (e.g. Sullivan (2013) 

investigated grammatical constructions to see whether the syntactic elements realize a 

source meaning or a target meaning), and the recent development of metaphor 

identification procedures and semantically annotated corpora are advancing the field 

dramatically (e.g. Steen et al. 2010). Describing the relationship between metaphoric links 

at the conceptual level and metaphor at the sentence level will greatly enrich our 

understanding of the phenomenon. 

 Section 4.5.1 describes how this dissertation avoids the methodological problems 

of traditional metaphor research and connects conceptual metaphor to sentence level 

frames. Section 4.5.2 provides an overview of findings from this frame semantic approach 

to the Conduit Metaphor. 

                                                
94 Fauconnier and Turner (2002) argue that metaphor blends concepts, and some evidence supports the idea 

of a blended metaphor space (Deignan 2005), but researchers continue to rely on the CMT view of metaphor 

where the source is mapped onto the target. I suggest that such terms as “map” and “transfer” should be 

avoided due to their tacit endorsement of this perspective. The metaphors researchers use to describe 

metaphor itself is indicative of how they conceive of the phenomenon.  
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4.5.1 Circumventing the Pitfalls of Traditional Approaches 

We have seen that Frame Semantics provides a robust toolset for the investigation 

of metaphor; semantic domains are clearly defined (and based on empirical data), frame 

elements provide structure in the semantic domains so that the source and target can be 

compared systematically (to test the invariance hypothesis), and the frame hierarchy 

provides a way to capture conceptual metaphors and relate them to finer-grained frames. 

The only disadvantage to a frame semantic approach is that the FrameNet database is not 

yet complete; not all linguistically relevant frames have been identified, and the hierarchy 

of frame relations is not complete. Still, much can be accomplished on the basis of what is 

already available; researchers must simply be aware that gaps in coverage may exist. 

In terms of frames, the Conduit Metaphor can be regarded as the link between 

Transfer and Communication. The frame hierarchy provides a formal way to link 

sentence level frames (e.g. Commerce_sell and Suasion) and those at the level of 

conceptual metaphor (e.g. Transfer and Communication). This is particularly useful 

for determining what influence the conceptual metaphor may have at the sentence level 

(e.g. the use of gegenüber to express the ADDRESSEE discussed in Section 4.4.3 and 

4.5.2.2). 

The inclusion of syntactic valence into frame descriptions helps identify which 

frames have an influence on the metaphor’s syntax. This, in combination with an analysis 

of FE alignment, provides evidence that metaphor is not simply the imposition of parts of 

the source domain’s structure on the target domain, but rather a blend of the two domains. 

This point is elaborated in Section 4.5.2.3. 

It is possible that any frames that occur below a conceptual metaphor in the 

hierarchy could be used to instantiate that metaphor; future studies could test this 

hypothesis. Because FEs in related frames are linked in FrameNet, it would be possible to 

identify which FEs align in a metaphor and then extrapolate to higher level frames (or 

perhaps even finer-grained frames or those that are found on a different branch of the 

hierarchy), predict whether the FEs correspond in the same ways, and test whether the 

extrapolation holds. If so, this would be further evidence for the systematic nature of 
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metaphor, and if not, then aspects of meaning that influence FE alignment could be 

identified. 

 Now that we have seen what kinds of investigations are made possible by the tools 

from Frame Semantics, we turn to the findings from the current analysis. These are 

presented in Section 4.5.2, followed by a conclusion in Section 4.5.3. 

4.5.2 Research Findings 

 These aspects of metaphor were examined in relation to the verkaufen variant of 

the Conduit Metaphor: the alignment of frame elements between source and target, the 

metaphoric interpretation based on the source and target frames (and the influence of 

background knowledge), and syntactic valence (including which frame the patterns are 

associated with). Accordingly, this section is divided into subsections where findings and 

their implications are presented for each aspect of metaphor. First, Section 4.5.2.1 deals 

with invariance, then 4.5.2.2 describes the significance of how FEs are realized 

syntactically, and 4.5.2.3 focuses on meaning (with special attention to whether the data 

support a blended metaphor space or a “transfer” of source structure to a target domain).  

4.5.2.1 Invariance  

By the principle of invariance, metaphoric interpretations preserve relations and 

inferences from the source domain, as well as semantic role types. Sullivan (2013:37) 

makes the following claim and provides an example: “Crucially, metaphoric mappings 

preserve frame relations and inferences as well as frame elements. In the body domain, the 

body element must refer specifically to the exerciser’s body, not anyone else’s.” That is, 

relational meanings (e.g. possession) from the source frame is preserved in metaphoric 

interpretations. In every instance examined so far, the alignment of frame elements 

between source and target domain is consistent, as is the alignment of the relations between 

FEs. 

The current analysis provides evidence of the alignment of relational meanings 

between the source and target domains, supporting the invariance hypothesis. The 

Transfer frame has a DONOR and a RECIPIENT which (via the Conduit Metaphor) 
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correspond to the SPEAKER and ADDRESSEE of Communication. Of course, in any 

selling event, there are two things that are transferred, the GOODS and the MONEY, one of 

which is received by the FE corresponding to Transfer’s RECIPIENT, and the other is 

received by the FE corresponding to the DONOR. So, how are we to determine which of 

these will align with Communication’s SPEAKER and which will align with ADDRESSEE? 

The answer lies in the internal structure of the verkaufen metaphor’s source frame, 

Commerce_sell (which is related via inheritance to Commerce_goods-transfer 

and Transfer). As is apparent from the frame’s title, Commerce_goods-transfer 

includes a focus on the GOODS FE, rather than MONEY (this is also explained in the frame 

definition). This means that the THEME of the Transfer frame corresponds to GOODS 

(not MONEY). The FEs that match the DONOR and RECIPIENT are thus defined with relation 

to the GOODS; they are the SELLER and BUYER, respectively. Using the principle of 

invariance, we can assume that this relation is preserved in the metaphor, and predict that 

the SPEAKER from Communication (and its corresponding FEs in the lower level frames 

that serve as targets in the verkaufen Conduit Metaphor) will align with the SELLER from 

Commerce_sell, and the ADDRESSEE will align with the BUYER. This is indeed the 

pattern observed in the data (the SELLER/SPEAKER is present in each example, (4.14) - 

(4.17), and the BUYER/ADDRESSEE is realized in (4.16) and (4.17)), and any other 

alignment of frame elements would not create an apt metaphor. 

Thus, the current analysis supports the invariance hypothesis. The relational 

semantic structure of the metaphor’s interpretation must preserve the relational structure 

inherent in the source domain. But what about metaphor’s syntactic structure? Are the 

syntactic relations associated with the source domain preserved in the metaphor? This issue 

is taken up in the next section. 

4.5.2.2 What Determines the Syntax of Metaphor? 

 If we can determine what influences the syntax of metaphor, then we should be able 

to create a grammar of metaphor - a description of the systematic realization of metaphoric 

meanings in terms of the syntactic forms they take. Such a grammar would have extensive 
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applications; for example, it could raise the capabilities of computational linguistics and 

AI to a new level. The beginnings of an account of syntax in metaphor appear in Deignan’s 

(2005) corpus study and an even stronger step in this direction is taken by Sullivan (2013) 

in her analysis of the role constructions play in metaphor. 

The verkaufen data fit into Sullivan’s (2013) description of ditransitive 

constructions. She identifies which slots can be filled by target evoking words, source 

evoking words or neutral words and accounts for their distribution using the concepts of 

conceptual autonomy and dependence from Cognitive Grammar. In general, target evoking 

words fill slots that always require conceptual autonomy, while source evoking words fill 

slots reserved for conceptually dependent components.95 Sullivan (2013) concludes that in 

the ditransitive construction, the grammatical subject will not evoke the target domain, the 

direct object will, and the indirect object will be neutral. This is indeed the case with the 

data presented in the current analysis. As Deignan (2005) found, Sullivan (2013) notes that 

the use of metonymy produces special circumstances that do not conform to these rules. 

Sullivan (2013:101) also claims that the ditransitive construction itself evokes Transfer. 

This applies to German as well, and strengthens the connection between the sentence level 

use of verkaufen in a ditransitive construction and the broader Conduit Metaphor. 

While the ditransitive construction in German is associated with Transfer, and 

is also heavily used with verbs of communication, it is not strongly associated with either 

of the target frames involved here. Suasion verbs typically require dependent clauses to 

elaborate the CONTENT, whereas verkaufen allows that FE to be realized with a noun (as 

GOODS would be), and approval or acceptance of it is implied due to the nature of the 

source domain (namely, that the SELLER gains something in return for the GOODS). With 

the target Communicate_categorization, however, the ditransitive construction 

does not appear; the BUYER is not realized in any of the examples found. This is because 

                                                
95 This is certainly an oversimplification of Sullivan’s (2013) findings; see Chapter 2 for a more detailed 

summary. If a word is conceptually autonomous, it has a referent that does not require elaboration in order 

to understand its meaning (e.g. man, giraffe). Conceptually dependent words (e.g. tall, old) have more relative 

meanings that can differ by context, depending on the words around them.  
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there is no corresponding frame element in the target frame. Only our background 

knowledge of communication tells us that a general audience must be receiving and 

assessing the claim of categorization. This shows that the ditransitive construction is 

furnished by the source domain, not the target, but can only be realized if there are 

compatible target meanings to fill its roles. 

Beyond the use of the ditransitive construction with verkaufen, there are certain 

syntactic patterns that would be overlooked by a constructional account of metaphor. These 

involve the addition of a prepositional phrase to express a target meaning (gegenüber, ‘in 

relation to,’ and als, ‘as’) that has no correspondent in the source frame. Let us first 

consider the use of gegenüber (‘across from,’ ‘in relation to’) with the target Suasion. 

This preposition (rather than an indirect object) introduces the BUYER/ADDRESSEE in 

example (4.17). Such a prepositional phrase is not used in literal instances of verkaufen 

(which prefers the ditransitive construction), but it is known to occur with verbs of 

communication. While gegenüber does not occur in SALSA with other instances of 

Suasion, it does occur with higher level communication frames (e.g. Telling, 

Statement). Without evidence that this preposition is used with the finer-grained target 

Suasion, we must assume that this PP can be realized in the metaphor because Suasion 

inherits from frames in which it does occur. This means the conceptual metaphor’s target, 

Communication, allows this syntactic realization to express the BUYER/ADDRESSEE. If 

evidence shows that this PP can occur with Suasion, its presence is no less meaningful; 

either way, this syntactic element is contributed by the target domain (not the source). Thus, 

even when an appropriate syntactic pattern exists within the source frame, a syntactic 

pattern from the target can be used to express that FE instead.  

This is also shown in examples (4.19) - (4.22) with the use of als (as) with the target 

Communicate_categorization; in the target this phrase constitutes a frame 

element but there is no equivalent source FE.  Although an als phrase can occur with 

Commerce_sell, it is not part of that frame. Rather, it evokes Categorization. 

Because Categorization is already related to the target frame, it is odd to say that 
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there is a separate source-related version of the frame providing the PP. Therefore it is 

better to say the target frame contributes this PP, not the source (this way, fewer frames are 

involved as well). That Categorization fits with the metaphor in multiple ways (i.e. 

in relation to the source as well as the target) indicates that the metaphor is apt. The 

importance of the FEs CATEGORY, SPEAKER and ITEM (the core FEs of the frame) accounts 

for the fact that all three are realized in each example, despite the use of passive (which 

would allow the SPEAKER to go unrealized). The implication that the SPEAKER is 

disreputable makes that FE more relevant and it is thus not omitted when passive is used. 

The data in (4.14) - (4.17) and (4.19) - (4.22) provide evidence that the syntactic 

realization of meaning elements is not limited to patterns associated with the source 

domain. Target domain syntax is acceptable even when the source frame provides adequate 

means for expressing the same meaning. This is evidence that metaphors do not simply 

cram target meanings into patterns made available by the source domain. Clearly, either 

frame can contribute syntactic information to the metaphor. 

The fact that multiple syntactic patterns were used to realize the BUYER/ADDRESSEE 

for the target Suasion indicates that this particular metaphor is somewhat novel.96 Along 

with frequency, syntactic flexibility could be used as an indicator (measure) of how 

conventionalized a metaphor has become. Such flexibility is also shown with 

Communicate_categorization; it appeared with versuchen (‘to try’), with 

subjunctive (würden, ‘would’) and with passive. 

4.5.2.3 Meaning of Metaphors: Blending Source and Target Domains 

 While the current analysis included much more detail and many fewer examples 

than typical CMT analyses, the notion of conceptual metaphor remains useful. In this case, 

the Conduit Metaphor (COMMUNICATION IS TRANSFER) provides a reasonable way 

to identify frames that have meanings similar enough to co-occur as source and target in a 

metaphor. The similarities of how we experience these two broad semantic domains (both 

                                                
96 As opposed to conventionalized metaphors, which are so commonly encountered that they may seem to 

lose their association with the source domain. See Müller (2008) for a dynamic account of metaphor 

conventionality. 
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of which entail that one person has something and then performs an action that allows 

another person to have it), provide solid motivation for a conceptual link between them, 

which is evidenced by the basic language structures used to express them, such as the 

ditransitive construction. Using frames to articulate conceptual metaphors allows us to use 

the hierarchic structure of FrameNet to narrow down the possibilities of which frames can 

combine to instantiate the conceptual metaphor.  

 In order to make a source-target pair, two frames need not have full correspondence 

between their available frame elements. The Communicate_categorization frame, 

for example, lacks the ADDRESSEE FE that would align with the BUYER of 

Commerce_sell, and so this element is not present in examples (4.19) - (4.22).  This 

shows that even core elements of the source frame can go unrealized in the metaphor. 

However, crucial meaning elements of the target frame do require some kind of equivalent 

in the source frame. Take, for example, Suasion, whose frame definition states “A 

SPEAKER expresses through language his wish to get the ADDRESSEE to act and as a result 

the ADDRESSEE forms an intention do so.” This frame entails that both the SPEAKER and 

the ADDRESSEE do something, just as in Commerce_sell, the SELLER and BUYER must 

both act (otherwise, whatever situation is described would not be an instantiation of the 

frame). For this reason, Commerce_sell is an appropriate source for the target 

Suasion, whereas another frame like Supply, which inherits from Giving just as 

Commerce_sell does, is not appropriate. The Supply frame involves action only on 

the part of the SUPPLIER and has the additional component that the RECIPIENT has a need 

or purpose that is thereby fulfilled.97 Combining Supply with a frame related to 

Communication (e.g. “He was the brains of the operation and supplied the gang with 

ideas”) gives rise to a very different kind of Conduit Metaphor than Commerce_sell 

(e.g. “He was the brains of the operation and sold the gang ideas”), because the two have 

significantly different meanings. The first example indicates that the gang was in need of 

                                                
97 The frame definition for Supply reads “A SUPPLIER gives a THEME to a RECIPIENT to fulfill a need or 

purpose (PURPOSE_OF_RECIPIENT) of the RECIPIENT.” 
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ideas and readily accepted them. It is likely that the operation refers to the gang itself 

(because the brains of any operation is the one whose ideas are followed). The second 

example, in contrast, implies that the gang was persuaded to accept the ideas, indicating 

that the operation is not the gang, because the brains of a gang does not have any need to 

convince his followers to accept his ideas. The fine-grained meaning distinctions captured 

in frames play a pivotal role in metaphor interpretation. The ability to articulate such 

semantic distinctions in a systematic and empirically motivated way is a major advantage 

of the frame based approach. 

In the interpretation of metaphor, both the relational structure of the frame (FEs and 

their relations) and the definition of the frame are available and relevant. In the 

interpretation, relational meanings from the source domain are present, as well as the 

overall meaning of the target domain (the content of the frame definition). Even 

background knowledge can play a role (e.g. the implied dishonesty of the SELLER, 

particularly when als ‘as’ is used). It seems that some principle similar to invariance plays 

a role not only in the representation of meaning components from the source domain, but 

also from the target and from our general knowledge of the world. Has a theory of meaning 

already been described, that could account for such a wide range of phenomena? 

Fortunately, Conceptual Integration developed by Fauconnier and Turner98 provides a 

theoretical framework that deals with exactly this problem. 

In Conceptual Integration Theory (summarized in Chapter 3), independent mental 

spaces combine in a blended space to create a new meaning. The collection of mental 

spaces that work together to form the meaning is known as a conceptual integration 

network. In the current metaphor examples, the conceptual metaphor provides a generic 

space (the Conduit Metaphor), whose elements are linked to each input space (the source 

and target frames). Some FEs of the input spaces correspond to one another (e.g. 

SELLER/SPEAKER), but not all (CATEGORY has no correspondent). Meaning components 

from both input domains are combined in a blended space that constitutes the metaphor’s 

                                                
98 Also known as Mental Spaces or Blending; see Fauconnier (1985), Fauconnier and Turner (1994, 2001, 

2002, 2003).  
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interpretation. This blend is more detailed than the generic space, but shares part of its 

structure.  

Some mechanisms by which information is added to the blend have been identified: 

composition of elements from the input spaces to form new relations in the blend, 

completion of a structure based on the presence of some of its parts (e.g. pattern 

completion), and elaboration of the blend by mentally simulating the scenario it represents 

(Fauconnier and Turner 2002:48). An example of completion is the implication in both 

variants of the Conduit Metaphor presented in examples (4.14) - (4.17) and (4.19) - (4.22), 

that the SELLER/SPEAKER is somehow dishonest or disreputable. Speakers are familiar with 

the retail setting and aware that SELLERS may sometimes so badly want to make money 

that they might do anything within their power to sell their goods. An excellent product 

should sell itself; if the SELLER is talking a BUYER into the purchase, then the product may 

not be all that it is claimed to be. Another mental mechanism, elaboration, accounts for 

how we can see the source and target frames as compatible; when we simulate a selling 

scenario in our minds and imagine what kind of communication act that would be, the fact 

that both SELLER and BUYER must act elaborates upon the prototypical communication 

event, adding the idea that the Addressee must also act. This translates into an added 

element of persuasion or assertion, because such subtypes of communication involve action 

on the part of the ADDRESSEE (or general audience in cases where no specific ADDRESSEE 

is intended). 

The invariance principle, which states that relational meanings from the source 

domain (an input space) be preserved in the metaphoric interpretation (the blended 

space),99 is one of potentially several principles that together account for selective 

projection, or, put simply, the inclusion or exclusion of source/target meanings in 

metaphor. Based on the analysis above, it seems that essential aspects of the target domain 

(those aspects of meaning described in the frame definition) must be represented in the 

                                                
99 Various definitions have been offered for invariance; this one was formulated to reflect the findings of 

metaphor research, rather than as a hypothesis (which is how the notion was first conceived). 
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blended metaphor space also. If further analysis confirms this trend, this could constitute 

another principle that guides how meaning combines in metaphor.  

An important claim of Conceptual Integration proponents is that the blended space 

has emergent structure (Fauconnier and Turner 2002:48); that is, the blend has its own 

unique features that are not inherited from any input or generic space. This fits with the 

unique expressive power of metaphor. The contribution of syntactic information from the 

target frame (as seen with the gegenüber phrase discussed in Section 4.4.3) as well as the 

source frame supports the idea of a blended metaphor space, independent from the source 

and target domains. The unique meaning configurations observed in the data (in Section 

4.4.3) are emergent structures that exist in the metaphor blend, but not in the source or 

target. While the process of selective integration that creates such unique structures has not 

been operationalized to the point that it can be implemented prescriptively, Conceptual 

Integration Theory provides a compelling account of some basic ways meaning is created 

in metaphor. Further research is needed in this area. 

4.5.3 Conclusion 

 This detailed study of eight metaphors100 has upheld a version of invariance less 

strict than that proposed in CMT and shown a preference for a theory of metaphor in which 

metaphoric meaning is separate from the meaning of source and target domains. For 

interpreting metaphor, frame elements alone are insufficient; frame definitions and 

background knowledge must be taken into account as well. With such a rich combination 

of semantic contributions, it is no wonder that metaphor is shown time and again to be a 

unique and highly expressive tool for language users. Just as Frame Semantics provides a 

robust toolset for the identification of semantic components and relations between semantic 

domains, the theoretical framework provided by Conceptual Integration is well equipped 

to describe how a complex combination of semantic/conceptual inputs can form a dynamic 

network to produce an interpretation of metaphor. 

  

                                                
100 Although we began with 9 samples, one was reinterpreted as a literal occurrence of verkaufen, combined 

with metonymy and hyperbole. 
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Chapter 5:  Perception as Awareness: A Study of Related Metaphors 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In previous chapters, I have shown that accounts of conceptual metaphor benefit 

from more clearly defined semantic domains and the introduction of authentic corpus data. 

Clearly defined domains allow the investigation of meaning correspondence across the 

source and target domains (specifically, this allows the invariance hypothesis to be tested), 

and also allow associated syntactic forms to be identified (so that we can determine whether 

syntactic components are contributed by the source or the target domain). Corpus data 

provides a glimpse into the everyday use of metaphor (as opposed to literary or invented 

examples) and allows for better generalizations because of its broader coverage. Chapter 4 

demonstrated how frame semantic annotations and the inventory of semantic frames in 

FrameNet allow a more detailed analysis of metaphor. As in other current analyses 

(Deignan 2005, Croft 2009, among others), the data suggest that a metaphor’s 

interpretation lies neither in the source nor the target domain, but rather in a separate 

blended space where elements of both are combined. This chapter expands the approach 

taken in Chapter 4 and applies it to the largest group of related metaphors annotated in the 

SALSA corpus, all of which construe awareness as perception. My analysis fills a gap in 

metaphor research; it avoids the problem of semantic domain definition by using FrameNet 

frames, incorporates corpus data in a way that is not biased by Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory (i.e. the data was chosen based on frequency in the corpus rather than its relation 

to previously studied conceptual metaphors), and draws on Conceptual Integration to 

account for naturally occurring linguistic metaphors in terms of the frame element 

realization patterns across the source and target domains. Previous frame based accounts 

do not fully circumvent the problem of domain definition (Sullivan 2013 uses CMT style 

domains to designate conceptual metaphors, employing frames only at the sentence level; 

Croft 2009 provides an extensive description of the source frame while leaving the target 

frames largely underspecified), corpus accounts (e.g. Deignan 2005) bear the burden of 

metaphor identification and must choose what to search for in the corpus based on previous 

approaches, and research within Conceptual Integration Theory (Fauconnier and Turner 
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2002, 2006) tends to use literary or constructed examples that are not representative of 

everyday language. The current approach examines the internal structure of source and 

target domains in a way that no others have,101 investigating how they align in the metaphor 

to create emergent meaning, and thus contributing valuable new information to the field. 

The set of semantically related metaphors presented in this chapter share a source 

or target frame, or evoke similar frames; there is significant overlap in the semantic 

domains of all metaphors in this group. In each case, awareness is expressed as perception, 

but the particular semantic frames involved vary. Of all the flagged and fully annotated 

metaphors in the SALSA corpus,102 this is the largest group of samples that deal with 

similar concepts, and constitutes a naturally occurring group of semantically related 

metaphors in German. The frequency and variety of verbs used metaphorically are good 

indicators that this represents a conceptual metaphor. Because the data used are authentic, 

non-literary, and frequent, this analysis is empirically driven in a way that has not yet been 

attempted, primarily due to a lack of metaphor-annotated corpora. 

The corpus data is considerably more complex than constructed examples tend to 

be, even though these examples originate from newspaper texts (a genre that is not exactly 

known for its use of figurative language). Consider the example in (5.1),103 where the verbs 

of perception blicken, schauen and sehen (all meaning ‘to look/see’) are used 

metaphorically. These verbs are annotated in the corpus with multiple source frames: 

Perception_experience and Perception_active, and multiple target frames: 

Becoming_aware and Awareness.104 In (5.1), the people are not literally looking at 

                                                
101 Croft (2009) also investigates the internal structure of metaphor, including both semantic and syntactic 

contributions from the source and target, but his way of identifying and defining conceptual metaphors and 

semantic domains differs. See Chapter 2. 
102 See Section 3.4 for more about SALSA. 
103 This and all other examples in this chapter are taken from the SALSA II database (its corpus or frame 

reports), unless otherwise noted. All translations are my own. 
104 The two perception frames involve situations where sentient entities have a perceptual experience, either 

unintentionally (in Perception_experience) or by directing their attention toward a PHENOMENON (in 

Perception_active). In the awareness frames, a COGNIZER (i.e. a thinking being) either has a piece of 

CONTENT in their model of the world (in Awareness) or adds one to it (in Becoming_aware). In the 

corpus, not all of the verbs in (5.1) are annotated with all of these frames, and there is some variation with 
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a hole, nor are they looking at an actual market where work is sold. Furthermore, their eyes 

do not really laugh or cry in the process (nor do the people, hence no metonymy is 

involved). The verbs blicken and schauen are instead used to indicate that the people are 

aware of the hole and the job market, and what is happening to each. The description of 

the eye as laughing or crying illustrates the reactions to this awareness, an emergent 

meaning that is not as easy to incorporate using literal language. In the same vein, Hutmann 

does not literally see any danger; here sieht is used to indicate Hutmann’s opinion, namely 

that this is the biggest midterm danger (in his internal model of the world). 

(5.1) Mit einem lachenden Auge blicken die SMH-Leute daher auf die sich auftuende  

With a        laughing  eye     look the SMH-people therefore at the itself growing  

Lücke, mit einem weinenden schauen sie dagegen auf den schrumpfenden  

hole,   with a         crying       look       they however at the   shrinking           

Arbeitsmarkt für Analysten - darin sieht Hutmann mittelfristig die größte Gefahr  

work-market for analysts  - therein sees Hutmann midterm the biggest danger 

für den Finanzplatz Frankfurt. 

for the finance-district Frankfurt. 

 

 With a laughing eye, the SMH-people look at the growing hole, with a crying eye, 

however, they look at the shrinking job market for analysts - in this, Hutmann 

sees the biggest danger for the Frankfurt financial district mid-term. 

This sentence demonstrates how metaphors can make use of seemingly irrelevant features 

of the source domain (e.g. modifying the body part used to perceive) to convey additional 

meaning (how someone feels about what they are aware of). One also sees that metaphor 

is not simply a feature of an individual word; a metaphoric interpretation can be assigned 

to roughly half of the individual lexemes in (5.1); in order to adequately account for them, 

it is important to have a framework for analyzing the interactions between concepts in 

discourse. Conceptual Integration is well suited for this purpose, and provides the 

necessary descriptive tools for a detailed analysis of this complex sentence (see Section 

5.4.2). 

                                                
respect to the sources and targets chosen for each. For simplicity, all relevant frames are listed here; the 

corpus annotation is fully disclosed and discussed in Section 5.2.3. 
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 The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 presents data from SALSA, 

exploring the alignment of frame elements between the source and target frames, Section 

5.3 applies previous approaches to the data, Section 5.4 presents a frame-based account, 

and finally, Section 5.5 summarizes the results of this analysis. 

5.2 METAPHOR DATA AND ANALYSIS 

 In this section, I present metaphors from the SALSA corpus (see Chapter 3) that 

manifest an underlying metaphorical link between perception and awareness, discuss their 

meaning, and investigate the alignment of frame elements between their source and target 

frames. The data get progressively more complex throughout this section; as an 

introduction to this conceptual metaphor, Section 5.2.1 presents a relatively 

straightforward set of seven examples (with five different verbs) that evoke the source 

frame Perception_experience and the target frame Becoming_aware. First, the 

source frame is introduced with a literal example, then the metaphor data and the target 

frame are presented and discussed. Finally, the meaning of this source-target pair is 

examined with reference to the alignment of the frame elements from each frame and 

inconsistencies found in FE alignment are accounted for by reconsidering the FE 

annotation from SALSA (e.g. a target FE realized by the same phrase as a particular source 

FE in all cases but one). Section 5.2.2 presents data for the verb beobachten. In Section 

5.2.2.1, the metaphors evoke the source-target pair Perception_active and 

Becoming_aware, and in Section 5.2.2.2, they evoke an additional source frame, 

Perception_experience. Section 5.2.2.3 explores the possible explanations for the 

difference in source frames observed in the data. Finally, Section 5.2.3 deals with a 

complex sentence containing two instances of this metaphor combined with a conventional 

idiomatic phrase that evoke two sources and two targets. In each subsection, I begin by 

showing how the samples differ from literal evocations of the frame, then discuss the target 

frame(s) involved, and give interpretations for the examples. 
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5.2.1 Perception_experience | Becoming_aware with Multiple Verbs 

 This section presents the first subset of data for the conceptual metaphor in which 

perception is used to express awareness. I first describe the source frame 

(Perception_experience) and distinguish it from the other perception frame 

evoked in this conceptual metaphor (Perception_active), then I describe the target 

frame (Becoming_aware), and present samples that realize this metaphor using 

different verbs of perception (beobachten ‘to observe,’ blicken ‘to look at,’ riechen ‘to 

smell’, spüren ‘to feel/sense,’ and wahrnehmen ‘to perceive/notice’105). 

Consider the literal usage of riechen (‘to smell’) in (5.2) below.106 As in the last 

chapter, the phrases that constitute frame elements are enclosed in brackets, followed by 

the FE name as superscript. 

(5.2) [Die Ausdünstungen von Schweiß und feuchten Kleidern im engen  

[The evaporation               of sweat and damp clothing in-the tight 

Zweimannzelt]Phenomenon glaubten [wir]Perceiver_passive noch immer zu riechen. 

two-man-tent]Phenomenon    believed [we]Perceiver_passive  yet   still      to smell. 

 

[We]Perceiver_passive believed we still smelled [the evaporation of sweat and damp 

clothing in the tight two-man tent].Phenomenon 

This sentence implies no intentionality on the part of the perceivers. Instead, its focus is 

the perceptual experience they have, real or otherwise. This literal instantiation of riechen 

evokes the Perception_experience frame, whose defining feature is the 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE frame element (this distinguishes the frame from 

Perception_active, where the perceiver acts intentionally; literal smell can evoke 

either frame). The PERCEIVER_PASSIVE perceives a PHENOMENON through experience 

without attending to it intentionally. The English verbs see or hear evoke this frame also, 

while their counterparts look and listen do not. The latter denote an intentionality or 

attention on the part of the perceiver and would therefore evoke the 

                                                
105 The prototypical sense of this verb involves the perception of environmental stimuli; all examples in the 

definition from Duden online (http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/wahrnehmen#Bedeutung1) express 

sensory perception. 
106 The bold typeface indicates that it is the target lexical unit. 
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Perception_active frame instead. Other lexical units (LUs) known to evoke the 

Perception_experience frame include wahrnehmen (‘to perceive’), empfinden (‘to 

feel’), and bemerken (‘to notice’). 

As is typical in this frame, the PERCEIVER_PASSIVE FE, wir in (5.2), appears as the 

grammatical subject, and the PHENOMENON, Die Ausdünstungen von Schweiß und feuchten 

Kleidern im engen Zweimannzelt, as the direct object. These two FEs are most central to 

the meaning of the frame, and are often the only FEs instantiated, but in all, there are 10 

FEs that can appear when this frame is evoked.107 Among these are the BODY_PART that 

senses the PHENOMENON, the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER, and the DIRECTION in which the 

perceiver’s attention is oriented - all typically encoded as prepositional phrases. A 

DEPICTIVE may also appear (typically as a predicate expression), that describes the state of 

the PHENOMENON (e.g. Pat saw Kim [naked]Depictive). The background against which the 

perceiver experiences the PHENOMENON is called the GROUND. Additionally, more general 

FEs can occur in this frame, such as MANNER, MEANS, and DEGREE. Figure 5.9 at the end 

of the chapter contains a list of all FEs for the Perception_experience frame. 

The alignment between the source frame Perception_experience and target 

frame Becoming_aware makes a good starting point for this analysis, because literal 

perception seems to be the most basic way in which a person takes in the world and forms 

a mental representation of it. I now turn to the corpus data and the relations between the 

source and target frames to show that FEs from each frame align no matter which verb is 

used metaphorically. Compare the sentence in (5.3), in which the domain of 

Perception_experience is used to convey a situation that belongs to the 

Becoming_aware frame, with the literal usage of smell given in (5.2). 

(5.3) Aber manchmal könne [sie]Perceiver_passive [die Angst des Gegners]Phenomenon auch  

But   sometimes could [she]Perceiver_passive  [the fear of-the enemy]Phenomenon also  

riechen, sagt sie. 

smell, says she. 

                                                
107 The frame report, which includes the definition and FE list, is found in Appendix B, in the SALSA 

database and in FrameNet at 

https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Perception_experience. 
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But sometimes [she]Perceiver_passive could also smell [the fear of the 

enemy],Phenomenon she says. 

The difference is clear; in (5.3) the PHENOMENON, Angst (‘fear’), is not something that is 

literally perceived by one’s sense of smell. Instead, this sentence warrants a non-literal 

interpretation with the meaning that the PERCEIVER_PASSIVE knew that her enemy was 

afraid. In using the verb of perception riechen, she likens her awareness of her enemy’s 

fear to an act of sensory perception; in effect, this means that she becomes aware of this 

fear as clearly as if it were literally perceived. From the standpoint of Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory, it makes sense to use a highly embodied notion like smell to convey a novel 

awareness, given the association between the two in experience.108  

 The frame Becoming_aware includes events in which someone adds something 

to their internal representation of the world. The frame definition is as follows: 

Words in this frame have to do with a COGNIZER adding some PHENOMENON to 

their model of the world. They are similar to Coming_to_believe words, 

except the latter generally involve reasoning from EVIDENCE.  

The words in this frame take direct objects that denote entities in the world, and 

indicate awareness of those entities, without necessarily giving any information 

about the content of the COGNIZER's belief or knowledge. These words also 

resemble perception words, since creatures often become aware of things by 

perceiving them. 

Even the frame definition acknowledges the link between awareness and perception; the 

source frame (Perception_experience), however, is presumably more basic than 

the target frame.109 Sensory input (as in the Perception_experience frame) is an 

embodied phenomenon. The mental interpretation of that input (as in 

Becoming_aware), whereby it is added to a perceiver’s mental representation of the 

world, is significantly more complex. This is in line with Conceptual Metaphor Theory’s 

                                                
108 In later work, the founders of Conceptual Metaphor Theory went on to write about embodiment, the idea 
that all conceptual meaning is based on bodily experience (Johnson 1987, Johnson and Lakoff 2002). 
109 While there is no way to measure how basic a domain is, humans generally believe that perception is 

more basic than cognition. Simple organisms, for example, who are not considered capable of cognition or 

building a mental representation of their world, can still perceive external stimuli and react to them. 
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claim that metaphor uses a more basic domain to express a more complex or abstract 

concept, and that metaphor is a means for extending our understanding of bodily 

experience to abstract domains (Johnson and Lakoff 2002).  

 Words like entdecken (‘to discover’), feststellen (‘to ascertain/identify’), and 

bemerken (‘to notice’) evoke the Becoming_aware frame. There are some LUs that can 

be used to evoke both Perception_experience and Becoming_aware (e.g. to 

detect, to perceive). The difference is that in Becoming_aware, the perceived 

PHENOMENON subsequently becomes part of the perceiver’s model of the world. There are 

even LUs in this frame whose meaning already includes that crucial component and thus 

cannot be used to evoke the Perception_experience frame (e.g. entdecken, ‘to 

discover’). Example (5.4) shows how this frame can be evoked via a literal interpretation 

of the verb feststellen (to identify). 

(5.4) In den Monaten seit dem Regierungswechsel ist, im Gegensatz zu den  

In the  months  since the  government-change is,  in contrast     to the   

Ankündigungen der neuen Regierung, [kein Fortschritt in  

claims             of-the new government, [no progress in  

Menschenrechtsfragen]Phenomenon festzustellen. 

human-rights-questions]Phenomenon to identify. 

 

In the months since the change in government, in contrast to the claims of the new 

government, [no progress on human rights questions]Phenomenon can be identified. 

With this sentence, the author communicates the lack of change in his/her model of the 

world. This shows that even when the verb feststellen is used in a literal way, the 

PHENOMENON need not be something physical or concrete. Progress in the realm of human 

rights is a very abstract notion, and although it could certainly be added to one’s model of 

the world, it cannot be perceived by the senses (as would be required for the PHENOMENON 

in a literal interpretation of the Perception_experience frame). This confirms the 

idea that the two frames represent distinct semantic domains, and also the decision of the 

SALSA annotators to call it metaphor when a verb from Perception_experience is 

used in a way that the situation it describes falls within the Becoming_aware frame. 
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 When Perception_experience and Becoming_aware are evoked 

together as a metaphor in the data, the FEs from one frame are realized by the same phrases 

that realize FEs from the other. For example, in (5.5) the PERCEIVER_PASSIVE from 

Perception_experience is realized by the same phrase as the COGNIZER of 

Becoming_aware (the person who becomes aware of the PHENOMENON). Both frames 

have an FE called PHENOMENON, and they are also realized by the same phrase.110 Example 

(5.5) uses not only the LU spüren (‘to feel’) metaphorically, but also characterizes state 

authority as a body that has an arm - a long one. This reinforces the implication that the 

authority of the state is far reaching, which is introduced with the very first word, the adverb 

selbst (‘even’). This example shows how metaphors can be extended throughout a 

sentence; here, the perception verb spüren complements the noun Arm (‘arm’) because an 

arm is something that can be felt. Because both carry a metaphorical interpretation, the 

underlying metaphor comes across more strongly.  

(5.5) [Selbst die Familie des Mittvierzigers] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer bekommt [den langen  

[Even the family of-the mid-forty-er] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer      receives [the long  

Arm der Staatsgewalt] Phenomenon/Phenomenon zu spüren. 

arm of state authority] Phenomenon/Phenomenon to feel.  

 

[Even the family of the forty-something year old] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer feels [the 

long arm of state authority]. Phenomenon/Phenomenon  

The sentence in (5.5) demonstrates the realization pattern of the FEs 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/COGNIZER (as subject) and PHENOMENON/PHENOMENON (as direct 

object). In every instance of this metaphor found in the SALSA corpus,111 the FEs align as 

described above; sometimes only one FE pair appears, but when that happens, the 

alignment remains consistent. In all sentences, the PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/COGNIZER is the 

subject of the verb (in one it is a relative pronoun). The PHENOMENON FEs are expressed 

as the direct object in all except for one instance, (5.8), where it appears as a prepositional 

                                                
110 In Conceptual Metaphor Theory, this kind of co-occurrence or co-realization would be called “mapping” 

or “transfer,” but those terms are problematic (see Chapter 2), so alignment is used here. 
111 The appendix contains a list of all corpus examples relevant to this chapter. 
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phrase headed by in. In all, there are seven instances of metaphor evoking only the source 

frame Perception_experience and target frame Becoming_aware, with the 

following metaphorically used LUs: beobachten (‘to observe’), blicken (‘to look at’),  

riechen (‘to smell’)(2x), spüren (‘to feel’), and wahrnehmen (‘to perceive’)(2x). The two 

examples with wahrnehmen were not annotated with a target frame in the SALSA database, 

but do indeed evoke Becoming_aware:112  

(5.6) Gewerkschaftspolitik, [die]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer [die betriebliche  

Union politics        [which]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer [the operational  

Realität]Phenomenon/Phenomenon nicht mehr ausreichend wahrnimmt, programmiert  

reality]Phenomenon/Phenomenon  not anymore adequately perceives,     programs  

ihre Niederlage.  

its defeat. 

 

Union politics [which]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer no longer adequately perceives 

[operational reality], Phenomenon/Phenomenon programs its defeat.  

 

(5.7) All das Vergangene werde zu einer seltsamen Schicht, durch die  

All the  passed          turns into a     strange layer, through which  

[man]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer [die Gegenwart]Phenomenon/Phenomenon wahrnehme. 

[one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer [the present]Phenomenon/Phenomenon     perceives.113 

 

All that has passed turns into a strange layer, through which 

[one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer perceives [the present].Phenomenon/Phenomenon  

In (5.6), the author asserts that unions must have an adequate understanding of 

operations in order for their political actions to succeed, and that unawareness means 

failure for them. That is, in terms of the Becoming_aware frame, if the model of 

operational reality used by unions to inform their political decisions is not sufficiently 

accurate, they will be responsible for their own defeat. Notice that in this example, as in 

(5.5), the LU wahrnehmen is not the only word that carries a nonliteral interpretation. The 

term Gewerkschaftspolitik (‘union politics’) is used metonymically to represent the 

                                                
112 These samples were found by searching SALSA for LUs annotated with the source frame 

Perception_experience. This means that all target frame annotations for examples (6) and (7) were 

done by the author.  
113 The use of subjunctive I (wahrnehme) shows that the author is reporting the speech of another person. 
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collective of individuals who influence the politics of the unions, thus making the term 

suitable for filling the role of COGNIZER in Becoming_aware. 

 The sample in (5.7) is also interpretable as Becoming_aware. Here, the present 

is not actually changed by one’s past experience, but one’s internal model of the present is. 

The way one interprets one’s (subjective) experience of the present is augmented by what 

one has already experienced. Both metaphors with wahrnehmen follow the pattern of FE 

alignment observed in the rest of the data, PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/COGNIZER and 

PHENOMENON/PHENOMENON, and the grammatical roles of the FEs are the same as well 

(subject and object, respectively). 

 Examples (5.5) - (5.7) show that source and target FEs in this conceptual metaphor 

(let us refer to it as Perception_experience | Becoming_aware) align as 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/COGNIZER and PHENOMENON/PHENOMENON. The syntactic patterns 

are just as we expect, given that both frames make use of transitive verbs. This is all in 

alignment with what Conceptual Metaphor Theory would predict via the invariance 

hypothesis. 

 As noted above, however, there is one example that does not show the same 

grammatical pattern as the others. In (5.8), the phrase annotated as the PHENOMENON of 

both frames is a prepositional phrase, rather than the direct object. This syntactic 

realization for a PHENOMENON is not associated with the verbs in either frame. 

(5.8) Betritt man dann aber,     über frisch ausgebesserte Steinstufen, das schönste  

Enters one then however, over freshly repaired stone-tiers, the most-beautiful  

Gebäude der Stadt, das Alte Rathaus, dann blickt [man] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer  

building of-the city, the Old Town-hall, then looks [one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer  

plötzlich [in eine ganz            andere Welt: in die der Ritter und Minnesänger,  

suddenly [into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels,  

voller Symbole für Ruhm, Liebe, Abschied, Tod]. Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

full-of symbols for fame, love, parting, death].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

If one enters, however, over freshly repaired stone tiers, the most beautiful 

building of the city, the Old Town Hall, then [one] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer looks 

suddenly [into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels, full 

of symbols for fame, love, parting, death]. Phenomenon/Phenomenon 
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This sentence describes the experience of a visit to a beautiful old building. With the 

metaphor, in eine andere Welt blicken (‘to look into another world’), the author conveys 

the internal reaction to this place: it appears other-worldly and reminds the perceiver of its 

history, of medieval times. What comes to mind is not, however, the actual, historical world 

that previously existed, but rather a romanticized, culturally transmitted representation of 

this world. This becomes clear as the author elaborates and calls it the world of knights and 

minstrels, full of symbols for fame, love, parting, and death.  

 The meaning of the sentence fits the target frame Becoming_aware well; the 

person who visits the Old Town Hall no longer has to imagine what kinds of buildings 

existed in that far away time; instead, they can add their personal experience of this place 

to their model of what the world must have been like at that time. The 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/COGNIZER is straightforward, but the PHENOMENON FE pair as a 

prepositional phrase does not fit the pattern in the rest of the data. Before we can conclude 

that this is an instance of the metaphor’s emergent structure contributing new syntactic 

patterns, we must consider alternative explanations. Let us first examine the FEs of the 

source frame to see if there is an error in the SALSA FE assignment. Consider the following 

excerpt from the Perceiver_passive frame report: 

FE5(Direction): This frame element is used for all path-like expressions, except 

those indicating the location of the perceiver (see above), that describe how the 

perceiver's attention is directed during the act of perception. 

Ex: The detective could easily SEE [into the house].Direction 

Ex: The detective HEARD their conversation [through the wall].Direction 

This FE seems perfectly suited for the prepositional phrase (PP) in question. This is a path-

like expression and it describes how the perceiver’s attention is directed. The first example 

given, “The detective could easily see [into the house],Direction” contains just this kind of 

prepositional phrase, headed by the same preposition, and with a verb of the same meaning. 

The PP in eine ganz andere Welt (‘into a completely different world’) does not fit with the 

meaning of PHENOMENON; one cannot perceive into a world, nor can one become aware 

into a world. Even if we ignore the preposition, it would not make sense to say that when 

looking at the Old Town Hall one sees a past world, because what one sees is only a part 
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of that other world, a glimpse into it. The aspects of that historic world that are added to 

the COGNIZER’s internal model of the world are incomplete (e.g. there is no new 

information about the people, daily life, etc.); the PHENOMENON is really only the look of 

the building and other physical objects. There is no reason to cling to the FE assignment 

from the corpus in this case because the syntax and meaning both indicate that DIRECTION 

is a better fit. Thus the PP in (5.8) is better interpreted as the DIRECTION of the 

Perception_experience frame. (5.9) reflects this change, showing only the FEs 

from Perception_experience. 

(5.9) Betritt man dann aber,     über frisch ausgebesserte Steinstufen, das schönste  

Enters one then however, over freshly repaired stone-tiers, the most-beautiful  

Gebäude der Stadt, das Alte Rathaus, dann blickt [man] Perceiver_passive plötzlich  

building of-the city, the Old Town-hall, then looks [one]Perceiver_passive suddenly  

[in eine ganz            andere Welt: in die der Ritter und Minnesänger, voller  

[into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels, full-of 

Symbole für Ruhm, Liebe, Abschied, Tod]. Direction 

symbols for fame, love, parting, death].Direction 

 

If one enters, however, over freshly repaired stone tiers, the most beautiful 

building of the city, the Old Town Hall, then [one] Perceiver_passive looks suddenly 

[into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels, full of 

symbols for fame, love, parting, death]. Direction 

The pattern of FE realization in (5.9) lack a PHENOMENON altogether. If this FE from the 

source frame (Perception_experience) is absent from the sentence, what does this 

mean for the realization of the Becoming_aware frame’s PHENOMENON FE? Is this a 

case where a target FE can align with multiple FEs from the source frame (i.e. the target 

FE PHENOMENON with source FEs PHENOMENON or DIRECTION)? Or could there be a better 

interpretation of this phrase within the target frame as well? Again, before drawing such 

conclusions, it is necessary to examine alternatives. As mentioned above, PHENOMENON 

does not seem appropriate; perhaps this PP could be better interpreted as a different target 

FE. The frame report for Becoming_aware contains the following definition. 

FE2(Phenomenon): The Phenomenon is the entity or situation in the world of 

which a Cognizer becomes aware. It is normally expressed as an Object:  

Ex: Pat DISCOVERED [a great little restaurant]Phenomenon in Soho.  
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Could the PP in eine ganz andere Welt convey what the COGNIZER becomes aware of? This 

would indicate that the COGNIZER was not previously aware of the medieval world, which 

cannot be the case because if that were so, this other world would not already be filled with 

symbols. Of the other FEs in the Becoming_aware frame, there are a few potential 

matches: 

FE3(Ground): The Ground is the background or context against which a 

Cognizer becomes aware of a Phenomenon. It is normally expressed by a 

locative PP:  

Ex: Pat DISCOVERED a great little restaurant [in Soho].Ground  

Ex: I NOTICED a hint of sarcasm [in her voice].Ground  

FE4(State): The State indicates the state or situation of the Phenomenon 

at the time when the Cognizer becomes aware of it. It is normally 

expressed by a Predicate expression (e.g. a PP or a participial VP):  

Ex: We DISCOVERED the children [playing in the pantry].State 

FE9(Topic): Topic indicates the general field within which the 

Phenomenon is found.  

Ex: Scientists attempt to make DISCOVERIES [about the laws of 

nature].Topic 

FE14(Circumstances): Circumstances describe the state of the world (at 

a particular time and place) which is specifically independent of the event 

itself and any of its participants.  

Of these, GROUND is quickly ruled out, as the PP is not a locative phrase (note the use of 

the accusative case with in; a location would be expressed with dative instead) and is 

difficult to interpret as a context against which the COGNIZER becomes aware of a 

PHENOMENON. STATE also seems inappropriate, especially considering that it would occur 

without any reference to the PHENOMENON. CIRCUMSTANCES, too, fails to provide an apt 

interpretation, since the sentence communicates the idea that when one experiences this 

place, one is reminded of its history and confronted with one’s own internal representation 

of it. 

 In the source frame Perception_experience, the DIRECTION FE indicates 

where the perceiver’s attention is directed and thus delimits the part of the world that is 

available for perception. This is similar to the function of the TOPIC FE in the target frame; 

in both cases, the PHENOMENON would be something that exists within this larger realm. 

This is the “place” where the PHENOMENON is found and does not require any further 
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elaboration. The sentence listed with this FE’s description, “Scientists attempt to make 

discoveries [about the laws of nature],Topic” has a few things in common with the example 

from (5.8): it does not specify a PHENOMENON and the TOPIC is also a prepositional phrase. 

For these reasons and because of the meaning this phrase conveys in the target frame, TOPIC 

is more fitting than PHENOMENON. The sentence below shows the updated annotation with 

both source and target FE annotation. 

(5.10) Betritt man dann aber,     über frisch ausgebesserte Steinstufen, das schönste  

Enters one then however, over freshly repaired stone-tiers, the most-beautiful  

Gebäude der Stadt, das Alte Rathaus, dann blickt [man] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer  

building of-the city, the Old Town-hall, then looks [one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer  

plötzlich [in eine ganz            andere Welt: in die der Ritter und Minnesänger,  

suddenly [into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels,  

voller Symbole für Ruhm, Liebe, Abschied, Tod]. Direction/Topic 

full-of symbols for fame, love, parting, death].Direction/Topic 

 

If one enters, however, over freshly repaired stone tiers, the most beautiful 

building of the city, the Old Town Hall, then [one] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer looks 

suddenly [into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels, full 

of symbols for fame, love, parting, death]. Direction/Topic 

This means that the reassignment of the source FE PHENOMENON to DIRECTION does not 

constitute a deviation from the observed alignment pattern in which the source 

PHENOMENON corresponds to that of the target. Instead, this example shows a different 

alignment between FEs that does not appear in the other instantiations of this metaphor. In 

this small set of examples, the alignment of semantic roles is consistent. Table 5.1 below 

shows how the FEs in this metaphor align. Additional examples of this source-target pair 

could reveal additional FE alignments; if any of the FEs below were found aligned with a 

different FE from the other frame, that would constitute counterevidence for the notion of 

invariance and would drastically change our understanding of metaphoric meaning.  
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Grammatical Role Perception_experience Becoming_aware 

Subject PERCEIVER_PASSIVE COGNIZER 

Object PHENOMENON PHENOMENON 

PP DIRECTION TOPIC 

Table 5.1: FE alignment in the metaphor Perception_experience | 

Becoming_aware. 

 This section has introduced the frames Perception_experience and 

Becoming_aware and shown that the two are evoked as source and target (respectively) 

in metaphoric usages of different verbs, and in each case, the alignment between their FEs 

is consistent. The next section expands the dataset to include instances of metaphor with 

the same target (Becoming_aware) but a different source frame, 

Perception_active. As in Section 5.2, the focus of the analysis is the alignment of 

frame elements across the source and target frames.  

5.2.2 To Observe Metaphorically: The Case of beobachten  

 The examples in this section all involve the verb beobachten (‘to observe’), used to 

evoke a slightly different set of frames than those in Section 5.2.1 above. First, in Section 

5.2.2.1, I show examples where the metaphors evoke the source frame 

Perception_active (the target frame is the same: Becoming_aware), then I 

present examples that include an additional source frame, Perception_experience 

(described in Section 5.2.1). In Section 5.2.2.3, I discuss possible explanations for the 

difference in source frames seen in the beobachten examples, and investigate the role of 

grammatical constructions in creating metaphoric meaning. The set of samples with 

beobachten is problematic because they often involve a passivizing construction or the 

indefinite pronoun man (‘one,’ as in someone), which clashes with the verb’s implication 

that the perceiver intentionally directs their attention toward the phenomenon. Because this 

intentionality distinguishes Perception_active from 

Perception_experience, it is difficult to determine which frame should be 

considered the source. This issue is considered further in Section 5.4.2.  
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5.2.2.1 beobachten (‘to observe’) with Perception_active | Becoming_aware 

 In this section, a different source-target frame pair is presented that expands the 

dataset by 7 samples, all of which include the metaphoric use of the verb beobachten (‘to 

observe’) to evoke the source Perception_active and the target 

Becoming_aware, as in (5.11). After the introduction of this example, the source frame 

is introduced and contrasted with Perception_experience from the previous 

section. Next, we turn to FE realizations and discuss the alignment of FEs from both 

frames, accounting for irregularities.  

In (5.11), the perceiver “observes” efforts made by Japan. This sentence warrants a 

metaphorical interpretation because efforts of this kind are necessarily long, complicated 

and cannot simply be observed as they unfold. Because what can be classified as such an 

effort is subjective, there is an implication that the perceiver is actively attending to and 

evaluating the actions taken in Japan. 

(5.11) Mit Mißtrauen beobachten [sie]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [Japans Bestreben, in Asien  

With distrust        observe [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [Japan’s efforts,     in Asia  

wieder die Führungsrolle zu übernehmen].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

again the leadership-role to take-over].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

With distrust, [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer observe [Japan’s efforts to take over the 

leadership role in Asia again].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

This intentional perception is the difference between Perception_experience and 

Perception_active. The frame report for Perception_active114 states that the 

perceivers “intentionally direct their attention to some entity or phenomenon in order to 

have a perceptual experience.” Lexical units that evoke this frame include zuhören (‘to 

listen to’), besichtigen (‘to look at’), and erspähen (‘to sight,’ ‘to catch sight of’), among 

others. As mentioned in the previous section, many of the sensory verbs that appear in 

Perception_experience can also be used to evoke Perception_active, for 

example, when someone asks you to smell something. The example in (5.12) shows a literal 

instantiation of this frame using anschauen (‘to look at’). 

                                                
114 https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Perception_active 
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(5.12) [Neugierige aus der Gegend]Perceiver_agentive waren gekommen, um sich [dieses  

[Curious people from the area]Perceiver_agentive had come, in-order themselves [this 

ungewöhnliche Spektakel]Phenomenon anzuschauen.  

unusual              spectacle]Phenomenon to-look-at. 

 

[Curious people from the area]Perceiver_agentive had come to look at [this unusual   

spectacle]. Phenomenon 

In this sentence, the people intentionally view the spectacle; they even put forth the effort 

to come to where the spectacle is taking place. This is very different from the 

Perception_experience frame, which in this context would only be appropriate to 

describe the situation for, say, passers-by. Thus, (5.12) illustrates the meaning of the 

Perception_active frame quite well. The FE PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE is the 

grammatical subject, as is the case whenever this FE appears in the metaphor data below. 

The PHENOMENON in (5.12) is the object, which is also true when this FE co-occurs with 

the PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE FE in a metaphor; other times the use of a construction 

complicates things considerably, but in a systematic way. In contrast to (5.11), the 

PHENOMENON in (5.12) refers to a particular event. This is interpreted as something that 

happened for a relatively short duration (on the order of days at the longest, rather than 

months or years for example (5.11)). The dissonance between the act of observing 

(including our experience of that act) and the drawn out (and subjective) nature of the 

PHENOMENON in (5.11) is what triggers the metaphorical interpretation that is not evoked 

in (5.12).  

 In addition to the PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE and PHENOMENON, the metaphor data 

contain instances of the FEs LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER and GROUND. The FEs of this frame 

are all very similar to their counterparts in the Perception_experience frame; the 

PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE does the perceiving (purposely), the PHENOMENON is what the 

perceiver’s attention is directed toward, the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER is where the 

perceiver is at the time of perception (typically expressed by a PP), and the GROUND is the 

background against which the PHENOMENON is perceived. The complete list of available 

FEs is available in Figure 5.9 at the end of the chapter.  
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 With the exception of (5.11) above, all instantiations include a passivizing 

construction that allows the PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE to go unrealized: either zu beobachten 

sein (‘is to observe’, as in ‘is observable’), or in one case läßt sich beobachten (‘lets itself 

be observed;’ in the sense of ‘can be observed’). In its metaphorical application, observing 

is likened to gaining knowledge of the PHENOMENON’s existence (and adding that 

information to one’s internal model of the world). There is a strong tendency of this verb 

to be used in syntactic patterns that emphasize the PHENOMENON and omit the 

PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE; the metaphor is used to express the PHENOMENON’s existence 

without including exactly which entity is intentionally observing it. This leads to a more 

general interpretation of the PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE/COGNIZER that implies anyone who 

directs their attention toward the PHENOMENON could potentially be the observer. This is 

demonstrated in (5.13).115 

(5.13) Schon jetzt sei [eine Zunahme gentechnologischer Freisetzungen in  

Already now is [an increase of-genetically-engineered releases in 

Entwicklungsländern]Phenomenon/Phenomenon zu beobachten. 

developing-countries]Phenomenon/Phenomenon to observe.116 

 

[An increase in the release of genetically modified organisms]Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

can already be observed in developing countries. 

Here, there is no particular entity that could be construed as an observer; the meaning of 

the metaphor is simply the claim that the PHENOMENON exists, and that knowledge of it is 

accessible in a general way. If someone pays attention to the release of genetically modified 

organisms in developing countries, that person will become aware of the increase. There 

are three examples of this sort, in which only the PHENOMENON is realized, and the 

omission of PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE is licensed by the construction with sein (‘to be’) and 

zu (‘to’) followed by the infinitive verb form beobachten (‘to observe’). 

 With this metaphor, it is also possible to express the background against which the 

PHENOMENON’s existence is known. In the target frame Becoming_aware, this is done 

                                                
115 There are two other sentences like this one that use the same construction and only realize the 

PHENOMENON. 
116 The use of subjunctive I (sei) indicates that the author is reporting what someone else said. 
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with the GROUND FE, and in two of three cases where this target FE appears,117 it aligns 

with the same source FE, GROUND, in the SALSA annotation. The three instances that 

contain the target FE GROUND appear below. 

(5.14) [Diese Dispersion]Phenomenon/Phenomenon läßt sich [sowohl in der Ästhetik wie auch in  

[This dispersion]Phenomenon/Phenomenon    lets itself [so        in the aesthetic as   also in  

der Produktions- und Vertriebsweise der Filme]Ground/Ground    beobachten. 

the production and distribution-methods of-the films]Ground/Ground observe. 

 

[This dispersion]Phenomenon/Phenomenon can be observed [in the aesthetic as well as in 

the production and distribution methods of the films].Ground/Ground 

 

(5.15) Dienstleistungen nehmen   zwar     noch zu,          aber auch hier gibt es  

Provisions-of-services are namely still increasing, but also here are there  

Probleme, [die]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [auf zwei Feldern]Ground/Ground zu beobachten  

problems, [that]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [on two fields]Ground/Ground to observe  

sind: Die herkömmlichen Dienstleistungen und die neuen, sogenannten  

are: the conventional   provisions-of-service and the new, so-called 

Informationsdienstleistungen. 

Information-provisions-of-service. 

 

Services are actually still increasing, but [problems]Phenomenon/Phenomenon can also 

be observed [in two fields]:Ground/Ground the conventional services and the new, so-

called information services. 

 

(5.16) Am besten ist [dies]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in der Kirche von San Juan Chamula zu  

The best is [this]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in the church of San Juan Chamula to  

beobachten, alleiniges Zentrum für mehr als 75 000  

observe,        sole          center for more than 75,000 

Gläubige].Location_of_perceiver/Ground 

believers].Location_of_perceiver/Ground 

 

[This]Phenomenon/Phenomenon is best observed [in the church of San Juan Chamula, 

sole center for more than 75,000 believers].Location_of_perceiver 

The striking aspect of this set of realizations is that this one target FE (GROUND) is realized 

by two different source FEs: GROUND in (5.14) and (5.15), and LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER 

in (5.16). In the first two examples, the phrases that instantiate the GROUND are abstract 

                                                
117 These target FEs were identified by the author based on the definitions of the target FEs; only the 

PHENOMENON appeared in the target annotation for each of these sentences. 
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concepts, metaphorical fields. They denote sectors within abstract categories: in one case 

films, and in the other services. Even in an abstract way, a perceiver could not possibly be 

in these “locations” because they are populated with other, non-sentient things (e.g. for 

(5.14), aspects of the films’ aesthetic do not include anything capable of perception or 

awareness; similarly, for (5.15), service industries are made up of kinds of services). What 

makes (5.16) different from the others is that the GROUND can actually be interpreted as a 

physical location. The term Kirche can be used to refer to the physical church building, or 

(metonymically) to the more abstract concept of the church as an institution.  

World knowledge tells us that if a person were to observe something in a church, 

one would most likely be inside of it, because it is a building. Thus, the church can easily 

be interpreted as the source FE LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER, because there is nothing that 

makes in der Kirche von San Juan Chamula inherently incompatible with it. However, just 

because the two are compatible does not mean this FE is the best fit for the phrase. Before 

accepting the SALSA annotation as the only possible interpretation (which would 

constitute direct counterevidence to the invariance hypothesis), let us consider whether the 

source FE GROUND could apply to the phrase in question.  

From an experiential perspective, it is more natural to think of the place where one 

is first as one’s location, and only secondarily as the context in which one is observing 

something else. Of course this changes when the act of observation is metaphorical, and 

even more so when the actual perceiver is irrelevant, as is the case in (5.16). That Kirche 

(‘church’) can be understood as a physical location and also metonymically as an institution 

complicates the process of FE identification and assignment.118 We know that the 

PHENOMENON involved is not literally observable (otherwise the sentence would not have 

been flagged as metaphoric), so the chances of it existing within the church building are 

slim. It makes much more sense that the PHENOMENON is something that exists/occurs 

within the church as an institution, and can be “observed” in the context of the people and 

                                                
118 Metonymy as a source of interference in metaphor meaning was pointed out by Deignan (2005), who 

found that word sense relations were not always consistent across source and target domains when metonymy 

was a factor. 
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policies that make up that institution. This interpretation corresponds to the definition of 

source FE GROUND.  

Furthermore, if a metonymic interpretation of in der Kirche (‘in the church,’ as an 

institution) realized the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER FE, it would not align with GROUND in 

the target frame because the GROUND is the background where the PHENOMENON is 

found.119 If the perceiver were metaphorically in the church, they would be part of the 

institution (e.g. a member of the congregation or clergy), which indicates the background 

of the perceiver (COGNIZER) but says nothing about the context where the PHENOMENON is 

“observed.” Therefore, in (5.16), LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER does not fit the meaning of the 

in-phrase as well as GROUND, even though either would be possible in a literal sentence 

(because the background against which one perceives something is often the same as one’s 

location) and both are available for use in metaphor.  

I have accounted for the mismatch in FE alignment between examples (5.14) - 

(5.15) and (5.16) by reexamining the annotation, which mistakenly identified the in-phrase 

as LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER because it is interpretable as a physical location. Thus, (5.16) 

does not constitute a violation of the invariance hypothesis (because the source GROUND 

to target GROUND alignment still holds). Rather, it suggests that some syntactic constituents 

might fill multiple semantic roles within a source frame (when the meaning is such that the 

two might coincide in reality), and that assigning source FEs is far from straightforward 

for sentences that are not interpreted literally.  

5.2.2.2 beobachten Metaphors with Multiple Sources 

 Up to this point, the frame pairs seen in the metaphor data have been 

straightforward: there is one source frame and one target domain. The data, however, are 

not always so simple. This next section explores the 6 corpus examples with beobachten 

(‘to observe’) that evoke two source frames (Perception_experience and 

                                                
119 The GROUND FE in Becoming_aware is defined as: “the background or context against which a 

COGNIZER becomes aware of a PHENOMENON. It is normally expressed by a locative PP:  

Ex: Pat discovered a great little restaurant [in Soho].Ground  

Ex: I noticed a hint of sarcasm [in her voice].Ground” 
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Perception_active) and one target frame (Becoming_aware). Recall that in 

Section 5.2.1, there was an example of beobachten used with 

Perception_experience and Becoming_aware; at the end of this section, that 

example is presented and analyzed to see if it might be better interpreted as part of this 

group. 

I will first reiterate the difference between the two perception frames: it is 

intentionality that characterizes events that belong to Perception_active, while in 

Perception_experience, there is no intentional directing of the perceiver’s 

attention toward the PHENOMENON. Therefore, in the metaphors presented here, there is 

ambiguity with respect to the intentionality of the perceiver. The meaning of the 

Becoming_aware frame indicates that the PHENOMENON gets incorporated into the 

COGNIZER’s internal representation of the world. (5.17) shows how elements of all three 

frames align (target frame elements are in bold). The FEs align as expected based on the 

data from previous sections: PERCEIVER_PASSIVE and PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE align with the 

COGNIZER, and the PHENOMENON FEs from all frames apply to the same phrase. 

(5.17) In deutschen diplomatischen Kreisen beobachtet  

In German    diplomatic        circles   observes       

[man]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer besorgt, [daß Washington inzwischen  

[one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer worriedly, [that Washington meanwhile  

dazu neigt, den Islam insgesamt zu verteufeln].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

toward-it leans, the Islam altogether to demonize].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

In German diplomatic circles, [one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer worriedly 

observes [that in the meantime, Washington is leaning toward demonizing Islam 

as a whole].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

This is a good example of ambiguity with respect to intentionality of perception in the 

source domain. There is no single person’s attention that could possibly be directed, and 

world knowledge tells us that diplomats (and any others in diplomatic circles) are 

constantly in a position where they become aware of current states of affairs in other 

countries. Both of these would indicate that Perception_experience is at play. 

World knowledge also reveals, however, that in diplomatic circles, attention is 
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intentionally paid to Washington, given its influence. The use of the adverb besorgt 

(‘anxiously,’ ‘worriedly’) also indicates that Perception_active might be relevant, 

as it seems likely that the actions and behaviors of Washington were anticipated and will 

continue to be monitored, along with any negative effects (cf. the use of mit Mißtrauen in 

(5.11) above). The exact degree of intentionally in this non-literal watching (or attention 

to) actions and behaviors in Washington is not recoverable from the sentence, nor in reality. 

This ambiguity led annotators to assign both frames as source. 

 Upon closer inspection, one notices that parts of the sentence above are not 

annotated. The first syntactic constituent, In deutschen diplomatischen Kreisen (‘In 

German diplomatic circles’), has no associated FE, but in both source frames, the FE 

LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER fits this phrase. In this case, there is no confusion between that 

FE and GROUND, because any action Washington takes regarding Islam would not be 

performed in the context of German diplomatic circles. Another part of the sentence, 

besorgt (‘anxiously,’ ‘worriedly’), denotes MANNER in the source frames but lacks 

annotation in the corpus. A target FE can easily be assigned to the latter, since this 

peripheral FE occurs with the same meaning in many frames: MANNER. The source 

LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER is somewhat less straightforward. GROUND is the only FE in 

Becoming_aware that is compatible with such a prepositional phrase describing the 

metaphorical location of the COGNIZER. Other FEs that might appear as a prepositional 

phrase, such as STATE and TOPIC, apply specifically to the PHENOMENON, and not the 

COGNIZER. If this phrase is interpreted as the GROUND, then German diplomatic circles 

would be the background against which one becomes aware that Washington is leaning 

toward demonizing Islam. This is not an intuitive interpretation. The purpose of the phrase 

is to provide a richer description of the COGNIZER (man, ‘one’) without specifying an 

individual. The COGNIZER could appear as deutsche Diplomaten (‘German diplomats’) and 

the meaning of the sentence would remain quite similar (albeit less passive). With some 

effort, one can imagine that the people in German diplomatic circles understand any event 

in world politics against the backdrop of their own role in the political structure, namely 

their own circle of German diplomats. One would expect the GROUND FE, however, to 
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denote something like US politics, international relations of the US, or religious tolerance, 

so any attempt to interpret German diplomatic circles as the target GROUND seems 

contrived. There is no well-suited target FE for this constituent. This is an example of the 

expressive power of metaphor; a source concept (LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER) is used to give 

information about a target concept (COGNIZER) without corresponding directly to a target 

concept. The sentence appears again in (5.18), fully annotated in accordance with the 

current discussion. 

(5.18) [In deutschen diplomatischen Kreisen]Location_of_perceiver/Location_of_perceiver/--  

[In German    diplomatic        circles]Location_of_perceiver/Location_of_perceiver/--   

beobachtet [man]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [besorgt],Manner/Manner/Manner  

observes    [one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [worriedly],Manner/Manner/Manner  

[daß Washington inzwischen dazu neigt,      den Islam insgesamt zu  

[that Washington meanwhile toward-it leans, the Islam altogether to  

verteufeln].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon  

demonize].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

[In German diplomatic circles],Location_of_perceiver/Location_of_perceiver/-- 

[one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [worriedly]Manner/Manner/Manner observes [that 

in the meantime, Washington is leaning toward demonizing Islam as a 

whole].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 There are two other sentences with prepositional phrases denoting locations with 

the same source-target configuration, given in (5.19) and (5.20). 

(5.19) [Verschiedene Erscheinungen dieser Form des Postkommunismus, ob schon 

[Various          appearances    of-this form of    post-communism, whether already 

ausdrückliche oder eher unauffällige],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon können 

explicit         or rather inconspicuous],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon can 

[wir]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer nämlich [auch in unseren Ländern]--/Ground/--  

[we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer namely [also in our countries]--/Ground/-- 

beobachten. 

observe. 

 

As a matter of fact, [we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer can observe [various 

appearances of this form of post-communism, whether obvious or rather 

inconspicuous],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in our countries also]. --/Ground/-- 
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(5.20) Das Anwachsen des Nationalismus, der Xenophobie, des Rassismus, des  

The growth         of   nationalism,     of   xenophobia,  of   racism,       of  

Antisemitismus und ähnlicher gefährlicher Erscheinungen,  

anti-Semitism and of-other  dangerous    phenomena,       

[die]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon   [wir]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer - in einem  

[which]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [we] Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer - in a          

größeren oder kleineren Maße - [in all den Ländern beobachten können, die  

larger      or   smaller degree - [in all the countries observe              can, that  

sich     vom Kommunismus losgesagt haben],Ground/--/-- hat offensichtlich seine 

themselves from communism rid-said have],Ground/--/-- has obviously         its 

Ursache eben in den Umständen,     die ich hier erwähnte. 

cause after-all in the circumstances, that I here mentioned. 

 

The growth of nationalism, xenophobia, racism, anti-Semitism, and other 

dangerous phenomena, [which]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

[we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer can observe - to some extent - [in all the 

countries that apostatized communism],Ground/--/-- obviously has its cause in the 

very circumstances that I have mentioned here. 

Both samples contain an annotation for GROUND, but in each case, this FE is only annotated 

for one of the three frame. Since the descriptions for GROUND are so similar in the source 

frames, it is safe to say that both frames’ Ground FEs are applicable. Note that the 

LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER FE is also relevant because these are actual locations; there is 

only slight ambiguity, however, and it makes more sense to interpret these phrases as a 

backdrop to the PHENOMENON (i.e. the GROUND) than as the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER, in 

part because of the metaphorical interpretation, but also because modern technology allows 

us to literally see what is happening in other countries without actually being there. Thus, 

(5.21) and (5.22) show these sentences annotated with the GROUND FEs from all three 

frames.120 

 

                                                
120 In (5.22), there is a phrase that may seem to be missing an annotation: in einem größeren oder kleineren 

Maße (‘in a larger or smaller measure’). This is translated as ‘to some extent’ or ‘to some degree’ and is thus 

a potential candidate for the FE DEGREE, which exists in both Perception_experience (indicating the 

degree to which the perception is experienced) and in Becoming_aware (indicating the degree to which 

the COGNIZER becomes aware). Its meaning in this context, however, is tied to the growth of various 

dangerous social phenomena (Das Anwachsen des…), and not to the perception event (or, by extension, the 

becoming aware event). 
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(5.21) [Verschiedene Erscheinungen dieser Form des Postkommunismus, ob schon 

[Various          appearances    of-this form of    post-communism, whether already 

ausdrückliche oder eher unauffällige],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon können 

explicit         or rather inconspicuous],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon can 

[wir]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer nämlich [auch in unseren  

[we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer namely [also in our  

Ländern]Ground/Ground/Ground beobachten. 

countries]Ground/Ground/Ground observe. 

 

As a matter of fact, [we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer can observe [various 

appearances of this form of post-communism, whether quite obvious or rather 

inconspicuous],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in our countries also]. 

Ground/Ground/Ground 

 

(5.22) Das Anwachsen des Nationalismus, der Xenophobie, des Rassismus, des  

The growth         of   nationalism,     of   xenophobia,  of   racism,       of  

Antisemitismus und ähnlicher gefährlicher Erscheinungen,  

anti-Semitism and of-other  dangerous    phenomena,       

[die]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [wir]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer - in einem  

[that]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [we] Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer - in a         

größeren oder kleineren Maße - [in all den Ländern beobachten können, die  

larger      or   smaller measure - [in all the countries observe       can, that  

sich vom Kommunismus losgesagt haben],Ground/Ground/Ground hat offensichtlich  

themselves of communism rid-said have],Ground/Ground/Ground   has obviously         

seine Ursache eben in den Umständen,    die ich hier erwähnte.  

its   cause after-all in the circumstances, that I here mentioned. 

 

The growth of nationalism, xenophobia, racism, anti-Semitism, and other 

dangerous phenomena, [which]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

[we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer can observe - to some extent - [in all the 

countries that apostatized communism],Ground/Ground/Ground obviously has its cause 

in the very circumstances that I have mentioned here. 

One other example in this set contains an element that can be interpreted as the GROUND. 

In (5.23), the PHENOMENON (Diskriminierung ‘discrimination’) occurs in the context of a 

particular group of people, as indicated by unter den Ausländern (‘among the foreigners’). 

This phrase should therefore be interpreted as the GROUND (in all three frames), rather than 

being included as a modifier of the PHENOMENON. 
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(5.23) Schon jetzt lasse sich [Diskriminierung unter den  

Already now lets itself [discrimination among the  

Ausländern]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon beobachten: 

foreigners]Phenomenon/Phenomneon/Phenomenon observe:121 

 

[Discrimination among foreigners]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon can already be 

observed: 

For all examples in this section so far, the FEs have  aligned consistently, in the 

same ways as observed in previous sections (although the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER in 

(5.18) has no counterpart in the target domain), and the same kinds of grammatical patterns 

appear also. This includes the passivizing elements frequent in Section 5.2.1, like the 

indefinite pronoun man in (5.18) and the construction lässt sich beobachten (‘lets itself be 

observed’) in (5.23). The two remaining examples in this set include the FE DEPICTIVE 

from Perception_active, which does not appear anywhere else in the metaphor data. 

The DEPICTIVE is “used for predicate expressions that apply to the PHENOMENON, 

providing some information about the state it is in while the perceiver's attention is directed 

to it” (as in, “The detective watched the suspect [fleeing].Depictive”), and also exists in 

Perception_experience (but not in Becoming_aware). It is not clear why the 

Perception_active version of this FE was assigned, but not the 

Perception_experience equivalent. 

(5.24) [Er]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer habe [von der Polizei]--/Phenomenon/-- [eine  

[He]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer has [from the police]--/Phenomenon/-- [a  

Härte beobachtet, “die an Brutalität grenzte]”.Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

severity observed, “that on brutality bordered]”.Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

[He]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer (said that he) observed [a severity [from the 

police]--/Phenomenon/-- that “bordered on brutality]”.Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

                                                
121 The use of subjunctive I (lasse) indicates that the author is reporting someone else’s claim. The clause 

that follows this sentence is omitted in the interest of space. 
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(5.25) [Ich]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer habe früher oft [an älterwerdenden  

[I]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer have earlier often [about aging 

Regiekollegen]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon               beobachtet, [wie ihre  

administrative-colleagues]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon observed, [how their  

Wahrnehmung sich trübte].Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

perception itself dulled].Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

[I]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer have often observed [in aging administrative 

colleagues]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [how their perception became 

duller].Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

The annotation in (5.24) and (5.25) is messy; in (5.24), one phrase is only annotated with 

the Perception_active PHENOMENON, while another phrase carries the two 

PHENOMENON FEs from the other frames and Perception_active’s DEPICTIVE. The 

sentence structure in German allows von der Polizei to be more clearly distinguished from 

eine Härte, die “an Brutalität grenzte.” In (5.25), two different phrases are annotated as 

PHENOMENON: an älterwerdenden Regiekollegen (‘about aging administrative colleagues’) 

for all three frames, and wie ihre Wahrnehmung sich trübte (‘how their perception dulled’) 

for Perception_experience and Becoming_aware. The latter phrase was 

annotated as DEPICTIVE in the Perception_active frame (notice that this annotation 

was not done for the other source frame, even though it also has that FE). These examples 

provide further evidence of the difficulty in assigning source FEs to metaphorical 

sentences. I argue that this difficulty arises from the realization of meaning within the target 

frame for which the source frames have no correspondents.  

 (5.24) and (5.25) differ from previous examples in that the PHENOMENON is 

something observed about other people (von der Polizei ‘from the police’ and an 

älterwerdenden Regiekollegen ‘about aging administrative colleagues’); these people do 

not fill the role of GROUND because they are not part of the background. They are observed, 

but are not the focus of the perceiver; rather, the perceiver focuses on something about 

them, either the severity they display (eine Härte, die an Brutalität grenzte) or the dulling 

of their perception (wie ihre Wahrnehmung sich trübte). In the target frame, these phrases 
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correspond to the TOPIC, which, according to FrameNet, expresses “the general field within 

which the PHENOMENON is found.”  

In (5.10) above, the DIRECTION of Perception_experience corresponds to 

the TOPIC. In Perception_active, the DIRECTION is used in the same way, “for all 

path-like expressions that describe how the perceiver's attention is directed during the act 

of perception, with the exception of those indicating the location of the 

PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE.” Although these phrases in (5.24) and (5.25) do not seem path-like 

(because of the metaphoric interpretation), the prepositions used (von ‘from’ and an ‘at, to, 

about’) can be used to express paths. If one imagines the events described, however, one 

realizes that in order to observe the severity of the police’s behavior or the dulling of a 

colleague’s perception, one must look in the direction of those people; there is an 

implication in each sentence that the perceiver had to look their way for a period of time in 

order to discern the PHENOMENON. The von-PP in (5.24) and the an-PP in (5.25) are thus 

best interpreted as source FE DIRECTION (for Perception_experience and 

Perception_active) and target FE TOPIC (for Becoming_aware).  

In (5.24), the entire phrase eine Härte, die “an Brutalität grenzte” (‘a severity that 

“bordered on brutality”’)122 is annotated as PHENOMENON (for 

Perception_experience and Becoming_aware) and DEPICTIVE (for 

Becoming_aware). This is a conflation of both FEs: the PHENOMENON (eine Härte, ‘a 

severity’) and the DEPICTIVE (die “an Brutalität grenzte,” ‘that bordered on brutality’). 

The PHENOMENON FE is the same across all three frames, but the DEPICTIVE exists only in 

the source frames. The corresponding FE in the target (Becoming_aware) is STATE, 

“the state or situation of the PHENOMENON at the time when the COGNIZER becomes aware 

of it. It is normally expressed by a predicate expression (e.g. a PP or a participial VP).” In 

this case it is expressed by a relative clause. Separate annotations can be assigned to the 

two parts of this phrase to allow for the PHENOMENON FEs and the DEPICTIVE/STATE FEs. 

                                                
122 Although the verb beobachten appears in the middle of this phrase, it is not considered part of the 

annotated phrase, since it serves to evoke the source frame(s) rather than fill a semantic role. 
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The phrase in (5.25) annotated as PHENOMENON/DEPICTIVE/PHENOMENON (wie 

ihre Wahrnehmung sich trübte, ‘how their perception dulled’) cannot be split up as 

described above for (5.24). In this metaphor, the Wahrnehmung (‘perception’) alone cannot 

serve as the PHENOMENON; it is the dulling event that is “perceived” (i.e. of which the 

COGNIZER becomes aware), so the whole phrase constitutes the PHENOMENON FE of all 

three frames, and there is no overtly expressed DEPICTIVE/STATE.  

All these changes in annotation are shown in (5.26) and (5.27): 

(5.26) [Er]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer habe [von der Polizei]Direction /Direction /Topic  

[He]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer has [from the police]Direction/Direction/Topic  

[eine Härte]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon beobachtet, “[die an Brutalität  

[a severity]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon observed,     “[that on brutality  

grenzte]”.Depictive/Depictive/State 

bordered]”.Depictive/Depictive/State 

 

[He]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer (said that he) observed [a 

severity]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [from the police]Direction/Direction/Topic [that 

“bordered on brutality]”.Depictive/Depictive/State 

 

(5.27) [Ich]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer habe früher oft [an älterwerdenden  

[I]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer have earlier often [about aging 

Regiekollegen]Direction/Direction/Topic               beobachtet, [wie ihre Wahrnehmung  

administrative-colleagues]Direction/Direction/Topic observed, [how their perception 

sich trübte].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

itself dulled].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

[I]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer have often observed [in aging administrative 

colleagues]Direction/Direction/Topic [how their perception became 

duller].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

The FE alignment patterns in these examples are consistent with rest of the data 

presented in this chapter, even though the SALSA annotation showed mismatches with 

respect to the PHENOMENON FEs. The DIRECTION/TOPIC phrases in (5.26) and (5.27) show 

that target frame expressions (the von-PP and an-PP) can be used to encode target FEs even 

when they have corresponding FEs in the source frame. This evidence counters the 

invariance hypothesis, because a von-PP in either source frame would only be able to 

encode the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER.  
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In the six metaphors with annotation from two source frames (and one target frame) 

presented in this section, the FEs align so well that even their names are exactly the same 

(with the exception of the perceiver, whose FE name reflects the meaning of the frame: 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE). This begs the question, is the 

Perception_experience frame really evoked in these examples? If so, how is this 

accomplished, given that beobachten (‘to observe’) typically only evokes 

Perception_active?123 In Section 5.2.2.3, this issue is explored by examining the 

meaning of the beobachten metaphors (including syntactic contributions to meaning). 

5.2.2.3 Accounting for Multiple Source Frames 

 The examples of metaphoric beobachten (‘to observe’) presented in Section 5.2.2.1 

and 5.2.2.2 differ in a very salient respect: the latter are annotated with an additional source 

frame, Perception_experience. The examples have a lot in common, however: 

both groups evoke the source-target pair Perception_experience and 

Becoming_aware, both include passive formulations (e.g. the construction läßt sich 

beobachten, ‘can be observed’), both realize the PHENOMENON FE in every instance, and 

both follow the same patterns of FE alignment between source(s) and target. Given the 

similarities, one must ask whether the distinction between the two groups’ sources is 

justified. This section explores that question. 

There is one clear syntactic difference between the two groups: the presence of 

passivizing constructions. Figure 5.1 shows the FE realization patterns and syntactic 

valence for the examples presented in 5.2.2.1, including the constructions used. Figure 5.2 

shows the same information for the examples in Section 5.2.2.2.  

 

 

 

                                                
123 In the SALSA corpus, 16 examples of literal beobachten are annotated with Perception_active, 

while only two literal instances are annotated with both source frames. 
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Figure 5.1: Valence table for the source-target pair Perception_active and 

Becoming_aware with the verb beobachten (‘to observe’). 

 The majority of the examples whose realization patterns are represented in Figure 

5.1 (six out of seven) use a construction that transforms the syntax of the sentence so that 

the PHENOMENON, which would normally appear as direct object, fills the role of the 

subject, and the PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE/COGNIZER FE, which would normally appear as 

subject, is omitted. This places the PHENOMENON in the foreground. In all cases but one, 

that construction is PHENOMENON ist zu beobachten (‘PHENOMENON is to observe,’ 

‘PHENOMENON is observable’). This combination of metaphor and construction emphasizes 

the PHENOMENON’s existence rather than its status as part of some individual’s worldview. 

Indeed, the lack of a particular PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE/COGNIZER indicates that the 

PHENOMENON could or should be part of everyone’s worldview. The same applies to the 

other construction seen with this metaphor, PHENOMENON läßt sich beobachten 

(‘PHENOMENON lets itself be observed’). In each case, the construction serves to emphasize 

the existence of the PHENOMENON by passivizing the sentence, thereby downplaying (to 
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the point of omission) the COGNIZER whose world model has been updated as a result of 

the metaphorical act of perception.  

 In contrast, only one example of the six represented in Figure 5.2 contains a 

passivizing construction.124 Why would the group that evokes only the active perception 

frame be so highly correlated with passive meaning elements, while the group that evokes 

both passive and active perception frames is not? For the samples with a single source 

frame, it is likely that annotators attributed the passive meaning components to the 

constructions. The construction cannot, however, be considered the source of the passive 

meaning because the examples with two sources include the same meaning (as evidenced 

by the Perception_experience annotation). 

  

                                                
124 Although the example represented in the first row uses the indefinite pronoun man ‘one’ in the 

perceiver/COGNIZER role, which also adds an element of passivity. 
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Figure 5.2: Valence table for the sources 

Perception_experience/Perception_active and the target 

Becoming_aware with the verb beobachten (‘to observe’). 

To better understand what evokes the Perception_experience frame in the 

metaphor set represented by Figure 5.2, let us examine the beobachten example that was 

included in Section 5.2.1 (where the source domain is Perception_experience and 

the target is Becoming_aware). This example is given in (5.28). 
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(5.28) [Man]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer beobachtet ja auch anderswo [Aufbrüche dieser Art,  

[One]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer observes yes also elsewhere  [departures of-this sort,  

Klaus Pohl zum Beispiel dramatisiert seine Spiegel-Interviews (Wartesaal  

Klaus Pohl for   example dramatises his Spiegel-interviews (Waiting-room  

Deutschland, uraufgeführt am Deutschen Theater in Berlin)].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

Germany,       premiered at-the German Theater in Berlin)].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

Elsewhere, [one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer also observes [departures of this sort, for 

example, Klaus Pohl dramatizes his Spiegel interviews (Wartesaal Deutschland, 

premiered at the Deutsches Theater in Berlin)].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

In (5.28), the FE PERCEIVER_PASSIVE/COGNIZER is realized as man (indefinite pronoun, 

‘one’), making the sentence somewhat more passive than if a particular individual/group 

were to fill this role, but this alone cannot account for the evocation of the 

Perception_experience frame in the samples from Section 5.2.2.2, because only 

one of them uses man in this way. In fact, no part of the metaphor in (5.28) stands out as 

different from the data in 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2. All cases of metaphoric beobachten have 

roughly the same meaning: they assert the existence of the PHENOMENON. Only in (5.11),125 

which is annotated only with Perception_active and Becoming_aware, is the 

emphasis on the perception event and not simply on the existence of the PHENOMENON, but 

even there, the purpose of the sentence is to express the reaction to the PHENOMENON (mit 

Mißtrauen ‘with distrust’), and it does not focus on active perception or actively becoming 

aware. Because all cases of metaphoric beobachten share the emphasis on the 

PHENOMENON, they should all be considered evocative of the 

Perception_experience frame. 

 However, reducing the source frame to solely Perception_experience does 

not provide an adequate solution. The PHENOMENA are not observable to just anyone; the 

implication is always that whoever is in a situation where the PHENOMENON is accessible 

will be able to observe it. For example, even in (5.28), which is only annotated with 

Perception_experience, the PHENOMENON (Aufbrüche dieser Art ‘departures of 

                                                
125 This example reads: “Mit Mißtrauen beobachten [sie]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [Japans Bestreben, in Asien 

wieder die Führungsrolle zu übernehmen].Phenomenon/Phenomenon” (With distrust, [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer 

observe [Japan’s efforts to take over the leadership role in Asia again].Phenomenon/Phenomenon). 
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this sort’) is not well known in the sense that anyone from the speech community (or even 

the audience of the text) would likely be exposed to it; rather, it is openly accessible to 

anyone who looks for it or wishes to verify its existence. Thus, neither frame alone can 

account for the meaning of the beobachten metaphors. They are used in conjunction. 

 One could claim that Perception_experience, Perception_active 

and Becoming_aware are all blended to produce a metaphoric interpretation. Asserting 

that the three are blended would mean that beobachten simultaneously evokes both 

perception frames in literal instances, while upholding the distinction between them. But 

why split the frames, only to put them back together again? FrameNet is based on English 

data, so it is possible that the intentionality distinction between these two frames is simply 

less relevant in German. For example, the German equivalents of see/look and hear/listen 

are captured in single verbs: sehen and hören, respectively.126  These verbs are ambiguous 

with respect to intentionality of the perceiver, so they could be analyzed as evoking the 

more general Perception frame,127 where there is no mention of intentionality at all. 

This, however, would require an update to Perception, because it is currently a non-

lexical frame (i.e. there are no LUs listed in its frame report), and does not include the wide 

range of FEs available in the Perception_experience and Perception_active 

frames. It would simplify the process of creating metaphoric meaning through blending 

frames if there were only one source and one target, but updating the database of frames is 

no simple task and more research would be required to justify such a change. 

                                                
126 For example, this metaphorical use of hören from SALSA is also annotated with both perception frames: 

“Er werde sich immer dafür einsetzen, daß [man]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_ agentive [diese Stimme]Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

hören kann.” (He says he will always assert himself to make sure that [one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive can hear 

[this voice].Phenomenon/Phenomenon). 
127 FrameNet frame definition: “A PERCEIVER perceives a PHENOMENON. The general Perception frame 

is an inherited background to all frames that have to do with some sentient being responding to changes in 

the environment, independently of the sensory modalities. The inheriting frames may specify the modalities 

(see, hear, taste, smell), or may emphasize the experiences or acts of the perceiver (peek, eavesdrop), or the 

properties of the perceived phenomena (clank, rattle, thump).” 
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5.2.3 Two Sources, Two Targets, Two Verbs, and a Split Idiomatic Phrase 

 The last section presented data with two source frames, in which the examples 

included elements of both frame meanings and were thus ambiguous with respect to which 

frame they evoked. This section deals with a complex mix of frames whose instantiation 

was introduced in (5.1) at the beginning of the chapter. In addition to source frames 

Perception_experience and Perception_active, and target 

Becoming_aware, the sample in (5.29) is annotated with the target frame 

Awareness.128 This frame is very similar to Becoming_aware; the difference is that 

this frame’s focus is simply having a PHENOMENON in one’s model of the world, rather 

than adding it. In accordance with this perspective shift, it is common for instantiations of 

this frame to include situations where the PHENOMENON’s existence is somehow deduced, 

rather than being perceived directly. 

 As with some of the other samples discussed above, the annotation in (5.29) is not 

comprehensive; the verb blicken (‘to look’) is annotated with the two source frames 

(Perception_experience and Perception_active), while the verb schauen 

(‘to look,’ ‘to watch’) is annotated with only one source (Perception_active) and 

two targets (Becoming_aware and Awareness). As above, the bold FE names 

indicate target FEs (Becoming_aware FEs precede Awareness FEs). 

                                                
128 FrameNet frame definition: “A COGNIZER has a piece of CONTENT in their model of the world. The 

CONTENT is not necessarily present due to immediate perception, but usually, rather, due to deduction from 

perceivables. In some cases, the deduction of the CONTENT is implicitly based on confidence in sources of 

information (believe), in some cases based on logic (think), and in other cases the source of the deduction is 

deprofiled (know).” 
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(5.29) [Mit einem lachenden Auge]Body_part/Body_part blicken [die SMH- 

[With a       laughing    eye]Body_part/Body_part   look      [the SMH- 

Leute]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive    daher     [auf die sich auftuende  

people]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive therefore [at the itself opening-up  

Lücke],Phenomenon/Direction mit einem weinenden schauen  

hole],Phenomenon/Direction   with a        crying       look       

[sie]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer dagegen [auf den schrumpfenden Arbeitsmarkt für  

[they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer however [at the shrinking           work-market for 

Analysten - darin sieht Hutmann mittelfristig die größte  

analysts - therein sees Hutmann midterm     the biggest 

Gefahr für den Finanzplatz Frankfurt].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

danger for the finance-district Frankfurt].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

 

[With a laughing eye],Body_part/Body_part [the SMH-people]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive 

look [at the growing hole],Phenomenon/Direction with a crying eye, however, 

[they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer look [at the shrinking job market for analysts - 

in this, Hutmann sees the biggest danger for the Frankfurt financial district mid-

term].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

Based on the frame definition, one could argue that this sentence’s interpretation lies closer 

to Awareness than Becoming_aware because the COGNIZER becomes aware of the 

PHENOMENON less through perception and more through a process of deductive reasoning. 

But this raises the objection that none of the above examples involved actual perception - 

that is the whole point of the metaphor after all - so why would this one example’s 

interpretation be more closely related to Awareness? In their normal usage, the verbs 

blicken and schauen convey a prototypical act of (visual) perception, and here they are 

used in the same way as those described in 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The structure of the sentence 

above shows that the two verbs are used in very similar ways, despite the very different 

annotations from the corpus. The annotation in (5.29) does not reflect the systematic 

alignment of FEs from source and target frames that has been shown to exist in the rest of 

this set of metaphors. Thus, a more detailed examination of the annotation is in order, to 

determine whether this sentence shows systematic FE alignment or not. 

Two aspects of the annotation contrast with what has been shown so far: the 

presence of the BODY_PART, and the alignment of the Perception_active FE 

DIRECTION with Perception_experience FE PHENOMENON. The latter issue is 
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something we have already encountered; the difference between DIRECTION (albeit for the 

frame Perception_experience) and PHENOMENON was discussed with reference to 

(5.10) in Section 5.2.1, and was analyzed as the correspondent to Becoming_aware’s 

TOPIC. When the DIRECTION/TOPIC is realized, the meaning is broader than PHENOMENON; 

it indicates an area in which the PHENOMENON is found. The phrase in question, auf die 

sich auftuende Lücke (‘at the hole opening up’), is matched in the next clause with a similar 

phrase, auf den schrumpfenden Arbeitsmarkt für Analysten (‘at the shrinking job market 

for analysts’), but only the first is annotated with DIRECTION in Perception_active. 

In each case, the phrase realizes what is perceived, the PHENOMENON.  

The BODY_PART in (5.29) imparts an unexpected meaning: mit einem lachenden 

Auge (‘with a laughing eye’) describes the reaction of the perceiver with lachend 

(‘laughing’). The BODY_PART in (5.29) is irrelevant because it does not actually exist. No 

group of people shares one eye that is used collectively to perceive anything. It is also the 

case that eyes do not really laugh. So not only is the BODY_PART’s role non-literal, but so 

is its characterization (note that one can use this expression to describe actual events of 

perception). Thus the question becomes: what purpose does this FE serve in the target 

frame? What extra meaning is conveyed by including this detail? There can be no 

successful account of this phase without reference to its companion phrase, mit einem 

weinenden (‘with a crying (eye)’). Together, these BODY_PARTS bridge the two clauses 

with their distinct verbs, and convey the mixed feelings (partly happy, partly sad) of the 

perceivers (together, these body-part phrases form an idiom in German129). Although the 

eye is obviously an instantiation of BODY_PART, even in a literal usage of blicken/schauen, 

this expression indicates how the perceiver feels. Because the meaning is non-

compositional, and conventionalized to the point that it is listed in the dictionary (see 

footnote 126), to annotate it as source FE BODY_PART is to overlook its intended meaning. 

                                                
129 Duden online lists this idiom in its entry for Auge (‘eye’): “mit einem lachenden und einem weinenden 

Auge (teils erfreut, teils betrübt; wohl nach Shakespeare, Hamlet I, 2)” (with a laughing and a crying eye 

(partly pleased, partly sad; likely after Shakespeare, Hamlet I, 2)) 

(http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Auge). The phrases need not be used in conjunction to convey one 

emotional reaction or the other. 
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I therefore treat this phrase as equivalent to a lexical item, and do not assign it an FE 

because its meaning conveys the emotional reaction of the perceiver/cognizer and thus does 

not constitute an FE in any of the four relevant frames. 

 The meanings of blicken and schauen in (5.29) are the same, therefore the frames 

they evoke should be the same. Including as many frames as possible also allows the most 

comprehensive investigation of the data, so in the example given below, both verbs are 

annotated for four frames: the sources Perception_active and 

Perception_experience, and the targets Becoming_aware and Awareness. 

Apart from the changes discussed above (regarding the DIRECTION and BODY_PART FEs), 

the annotations below are the result of comparing the two clauses and extrapolating based 

on the information given in SALSA so that the annotations of one verb are extended to the 

other.  

(5.30) Mit einem lachenden Auge blicken [die SMH-  

With a       laughing    eye    look      [the SMH- 

Leute]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer    daher      [auf die sich auftuende  

people]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer therefore [at the itself opening-up  

Lücke],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content mit einem weinenden schauen  

hole],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content    with a        crying        look       

[sie]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer dagegen [auf den schrumpfenden  

[they]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer however [at the shrinking            

Arbeitsmarkt für Analysten - darin sieht Hutmann mittelfristig die größte Gefahr  

work-market for analysts   - therein sees Hutmann midterm     the biggest danger  

für den Finanzplatz Frankfurt].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

for the finance-district Frankfurt].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

 

With a laughing eye, [the SMH-people]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer 

look [at the growing hole],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content with a crying eye, 

however, [they]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer look [at the shrinking job 

market for analysts - in this, Hutmann sees the biggest danger for the Frankfurt 

financial district mid-term].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

The annotation in (5.30) is simpler and more complete than that in (5.29), and once again, 

all FEs align in a manner that is consistent with the other instantiations of this metaphor. 

As was the case with the beobachten (‘to observe’) metaphors, there is some ambiguity 

here with respect to intentionality, hence the inclusion of both source frames. The 
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metaphorical perceivers are already in a position to see the PHENOMENA without actively 

seeking it out. When a job market shrinks, people who work in the field typically become 

aware of the change without actively seeking out the status of the job market. There is also 

ambiguity with respect to the target frame: do the COGNIZERS already have the PHENOMENA 

in their internal representations of the world (Awareness, in the sense of “the COGNIZER 

regards the PHENOMENON with sadness”), or is this information new (Becoming_aware, 

in the sense of “the COGNIZER watches the PHENOMENON change with sadness)? The 

syntactic forms of the PHENOMENA encode entities that are in a state of transformation, 

which contributes to the ambiguity. In this case, using a broader frame to capture the 

meanings of both frames is not as simple; in FrameNet, there is as yet no relation between 

Becoming_aware and Awareness. To link the two, an Awareness scenario frame 

would be needed, and Becoming_aware would be its subframe, as would the current 

Awareness frame, which would need a different name (e.g. Being_aware). Other 

existing frames might serve as subframes also, such as 

Remembering_information130 (with LUs forget, remember, and draw blank). Of 

course, this kind of restructuring might not be relevant to English; for such a change to be 

implemented for the frame structure of either language, further research would be 

necessary. The source frame could also be treated as a blend of Becoming_aware and 

Awareness. Section 5.4 further explores how the source and target frame can best be 

represented. 

It is worth mentioning that yet another instance of a visual perception verb, sehen 

(‘to see’), appears in (5.30) and has not yet been discussed. It comes with no annotation 

from SALSA (because it is not part of the main clause), but is obviously related to the 

metaphors that construe perception as awareness. The major difference between this usage 

and the metaphors above with blicken and schauen is that the sehen clause conveys an 

interpretation of the PHENOMENON and its implications for the broader field (the Frankfurt 

                                                
130 FrameNet frame definition: “A COGNIZER retains facts in memory and is able to retrieve them. The 

MENTAL_CONTENT may be presented in clearly propositional form as a finite clause. It may also take the 

form of an embedded question or be a concealed question in the form of a simple NP.” 
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financial district). The target frame in this case could be Categorization (cf. the verb 

consider), along with Becoming_aware or Awareness, because the COGNIZER’s 

opinion is expressed. What constitutes die größte Gefahr für den Finanzplatz Frankfurt 

(‘the biggest danger for the Frankfurt financial district’) is subjective, and thus cannot 

simply be encountered and “perceived” without some interpretation and reasoning. There 

are other potential target frames for this phrase (e.g. Coming_to_believe131), but 

because its meaning is so different from the rest of the data in this chapter, its annotation 

will not be pursued here. 

5.3 APPLICATION OF PREVIOUS ACCOUNTS 

 Now that the data has been fully presented, and FEs have been shown to align in a 

consistent way, I turn to previous approaches to metaphor and show that they do not 

adequately account for the metaphoric link between the source frame blend of 

Perception_experience and Perception_active and the target frame 

Becoming_aware. First, Section 5.3.1 discusses related conceptual metaphors that have 

already been established in the CMT literature. Section 5.3.2 applies Sullivan’s (2013) 

frame and construction based account to the data from Section 5.2. 

5.3.1 Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

To explore how Conceptual Metaphor Theory would account for the data presented 

in Section 5.2, we must identify conceptual metaphors with similar meanings that have 

already been described. At the most general level, the data, including the metaphoric use 

of sehen (‘to see’) in (5.30) above, exemplify the primary conceptual metaphor, THE 

MIND IS A BODY (Sweetser 1990:28-31, Lakoff et al. 1991:80); adding information to 

one’s mental model of the world is likened to gaining information through one’s physical 

senses. THE MIND IS A BODY is considered a primary conceptual metaphor because of 

                                                
131 FrameNet frame definition: “A person (the COGNIZER) comes to believe something (the CONTENT), 

sometimes after a process of reasoning. This change in belief is usually initiated by a person or piece of 

EVIDENCE. Occasionally words in this domain are accompanied by phrases expressing TOPIC, i.e. that which 

the mental CONTENT is about.” 
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its high degree of generality. Several other conceptual metaphors (including the particular 

source and target domains that underlie the current data) are subsumed under this mapping; 

among those recorded in the Master Metaphor List are MENTAL FITNESS IS PHYSICAL 

FITNESS, SUBJECTS ARE AREAS, IDEAS ARE LIGHT SOURCES, and IDEAS ARE 

PERCEPTIONS (Lakoff et al. 1991). UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING is listed as part of 

IDEAS ARE PERCEPTIONS, and comes close to the meaning of the metaphors in Section 

5.2 (in FrameNet, the verb understand can evoke the Awareness frame, while see can 

evoke Perception_experience). The way the conceptual metaphor is formulated, 

however, includes only visual perception, which excludes the metaphors with other 

perception verbs (spüren ‘to feel,’ riechen ‘to smell,’ and wahrnehmen ‘to perceive’) 

described in Section 5.2.2.1. This is the weakness of the CMT approach; if researchers 

must find corpus examples to fit a conceptual metaphor, they risk leaving out relevant 

examples that could change the way a conceptual metaphor is formulated. Only a corpus 

that is annotated for metaphor can provide an unbiased perspective and show the actual 

distribution of metaphors in language. Deignan and Cameron (2009), for example, 

reexamine UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING based on corpus examples, but due to the 

CMT formulation of the conceptual metaphor, they searched for metaphors only with see, 

and thus do not consider any other kinds of perception. While that sub-metaphor is too 

narrow, THE MIND IS A BODY and PERCEPTIONS ARE IDEAS are too broad; how 

can we systematically reason our way to BECOMING AWARE IS PERCEIVING (or 

something similar that captures the underlying commonalities in the data from Section 

5.2)? From IDEAS ARE PERCEPTIONS, one would assume that PERCEIVING would 

be used to express thought or invention, as awareness of a phenomenon is hardly an idea. 

Similarly, there is no way to predict that a BODY’s ability to perceive by its senses would 

correspond to the MIND’s capacity for awareness (why does it not correspond to its 

capacity for thought, creativity, or reasoning?); only the experiential link between 

perception and awareness can account for why these two concepts are linked in metaphor.  

Section 5.3.1.1 describes the conceptual metaphor UNDERSTANDING IS 

SEEING, and Section 5.3.1.2 describes EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY. In each section, I 
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show that there is no systematic way to predict the metaphoric link between perception and 

awareness observed in the data from Section 5.2 based on the existing conceptual 

metaphor. 

5.3.1.1 UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING 

 Schröder (2014:83) points out that as early as 1764, Lambert describes a 

phenomenon of the sort now known as conceptual metaphor, referring to it as ways in 

which we compare the corporeal world with the intellectual world (in other words, as THE 

MIND IS A BODY). Example (5.31) lists several metaphors from Lakoff and Johnson 

(1980:48) that were later identified by Sweetser (1990:45) as subcategories of the Mind-

as-Body Metaphor.  

(5.31) UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING; IDEAS ARE LIGHT-SOURCES; 

DISCOURSE IS A LIGHT-MEDIUM 

I see what you’re saying. It looks different from my point of view. What is your 

outlook on that? I view it differently. Now I’ve got the whole picture. Let me 

point something out to you. That’s an insightful idea. That was a brilliant remark. 

The argument is clear. It was a murky discussion. Could you elucidate your 

remarks? It’s a transparent argument. The discussion was opaque. 

All the examples in (5.31) focus on visual perception. Because light is needed for vision, 

it can be used to express degrees of visibility; the amount of light present or absent 

corresponds to the enablement or disenablement of the understanding (Barcelona 

2002:211-212).132  This could be applied to becoming aware (because the meaning is 

similar to understanding, and without a definition of the concept UNDERSTANDING, it 

is open to such interpretation) to account for the metaphoric usage of blicken (‘to look at’), 

schauen (‘to look at’), beobachten (‘to observe’), but it would not apply to riechen (‘to 

smell’), spüren (‘to feel’), or wahrnehmen (‘to perceive’).133 Additionally, the extension of 

                                                
132 See Sullivan (2013:44-46) for an analysis of similar metaphoric collocations that represent 
COMPREHENSIBILITY IS VISIBILITY. 
133 Ibarretxe (2002) describes the network of perception metaphors as a sub-case of THE MIND IS A BODY 

in three typologically different languages: English, Basque and Spanish. She shows that perception verbs can 

be extended more broadly than proposed by Sweetser (1990). For example, “hearing is not only related to 

heeding and obeying, but also to understanding and knowing; smell is not only connected to dislikeable 

feelings but also to suspecting and investigating, and so on” (2002:25). While Ibarretxe includes words from 
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UNDERSTANDING to becoming aware is somewhat arbitrary; there are no rules to 

predict whether this extension or any other (e.g. to interpreting, learning or discerning) will 

produce felicitous metaphors.  

Grady (2005:1602) discusses is metaphor as “Knowing is Seeing,” which he 

considers an instance of the conceptual relation Generic-as-Specific. He claims “the source 

concept is associated with an experience which always entails the experience type 

underlying the target concept -- i.e., ‘seeing’ something, by definition, entails taking in 

visual information.” But to call seeing a specific form of knowing amounts to conflating 

the prototypical association of the two in experience with the underlying link between the 

concepts, without taking into account that seeing is not always a variety of knowing. For 

example, we can see things that are not real (in a hallucination, I can see two unicorns 

eating apples, but it is not accurate to say that I subsequently know that unicorns eat apples), 

or see things without knowing what we saw (we sometimes see things that are moving so 

quickly that movement and a general impression of size are the only visual information we 

take in, or I might know that I saw unicorns without knowing that I was hallucinating). 

Sweetser (1990:29) makes a theoretical distinction between “a partial but commonplace 

correlation in experience” (e.g. the Generic-as-Specific correlation between knowing and 

seeing) and “a full metaphorical mapping” (e.g. the conceptual metaphor THE MIND IS 

A BODY, where a body taking in perceptual information corresponds to the mind taking 

in knowledge) and argues that “the Mind-as-Body Metaphor is very probably motivated by 

correlations between our external experience and our internal emotional and cognitive 

states, but the correlations alone will not explain the observed patterns of polysemy and 

semantic change” (1990:30). Sweetser (1990:45) claims that the whole domain of the body 

is used to structure the whole domain of the mind, so there should be a way to reason from 

UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING through THE MIND IS A BODY to get to BECOMING 

AWARE IS PERCEIVING.  

                                                
different sensory modalities, improving the source domain coverage, the only target domain that resembles 

becoming aware is in FINDING OUT IS SEEING, whose source is again visual perception. 
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An attempt to make this leap in steps by utilizing WordNet134 (as suggested in 

Krennmayr 2013), reveals sister terms for see that include similar verbs with other sensory 

modalities (e.g. smell, touch) and a few other less relevant terms that involve perception 

(e.g. hurt/ache/suffer, find oneself in a location), all of which fall under the direct 

hypernym, “perceive, comprehend (to become aware of through the senses).” WordNet’s 

entry for the relevant sense of understand is: “understand, realize, realise, see (perceive (an 

idea or situation) mentally),” and there are no hypernyms available for this sense; only 

troponyms, one of which is “perceive (become conscious of).” There is no way to link 

UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING with BECOMING AWARE IS PERCEIVING using 

WordNet, because the source and target concept meanings are not distinguished well 

enough in either case (i.e. seeing is conflated with understanding, and becoming aware is 

conflated with perceiving). 

Although UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING comes close to the meaning of the 

metaphors presented in Section 5.2, it cannot account for all of the data; even if the target 

domain is interpreted broadly to include becoming aware, metaphors that involve other 

modalities of perception (or perception in general) remain unaccounted for. One way to 

make this metaphor work for all the data is to interpret UNDERSTANDING broadly (but 

without justification) and, using WordNet, to widen the breadth of the source domain 

SEEING to include its sister terms. This, however, would license some very odd and 

undesired mappings, such as HALLUCINATING IS UNDERSTANDING or 

DREAMING IS BECOMING AWARE. One would be better off positing a new conceptual 

metaphor, BECOMING AWARE IS PERCEIVING as a separate sub-metaphor of THE 

MIND IS A BODY. The next section explores a different conceptual metaphor, unrelated 

to THE MIND IS A BODY, to see if it can better account for the data in Section 5.2. 

                                                
134 http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 
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5.3.1.2 EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY 

The Master Metaphor List illustrates EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY135 (Lakoff et 

al. 1991:71), with the examples shown in (5.32) - (5.36). It is not included as a sub-

metaphor of THE MIND IS A BODY; rather, it is categorized among the event structure 

metaphors. The experiential basis for EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY is that seeing 

something is a way to verify its existence. Thus, once a phenomenon is seen (perceived 

with the body), its existence is verified (incorporated into one’s mental model of the world). 

When there is no particular perceiver involved, as in the examples below where no 

perception verb is used (and also seen in current dataset with passivizing constructions as 

discussed in Section 5.2.2), the perception aspect of the meaning ceases to be relevant (if 

anything it is interpretable only in the sense that if someone/anyone directs attention toward 

it, they will “see” it, because it exists), and one is left with the assertion of the 

phenomenon’s existence.  

(5.32) New problems keep appearing. 

(5.33) Suddenly my headache vanished. 

(5.34) When I talk to her, my problems disappear. 

(5.35) The controversy eventually faded away. 

(5.36) Semantic bleaching. 

The conceptual metaphor EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY is a prototypical form of 

the conceptual metaphor presented in Section 5.2, but EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY, like 

UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING, leaves some perception words like smell out of the 

picture. This is no surprise; sight is the most prevalent perceptual modality, given the extent 

to which humans rely on their vision, and that new phenomena are most often seen before 

they are smelled, felt, etc. The usefulness of this traditional, CMT style characterization of 

the metaphor lies not in the identification of source/target domains, but rather in the 

expression of the main idea or prototypical connection that motivates the metaphor, similar 

to the mapping principles posited by Ahrens (2010).136 Thus, the concept PERCEPTION 

IS BECOMING AWARE (i.e. the conceptual metaphor with sources 

                                                
135 http://www.lang.osaka-u.ac.jp/~sugimoto/MasterMetaphorList/metaphors/Existence_Is_Visibility.html 
136 See Chapter 2. 
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Perception_experience/Perception_active and target 

Becoming_aware), in that a PHENOMENON’s existence can be established or verified 

through sensory (typically visual) perception. 

To use EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY to account for the data in Section 5.2, one 

would have to find a way to reason from VISIBILITY to “smell-ability” and “feel-ability” 

in order to account for sentences like (5.3) and (5.5) in Section 5.2.1. Through WordNet’s 

“see also” category, visible is related to perceptible, but this is not a reliable way to assign 

a broader term as source concept, and if see is used instead, we encounter the same problem 

of an over-productive mapping as above (i.e. dream and hallucinate as instances of 

perceive). Furthermore, this conceptual metaphor is not linked to THE MIND IS A BODY, 

which is very relevant to the data; a CMT account would have to relate these two somehow 

in order to capture the full meaning of the underlying link between the two perception 

frames and Becoming_aware. 

The meaning of EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY can be captured with the use of 

frames as semantic domains, rather than these undefined concepts. Indeed, the source and 

target frames of the current data (sources: Perception_experience and 

Perception_active, targets: Becoming_aware and possibly Awareness) 

provide an even broader generalization and represent the conceptual metaphor in a more 

accurate way. Of course, any broad-level description of the conceptual metaphor using 

frames would have to either include all the relevant source and target frames or use high-

level frames that convey the appropriate level of generality so that they cover all the data 

(as with Communication and Transfer in Chapter 4; see the discussions of frame 

selection at the ends of Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.2.3 for details about how existing frames 

could be used or changed to serve as concepts in the conceptual metaphor). 

5.3.2 Sullivan (2013): The Transitive Construction 

 Extending Sullivan’s (2013) account to the current data would mean that the frames 

Perception_experience and Perception_active are evoked together with the 

BODY domain as source, and the MIND domain is evoked as the target (since we have 
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already shown that EXISTENCE IS VISIBILITY and UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING 

do not adequately cover the data, we must resort to this primary conceptual metaphor). 

Sullivan does not employ frames to describe the meaning of the sentence like the SALSA 

annotators do; thus Becoming_aware would be present by virtue of its connection to 

the concept MIND, and the alignment of frame elements would be replaced by a 

(constructed) characterization of the source FE’s metaphoric meaning within the target 

domain. As with the CMT approach, the link between the particular meanings evoked (i.e. 

Perception_experience/Perception_active and Becoming_aware) is not 

predictable, and the alignment of their internal structures (FEs) is not described in any 

systematic way and remains unaccounted for.  

In Sullivan’s (2013:93) analysis of the transitive construction, she claims that the 

grammatical subject and direct object are conceptually autonomous, while the verb is 

conceptually dependent, which means that the verb evokes the source domain and either 

the subject or object must evoke the target domain (the other may be domain neutral or 

both can evoke the target). Sullivan (2013:94) observes that most commonly, the subject 

is domain-neutral and the object evokes the target. This pattern is indeed observed in 

Section 5.2; the metaphorical perceiver (COGNIZER) is always a human or group of humans 

(or refers to humans metonymically, as was the case in (5.6) where this role was filled by 

Gewerkschaftspolitik ‘union politics’), and appears only as subject. The PHENOMENON fills 

the syntactic role of direct object (except where a passivizing construction makes it the 

subject) and evokes the target frame, in that it is not perceivable by the senses and thus 

does not conform to its role in the source frame evoked by the verb. The FEs from the 

source frames would constitute the mapped frame structure that is transferred to the target 

domain, but without a target frame to provide FEs that can be systematically compared to 

FEs from the source frames, this approach tells us little about how the two meanings 

combine in the metaphor. The next section investigates the relationship between source 

and target in terms of frames, and utilizes Conceptual Integration to show how the frames 

combine to produce meaning. 
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5.4 A FRAME-BASED ACCOUNT 

 The following sections present a frame-based account of metaphoric meaning based 

on the data from Section 5.2. First, Section 5.4.1 describes the relevant structure of the 

FrameNet frame hierarchy (i.e. the frame relations between the frames described in Section 

5.2). Chapter 4 has already shown that frames can be used to describe the concepts of a 

conceptual metaphor (with source Communication and target Transfer), but the 

relevant frames for this dataset are not as fully developed, which makes it more difficult to 

identify the conceptual metaphor. Section 5.4.2 draws on Conceptual Integration to account 

for the meaning alignment of the metaphors. Using a frames to represent both the source 

and the target allows the linguistically relevant meaning correspondences to be documented 

systematically. Instances where an FE from one frame is used to express meaning that does 

not constitute an FE in the other are of particular interest because they may help us 

understand how emergent meaning is created in metaphor. 

5.4.1 The FrameNet Frame Network 

 This section describes the network of frame relations that connect the four frames 

Perception_experience, Perception_active, Becoming_aware and 

Awareness in the FrameNet database, in order to find a way to name the conceptual 

metaphor using frames (as was done in Chapter 4 where the Conduit Metaphor was 

redefined as a link between the source frame Transfer and the target frame 

Communication). The frame relations in FrameNet (see Sections 3.4.2 and 4.4.1) add 

hierarchic structure to the frame database and provide a way to link frames with similar 

meanings. Inheritance connects frames when the meaning of a more specific frame 

includes that of a broader frame, for example, the Perception_experience and 

Perception_active frames both inherit from the general Perception frame. This 

means that the parent frame (Perception) has FEs whose equivalents appear in the child 

frames, e.g. the PERCEIVER corresponds to PERCEIVER_PASSIVE and PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE. 

Section 5.4.1.1 describes the frame network; it begins frames related to perception, then 

expands the discussion to include the target frame Becoming_aware and finally, 
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Awareness. After the overview of frame relations, Section 5.4.1.2 discusses the relations 

between FEs in FrameNet and compares them to the alignment patterns observed in Section 

5.2. Finally, in Section 5.4.1.3, I discuss how the conceptual metaphor that underlies the 

data in 5.2 could be described in terms of frames, and explore how the data can inform and 

improve the application of the theory. 

5.4.1.1 Relations between Frames in FrameNet 

 I have already mentioned that Perception_experience and 

Perception_active inherit from the Perception frame. In the parent frame 

(Perception), a PERCEIVER perceives a PHENOMENON; the perception event is not 

described in any further detail. This frame is non-lexical, meaning that there are no LUs in 

FrameNet that directly evoke this frame. Its definition indicates how the frame’s meaning 

relates to that of related frames (emphasis added). 

The general Perception frame is an inherited background to all frames that have 

to do with some sentient being responding to changes in the environment, 

independently of the sensory modalities. The inheriting frames may specify the 

modalities (see, hear, taste, smell), or may emphasize the experiences or acts of the 

perceiver (peek, eavesdrop), or the properties of the perceived phenomena (clank, 

rattle, thump).  

The child frames Perception_experience and Perception_active 

each add a piece of information to the meaning of the parent: in 

Perception_experience, the PERCEIVER equivalent does not necessarily intend to 

have the perceptual experience and thus plays a passive role; in Perception_active, 

the PERCEIVER equivalent intentionally directs their attention so as to have the perceptual 

experience, thereby playing a more agentive role in the frame. The Perception frame 

serves as parent to three other frames in the database: Sensation, Give_impression 

and Becoming_aware. This is possible due to the frame’s independence from sensory 

modalities (otherwise, only frames involving physical perception would inherit from 

Perception). The Becoming_aware frame focuses on the mind and how changes in 
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the environment lead to changes in our internal representation of the world. This difference 

in perspective leads to different names for the FEs (e.g. PERCEIVER becomes COGNIZER). 

Figure 5.3 shows the inheritance links that connect the frames from Section 5.2 in 

FrameNet except for Awareness. This frame is currently undergoing reconsideration (i.e. 

its scope is being adjusted and some of its LUs are being moved to other frames; some 

words will remain in the frame, e.g. know), and in the database, it is not linked to any of 

the other relevant frames. At the very least, it should be related to Becoming_aware via 

the inchoative of relation, but as FrameNet is an ongoing project, this frame is not 

developed enough to serve as the basis for an analysis. This is no detriment, however, 

because this frame only appeared in the annotation for one verb (schauen ‘to look,’ in 

Section 5.2.3); it is not needed for the purpose of analyzing the metaphors in Section 5.2. 

Thus, this frame will be left out of the discussion in Section 5.4.2. 

 

Figure 5.3: Inheritance frame relations for Perception_active, from FrameNet’s 

FrameGrapher tool 

(https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/FrameGrapher). 

Of all the frames that inherit from Perception, only Perception_active and 

Perception_experience are themselves inherited by other frames.137 Figure 5.3 

also shows that Perception_active is a blend of Perception and 

Intentionally_act, “an abstract frame for acts performed by sentient beings” that, 

according to FrameNet, exists mainly for the purpose of linking frames and documenting 

                                                
137 Other frame relations, e.g. uses, are not shown in Figure 5.3 because they do not exist between the relevant 

frames. 
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FE inheritance (e.g. FEs that fill the semantic role Agent could be linked via this frame). 

For an account of metaphor meaning, it is important to consider the way FEs are linked 

across related frames; relations between FEs are described in the following section. 

5.4.1.2 Frame Element Relations  

 For every pair of frames related by inheritance, FrameNet documents how the FEs 

in that frame correspond. Sometimes the FEs have the same names and are easily 

recognizable, but other times, corresponding FEs might appear different. Figure 5.4 shows 

how the FEs from Perception are related to those in Perception_experience 

and Perception_active. Perception has only three FEs (peripheral FEs are not 

necessary for non-lexical frames): PERCEIVER and PHENOMENON are core elements, and 

SOUGHT_PHENOMENON is non-core. The alignment of the PERCEIVER FE is straightforward, 

but the two varieties of PHENOMENON are less predictable. According to the charts in Figure 

5.4,138 the PHENOMENON FEs from Perception_experience and 

Perception_active correspond to Perception’s SOUGHT_PHENOMENON, defined 

in Figure 5.5.  

                                                
138 From FrameNet’s FrameGrapher tool (https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/FrameGrapher). Core 

FEs are marked with “c” in the darker boxes while non-core FEs are show “nc” in the lighter boxes. Here, 

the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER FE used in SALSA is called LOCATION_OF_PROTAGONIST. 
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Figure 5.4: FE inheritance relations between Perception and 

Perception_experience (top), and between Perception and 

Perception_active (bottom).  
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Figure 5.5: FE definitions for Perception 

(https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=

Perception). *There is an error in the last FE definition: the first mention of 

PERCEIVER should be SOUGHT_PHENOMENON. 

 

From the FE definitions in Figure 5.5, the difference between SOUGHT_PHENOMENON and 

PHENOMENON is not clear. That this frame is non-lexical makes it difficult to illustrate FEs 

with examples (the verb used, perceive, is an LU in Perception_experience and 

Becoming_aware), and the prose definitions are vague. The way the Perception 

PHENOMENON corresponds to the FEs of the inherited frames could illuminate the 

difference between them. 

 Perception’s PHENOMENON corresponds to the STATE in each other perception 

frame (defined as “the location, activity, or other characteristic of the PHENOMENON”). In 

Becoming_aware, the corresponding FE is GROUND. This is unexpected, given that the 

GROUND FEs in the three child frames all aligned in the metaphor data, and also that the 

other FE relations between Perception and Becoming_aware are just what one 

would expect based on the metaphor FE alignments and the FE relations described for the 

* 
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other frames: the PERCEIVER is related to the COGNIZER, and the SOUGHT_PHENOMENON is 

related to the PHENOMENON. These FE relations are shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6: FE inheritance relations between Perception and Becoming_aware. 

From FrameNet’s FrameGrapher tool. 

But why would the PHENOMENON FE of the child frames not be related to the PHENOMENON 

of the parent frame? I argue that the Perception frame in FrameNet needs to be 

reevaluated. The SOUGHT_PHENOMENON should not be included; rather the parent FE 

PHENOMENON should correspond to the PHENOMENON FEs of the child frames. The FE 

GROUND should replace the PHENOMENON described in Figure 5.5; it should have the same 

definition as in the child frames: “the perceptual background against which the 

PHENOMENON is experienced by the PERCEIVER”, and should be related to FEs of the same 

name in the child frames. This would still provide three FEs for Perception: PERCEIVER 

(core), PHENOMENON (core) and GROUND (non-core), and all three would have related FEs 
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in the frames that inherit from Perception. With regard to the Awareness frame, its 

lack of a GROUND FE would be good motivation for not including it as a child of 

Perception (inheritance requires that all FEs from the parent have matching FEs in the 

child frame). 

With further metaphor research, it might be possible to identify other FE relations 

that hold across all child frames (e.g. if the other child frames have FEs that correspond to 

DIRECTION in the perception frames and TOPIC in Becoming_aware, another FE could 

be added to the parent frame to show they are all related). In this way, FE analysis of 

metaphors could motivate the creation of FE relations in the FrameNet database and 

contribute to the theory of Frame Semantics. The next section deals more directly with 

situating conceptual metaphor within Frame Semantics by considering how the underlying 

metaphor for the data in Section 5.2 can be described using frames.  

5.4.1.3 Theoretical Considerations for Using Frames to refer to Conceptual Metaphors 

 The exploration of frame and FE relations in the two previous sections has shown 

that there is already a link in the FrameNet database between the source frames 

Perception_experience and Perception_active and the target frame 

Becoming_aware. The link in the database, like the conceptual metaphor, is motivated 

by their strong correlation in experience. This contrasts with the Conduit Metaphor 

discussed in Chapter 4; the Transfer and Communication frames are not related in 

the database, and their link in experience is not as strong (nearly every time one perceives 

something, one becomes aware of it, whereas only some acts of communication involve 

physical transfer). The Perception frame cannot serve as an equivalent to the conceptual 

metaphor, however, because there are other unrelated frames that inherit from it. In order 

to capture the appropriate level of specificity, the source frames would need to be combined 

(either by blending, as in Conceptual Integration, or by creating a new intermediary frame 

between the source frames and Perception that is ambiguous with respect to intention 

of the PERCEIVER), but the target frame can be used as it is. 
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 In Section 5.2.2.3, I concluded that both source frames were relevant to all the 

instances of metaphoric beobachten (‘to observe), and discussed the possibility that the 

German frame network might differ from English by not placing such linguistic importance 

on the difference between intentional and non-intentional perception. There are, however, 

German LUs that evoke only one frame or the other, for example spüren (‘to feel/sense’) 

evokes only Perception_experience and starren (‘to stare’) evokes only 

Perception_active, so both frames are necessary, and combining them would not be 

a valid option. Because both source frames are relevant in the metaphors, they must also 

be relevant for the literal interpretation of this LU. In fact, there are LUs in both languages 

that can evoke both frames (e.g. smell, taste, hören ‘to hear/listen’, sehen ‘to 

see/look/watch’), and in the right context, could be ambiguous with respect to 

intentionality, leaving annotators to puzzle over which frame should be considered 

relevant. Fortunately, there is no rule in Frame Semantics that limits the number of frames 

that can be evoked; using Conceptual Integration, one can still arrive at an interpretation 

when two distinct frames are involved, so allowing this ambiguity is not a problem. The 

other option, however, does pose a problem. More (and better) linguistic evidence would 

be needed to justify the addition of an intermediary frame, such as 

Sensory_perception, with all the same FEs and meanings of 

Perception_experience and Perception_active except for the bit about 

intentionality. By extension, this would mean that every time ambiguity or vagueness 

between related senses of word is possible, a new frame would be posited. The more 

effective way to deal with ambiguity/vagueness is to allow the two senses (frames) to be 

blended so that both are part of the meaning, and the less specific meaning can remain.  

 In the next section, I present an account of meaning in the metaphor data presented 

in this chapter using the framework of Conceptual Integration. I show how meaning can 

emerge as a result of combining the two frames, and provide evidence for a metaphor space 

in which the meaning of the metaphor is represented as independent from both the source 

and target frames.  
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5.4.2 Integrating Frames in Metaphor 

 The first dataset presented in this chapter (Section 5.2.1) involves a variety of verbs 

that evoke Perception_experience and Becoming_aware. From the perspective 

of Conceptual Integration, this means that the frames are blended, along with more specific 

information such as the lexical meaning of all the words in the sentence, the meaning 

contributions of grammatical constructions, and more general background knowledge. The 

combination of the two frames in the metaphor is represented in Figure 5.7. This 

representation shows how the internal structures of the frames align in the metaphoric 

interpretation (Blended Space M) and in the conceptual metaphor (Generic Space CM) 

using dashed lines. To maintain readability, not all relevant FEs are included in the diagram 

(see Figure 5.9 at the end of the chapter for a complete list of FE alignments). The Generic 

Space CM represents the meaning of the conceptual metaphor and includes all aspects of 

meaning shared by the source and target frames (and nothing else), while the Blended 

Space M represents the interpretation of the metaphor in context, and thus includes the 

meanings of lexical items and constructions and also relevant background knowledge. In 

the source space, the meaning of the verb is included (since it is part of the frame). 
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Figure 5.7: Representation of the mental spaces for the blend of source frame 

Perception_experience and target frame Becoming_aware. 

 

All the examples in Section 5.2.1 use a perception verb to evoke the source frame, 

whose meaning is represented by the solid line between the PHENOMENON and the 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE FE. Only some aspects of the verb’s lexical meaning are carried over 

into Blended Space M; a verb like spüren (‘to feel/sense’) would convey a subtler, less 

comprehensive awareness of the PHENOMENON, while a verb like blicken (‘to look’) would 

imply a larger-scale and perhaps clearer awareness. The differences in metaphoric meaning 

of the perception verbs arise from background knowledge about these sensory experiences, 

and their application to the target meaning constitutes emergent structure (i.e. new 

meaning) in the blend, represented by the rectangle. The literal sensory modality does not 

appear in the blend, no matter which verb is involved, because that meaning is incompatible 
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with the fillers of the target FE role PHENOMENON, which is not perceptible in such a direct 

way. 

 The solid lines between the source and target frames indicate vital relations 

between those mental spaces. Fauconnier and Turner (2002:93-102) list several kinds of 

vital relations, including identity, change, and cause-effect. Grady (2005:1603-1604) 

argues for the use of correlation (of the kind that motivates conceptual metaphors, i.e. 

correlation in experience) as a vital relation; this would allow elements from the two frames 

that are correlated in experience, e.g. PERCEIVER_PASSIVE and COGNIZER, to have the same 

identity in the blend; the correlation vital relation is compressed into an identity vital 

relation (compression is one of the governing principles by which spaces are blended; see 

Chapter 3). This allows a source concept (e.g. seeing) to be interpreted as a target concept 

(e.g. becoming aware) through the experiential link between frames (i.e. conceptual 

metaphor). 

 Similarly, the source FE DIRECTION and target FE TOPIC shown in Figure 5.7 are 

linked by correlation (because of the experiential link between the two semantic frames), 

which is compressed to an identity relation in Blended Space M. Examples (5.10), (5.26) 

and (5.27) above all include the DIRECTION/TOPIC with a verb whose meaning includes 

visual perception, but realize it with different syntactic structures. In (5.10), the TOPIC 

phrase, in eine ganz andere Welt (‘into a completely different world’), is realized with in 

(and accusative case), which corresponds to the syntax associated with the source frame 

(this preposition and case combine to mean ‘into,’ which is a common way to encode the 

direction in which a perceiver looks), but in (5.26) and (5.27), the prepositions von (‘from’) 

and an (‘about,’ ‘at;’ with dative case) are used for this FE (von der Polizei ‘from the 

police’ and an älterwerdenden Regiekollegen ‘about aging administrative colleagues’). 

The prepositions von and an cannot be used in this way to encode DIRECTION in the source 

frame; von (‘from’), for example, would denote the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER if used in 

that way. Therefore, syntactic patterns associated with either frame are available to 

speakers as means to express FEs. Associated syntactic information is part of the 
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knowledge speakers have of a frame, and is thus accessible from the input spaces that 

contain the metaphor’s source and target frames. 

 Conceptual Integration is equipped to handle complex discourse level semantics, 

such as that of the verb beobachten (‘to observe) in Section 5.2.2, where two source frames 

(Perception_experience and Perception_active) are evoked 

simultaneously, along with the target (Becoming_aware). The framework’s capacity 

for recursion allows the two source frames to be blended and then used as the source input 

for the metaphor. Figure 5.8 represents the blend of the two source domains and Figure 5.9 

represents the use of that blended source as an input, along with the target 

Becoming_aware, to the blend that represents the metaphorical meaning of the 

utterance. 

 

Figure 5.8: Blend of the two source domains from Section 5.2.2, 

Perception_experience and Perception_active. 
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Figure 5.8 shows that the input spaces differ in that Perception_experience 

describes an unintentional act of perception while Perception_active describes an 

intentional act. Due to this incompatibility, these meaning elements are simply left out of 

the Blended Source space. The blend is therefore unspecified with respect to the 

intentionality of the PERCEIVER; this vagueness constitutes the emergent structure of the 

blend (represented by the rectangle), as it is not present in either of the inputs. 

In Figure 5.9, the Blended Source is used as an input space. This diagram represents 

the interpretation of (5.37), which appeared in Section 5.2.2.2 as (5.18).This example was 

chosen to illustrate how the blends relate to the sentence level discourse because it contains 

a source FE that has no correspondent in the target frame, LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER (In 

deutschen diplomatischen Kreisen, ‘In German diplomatic circles’). To keep the diagram 

readable, the MANNER FE realized by besorgt (‘worriedly’) is not shown, but like the 

PHENOMENON FE, it would appear in each space with the same name, and the correlation 

vital relation would link the MANNER FEs from the Blended Source and 

Becoming_aware.  

(5.37) [In deutschen diplomatischen Kreisen]Location_of_perceiver/Location_of_perceiver/--  

[In German    diplomatic        circles]Location_of_perceiver/Location_of_perceiver/--   

beobachtet [man]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [besorgt],Manner/Manner/Manner  

observes  [one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [worriedly],Manner/Manner/Manner  

[daß Washington inzwischen dazu neigt,       den Islam insgesamt zu  

[that Washington meanwhile toward-it leans, the Islam altogether to  

verteufeln].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon  

demonize].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon139 

 

[In German diplomatic circles],Location_of_perceiver/Location_of_perceiver/-- 

[one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [worriedly]Manner/Manner/Manner observes [that 

in the meantime, Washington is leaning toward demonizing Islam as a 

whole].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

                                                
139 There are metaphorically used words in this example other than beobachten (e.g. Kreis ‘circle’ and 

neigen ‘to lean’), but these are not relevant to the current analysis. If the entire sentence were represented 

using mental spaces, several more would be required, and the metaphorically used words would be 

represented in their own blends and then compiled along with the rest of the meanings in the sentence. 
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Figure 5.9: Metaphor blend from the Blended Source that combines 

Perception_experience and Perception_active (shown in 

Figure 5.8) and the target frame Becoming_aware. This represents the 

meaning of the metaphor with beobachten (‘to observe’) in (5.37). 

Because the source FE LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER does not have a matching target 

FE, it does not appear in the Generic Space CM. Its relation to the PERCEIVER in the 

Blended Source, however, allows it to be interpreted in the metaphor space (Blended Space 

M); because it gives information about the PERCEIVER, the meaning it conveys in the blend 

will have to do with the PERCEIVER’s target frame counterpart, the COGNIZER. The 

metaphoric meaning of this element is thus labelled as a feature of the COGNIZER in Figure 

5.9. The structure that links the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER to the PERCEIVER in the source 

space is preserved in the blend (via the principle of topology; see Section 3.3), where its 

meaning is interpreted as relative to the COGNIZER; even though the PERCEIVER does not 
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exist in the metaphoric interpretation, the correlation link that relates it to the COGNIZER 

allows the LOCATION_OF_PERCIEVER FE to convey meaning. The invariance hypothesis 

from Conceptual Metaphor Theory would indicate that source elements denoting locations 

would correspond to a particular kind of target meaning (e.g. states, which are typically 

realized as metaphorical locations), but because it describes how the source domain’s 

semantic structure is “transferred” to the target domain, it is not suited to describe the 

relationships between semantic elements in the source, target and blended metaphor space. 

With the addition of the blended space, the notion of invariance breaks down; it should 

therefore be abandoned in favor of the notion of topology from Conceptual Integration 

Theory, which is kept in check by the counteracting principle, compression.  

In Blended Space M of Figure 5.9, the meanings of individual lexical items, 

grammatical constructions and background knowledge combine and elaborate the semantic 

structure contributed by the input spaces. The use of the indefinite pronoun man (‘one’) 

allows the author to leave the COGNIZER unspecified, while the source FE 

LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER provides a way to add some information and narrow down the 

group of people who could be interpreted as the COGNIZERS. The phrase In deutschen 

diplomatischen Kreisen (‘In German diplomatic circles’) uses in (‘in’) with the dative case 

(as would a phrase describing an actual location) to indicate the COGNIZER’s membership 

in a somewhat loosely defined group of people.140 This phrase activates background 

knowledge related to the adjectives deutsch (‘German’) and diplomatisch (‘diplomatic’), 

and similarly, the PHENOMENON phrase activates background knowledge about 

Washington and Islam. Together, the words, grammatical structures, semantic frames and 

general background knowledge form a cohesive whole. This example shows that the 

Conceptual Integration framework can incorporate any kind of semantic contribution into 

its representation of metaphoric meaning. 

   

                                                
140 This sense of Kreis (‘circle) is listed in Duden Online; here, I treat this as a lexical item, not as a metaphor 

(http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Kreis). 
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5.5 RESULTS 

In this chapter, I analyzed the alignment of semantic components in German 

metaphors from the SALSA Corpus (see Table 5.2) by comparing the realizations of frame 

elements across the source and target frames. I also demonstrated how Frame Semantics 

can be used in conjunction with Conceptual Integration to represent and account for 

metaphoric meaning. The main strengths of this approach are the capacity for recursion 

(i.e. that a blend of frames can serve as source or target input for a metaphor blend) and the 

inclusion of a wide variety of meaning sources (i.e. background knowledge, frames, 

grammatical constructions, and lexical meaning). 

Source Frame Target Frame LUs that Evoke the 

Source-Target Set 

Total 

Perception_experience Becoming_aware blicken (‘to look’) 1 
riechen (‘to smell’) 2 

spüren (‘to feel/sense’) 1 

wahrnehmen (‘to perceive’) 2 

6 

Perception_experience 

Perception_active  

Becoming_aware beobachten (‘to observe’) 14 14 

Perception_experience 

Perception_active  

Becoming_aware  

(Awareness) 

schauen (‘to look’) 1 

blicken (‘to look’) 1 

2 

Total: 6 verbs 22 Examples 

Table 5.2: Overview of the corpus data presented in Section 5.2. All instances of 

beobachten were analyzed as ambiguous between the two source frames and 

are thus listed that way here, even though they were not all annotated with 

both sources in SALSA. See Section 5.2.2.3. 

In Section 5.2, I showed that the internal structures of the source and target frames aligned 

consistently, regardless of the LUs involved. Based on the data presented, I argue that 

frame elements from the source and target frames align systematically. Figure 5.9 shows 

all the frame elements for each frame analyzed, and demonstrates how they align in 

metaphor. For those whose names are not the same in the different frames, only the 

BODY_PART/BODY_PART/INSTRUMENT set was not observed in the data. For the elements 

that do not align with FEs from other frames and were also not present in the data, 

incompatibility was determined by comparing FE definitions from FrameNet. Further 

research is needed to test whether these FE alignments hold consistently; if 
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counterexamples are found in a corpus that show a different pattern of alignment, that 

would mean that source and target meanings in metaphor are not aligned in a systematic 

way. 

Perception_experience Perception_active Becoming_aware 

PERCEIVER_PASSIVE PERCEIVER_AGENTIVE COGNIZER  

PHENOMENON PHENOMENON PHENOMENON  

BODY_PART   BODY_PART INSTRUMENT 

LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER  LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER --- 

DIRECTION  DIRECTION TOPIC  

DEPICTIVE  DEPICTIVE STATE  

GROUND  GROUND GROUND  

MANNER  MANNER MANNER 

DEGREE --- DEGREE  

MEANS  MEANS MEANS  

 TIME TIME 

PURPOSE PURPOSE 

DURATION --- 

EXPECTED_ENTITY --- 

PLACE --- 

 CIRCUMSTANCES 

EXPLANATION 

FREQUENCY 

PARTICULAR_ITERATION 

Figure 5.10: Systematic correspondence of FEs across the three frames 

Perception_experience, Perception_active and 

Becoming_aware. 

This analysis produced important new insights into what is traditionally known as 

metaphor “mapping,” namely that the way it is described and understood in the literature 

(especially with relation to the invariance hypothesis) is flawed. Semantic structure from a 

metaphor’s source domain is not simply mapped onto its target, and that the target domain 

is not equivalent to the interpretation of the metaphor. In order to account for the semantic 

and syntactic patterns observed, the metaphoric interpretation must be considered separate 

from both the source and the target domain. Following Conceptual Integration Theory, the 

source and target frames are blended in a distinct mental space where new meanings can 
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emerge when speakers draw on elements of one frame that are not correlated in experience 

with elements from the other. Source-target FE pairs that are linked by correlation in 

experience (a vital relation) are compressed so that they share the same identity in the 

metaphor blend. 

The variety of syntactic forms used to encode the DIRECTION/TOPIC FE pair shows 

that syntactic contributions can be made from either the source or the target frame. Taking 

the view from Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995) that form conveys meaning, this 

proves that meaning from either frame can appear in the metaphoric interpretation.  

The use of source FE LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER to convey information about the 

target FE COGNIZER was accounted for using the governing principle topology, which 

allowed the LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER to be linked to the COGNIZER by virtue of the 

PERCEIVER’s correlation with it. The principles of compression and topology account for 

the relations between elements of a metaphor’s interpretation and elements of its source 

and target domains.  

The importance of world knowledge and the value of semantic frames from 

FrameNet is demonstrated by the annotation error where LOCATION_OF_PERCEIVER FE was 

confused with GROUND; without a list of possible frame elements, the distinction between 

these different perspectives on the place where the “perception” occurs may have been 

overlooked (see the discussion of example (5.16) in Section 5.2.2.1).  

The next chapter discusses the implications of these research findings, limitations 

to this approach, and directions for future research. 
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Chapter 6:  Conclusions and Outlook 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 In this dissertation, I set out to find a way to compare how semantic roles from the 

source and target domains of metaphors align. To accomplish this, I sought a semantic 

framework in which semantic domains and their semantic roles were already identified and 

defined based on empirical data without relying on a single researcher’s intuitions. 

FrameNet (Atkins et al. 2003) provided this framework, and I used semantic frames as 

source and target domains so that their internal meaning components, i.e. their frame 

elements, could be used to compare the alignment of semantic structures between them.  

 In Chapter 2, I outlined Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) and its main 

problems, namely semantic domain definition (and thus identification of both a domain’s 

internal structure and the conceptual metaphors of which it is a part), reliance on 

constructed examples and lack of natural data, limitation to semantics and embodied 

conceptual structure (so that syntax and cultural aspects of metaphor were neglected), and 

the invariance hypothesis (its untestability and the inherent assumption that the source 

domain is imposed on the target domain). I then reviewed current research on metaphoric 

meaning. Each work presented dealt with a different aspect of metaphoric meaning, 

ranging from word sense relations (Deignan 2005) to kinds of meanings that remain 

consistent in metaphoric language (Wallington 2010), to the role of grammatical 

constructions and conceptual autonomy/dependence in metaphor (Sullivan 2013). I showed 

how these approaches to metaphoric meaning tried to avoid the problems of CMT, and 

argued that a better framework was necessary to deal with these issues more 

comprehensively.  

 Chapter 3 presented the methodological framework employed in this dissertation. I 

described how metaphor can be represented using Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982), so 

that source and target domains are equivalent to semantic frames, frame elements make up 

the internal structure of the frame, and higher level frames can be used to capture 

conceptual metaphors. I also showed that Conceptual Integration (Fauconnier and Turner 

2002) complements this approach, allowing frames to be blended and providing a 
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framework for representing the role of conceptual metaphor at the sentence level. To 

illustrate how mental spaces are blended according to Conceptual Integration Theory, I 

created simple examples and diagrams, rather than reuse one of Fauconnier and Turner’s 

(2002) more complicated (mostly literary) examples. This chapter also described the 

FrameNet database (Atkins et al. 2003), which provided the annotation framework for the 

metaphor data used in the following chapters. Finally, I gave an overview of the SALSA 

Corpus (Burchardt et al. 2006, 2009) and the metaphors found therein. 

 Chapter 4 presented a case study of the metaphors from SALSA in which verkaufen 

(‘to sell’) is used to convey communication. This dataset was analyzed as a manifestation 

of the Conduit Metaphor (Reddy 1979), and previous approaches were applied before a 

frame-based account was presented. I described the source frames (Suasion and 

Communicate_categorization) and target frames (Commerce_sell) relevant to 

the data, as well as the frame to frame relations that link those to the broader frames 

Communication and Transfer, which can be used to represent the conceptual 

metaphor that underlies those examples. In my analysis, frame element (FE) 

correspondence was found to be consistent and systematic (each source FE always aligns 

with the same target FE or none at all, and FEs with similar meanings align), and syntactic 

features associated both source and target were observed, supporting the view of metaphor 

as a blend of concepts, as in Conceptual Integration. 

 A larger case study of perception verb metaphors that convey awareness appears in 

Chapter 5. This dataset was chosen because it constitutes the largest group of related 

metaphors that have full annotation (i.e. annotations for both a source and a target frame) 

in SALSA. First, the corpus examples were presented and explained, along with the frames 

they evoke, the relevant frame elements, and the syntactic valence patterns observed in the 

data. Then, I showed that previous approaches do not adequately account for the data. 

Finally, I presented a frame based analysis that used Conceptual Integration (Fauconnier 

and Turner 2002) to blend frames and arrive at a different level of abstraction than is 

possible using the FrameNet hierarchy alone. When different but similar frames were 

evoked, a blend of frames was used to represent the conceptual metaphor when there was 
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no frame in the FrameNet hierarchy that sufficed. Blending frames boosted the coverage 

of FrameNet by allowing me to describe the source and target domains at the appropriate 

level of granularity. FEs were again found to align consistently and systematically between 

source and target frames, even when multiple source frames and verbs were involved, and 

the syntactic forms again supported the view of metaphor as blended concepts. Finally, I 

predicted how FEs that did not appear in the data would correspond, based on FrameNet’s 

FE definitions. 

 Section 6.2 discusses implications of this approach for metaphor theory, then 

Section 6.3 describes how the study of metaphor informs and improves the theoretical 

framework. Limitations of the current approach are discussed in Section 6.4, and avenues 

of future research are suggested in Section 6.5. 

6.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR METAPHOR THEORY 

 The most important contribution this dissertation makes to the study of metaphor 

is evidence that contradicts the notion of invariance from Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999). Some researchers have adapted forms of invariance in 

more current, comprehensive cognitive linguistic approaches (e.g. Feldman 2006) while 

others try to refute it (e.g. Croft 2009; see Chapter 2), but despite criticisms, little linguistic 

evidence has been provided to counter it. The evidence presented in Chapters 4 and 5 

demonstrates that both the source and the target frames can contribute syntactic 

configurations and thus meaning to a metaphor; metaphors, therefore, have a syntax of 

their own that is distinct from the syntactic patterns associated with the source and target 

frames. In order to account for the meaning of metaphor, “transferring” source domain 

structures to a target domain is not adequate; a blended space that represents the metaphor’s 

interpretation is necessary to allow words and phrases that are associated with the target 

frame to co-occur with source FEs in a way that is not possible in literal sentences.  

 This dissertation has also shown that Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1982) and 

Conceptual Integration (Fauconnier and Turner 2002) can be used to identify and define 

conceptual metaphors, thereby avoiding the ad hoc one-word characterizations typically 
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used to designate metaphor concepts in Conceptual Metaphor Theory. When researchers 

find it necessary to generalize over a large group of metaphors, the FrameNet hierarchy 

can provide a broad-level frame, or alternatively, researchers can combine the relevant 

frames using Conceptual Integration to reach the precise level of generality needed to cover 

all the frames present in the data. 

 Another advantage to Frame Semantics is that when semantic roles are viewed as 

specific to particular semantic domains, as frame elements are specific to particular 

semantic frames, all those that occur together constitute the semantic structure of the 

domain (or semantic frame). Thus, frame elements allow the internal structures of 

metaphor domains to be investigated as never before. This dissertation takes a novel 

approach to metaphor meaning by using frame elements to illuminate the alignment of 

meaning components from the source and target frames, and finds that such alignment is 

consistent and systematic. 

Conceptual Integration is preferable to an approach that is only relevant to 

metaphor because it allows the same framework to account for all kinds of language use 

(literal and figurative). Using the notion of a blended mental space, generalizations can be 

made concerning which aspects of source and target domains can be realized in the 

metaphor. For example, Wallington’s (2010) mapping principle (or view-neutral mapping 

adjunct; see Chapter 2), CAUSATION/ABILITY/FUNCTION, states that enablement is 

mapped from the source domain to the target domain; this principle could account for the 

meaning contributions of the passivizing constructions found in the data from Section 

5.2.2.1. The meaning of the construction is that the action denoted by the verb is possible, 

and this meaning is present in the metaphorical interpretation. By Wallington’s (2010) 

account, this principle should work together with a conceptual metaphor to build the 

metaphor’s meaning, but using Conceptual Integration, we can account for its presence in 

the metaphoric interpretation without positing additional mapping principles; because the 

meaning of the construction does not conflict with any of the meanings in the target frame, 

it can appear in the blend. For other linguistic phenomena that evoke a meaning like those 

described in the mapping principle, such as the suffix -able (as in sellable), the governing 
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principles topology and compression can account for its appearance and meaning (i.e. what 

target element it applies to) through vital relations within and between the metaphor’s 

source and target inputs. 

Conceptual Integration can also help explain why certain frames are selected to 

combine as sources and targets. Those that have more correlation vital relations that 

connect their frame elements (i.e. those with constellations of elements that are closely 

related in experience) will have more expressive power than those with only minimal links 

between frame elements. 

 Finally, this analysis of metaphor data based on Frame Semantics and Conceptual 

Integration touches lightly on metonymy and its relation metaphor: sometimes metonymy 

can change the meaning of a word/phrase enough to allow it to realize an FE with which it 

is normally incompatible. An abstract noun like Gewerkschaftspolitik ‘union politics’ can 

realize a COGNIZER with the metaphoric use of wahrnehmen ‘to perceive’ because 

metonymy allows it to refer to the collective (of people) that makes the decisions and 

policies that are included in the term Gewerkschaftspolitik.141 In this way, metonymy can 

be seen as a complement to metaphor that makes it even more productive. While it might 

appear that metonymy makes metaphor less regular (based on the conventional meanings 

associated with metonymically used words/phrases), further investigation could show that 

metonymic meanings do not actually constitute deviations from the systematic creation of 

meaning in metaphor.  

6.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR FRAME SEMANTICS AND CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATION 

 In Chapter 5, I suggest that metaphors and the alignment patterns of FEs across the 

source and target frames could be used as empirical evidence for the identification of frame 

relations in the FrameNet hierarchy (and for the identification of FE relations between 

related frames). This is particularly relevant for non-lexical frames (those not directly 

evoked by any LU) because they cannot rely on annotation in the way that lexical frames 

do. Metaphor could be used as a way to test the accuracy of FrameNet’s frames; if the 

                                                
141 See example (5.6) in Section 5.2.1. 
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frame definition or FEs do not account for the data, this could be an indicator that the frame 

is inaccurate (either it is imprecise or perhaps the FEs are not defined properly). If the 

metaphor requires a level of generality/specificity that is not found in the frame hierarchy, 

and is also not acheivable by blending existing frames, this would indicate a gap in 

coverage, and suggest that a new frame is needed. Metaphor data even more valuable for 

FrameNet than other kinds of corpus data because it provides a different kind of insight 

into semantics, namely insight into the relations between frames and the structure of 

linguistic concepts. 

 Conceptual Integration is a powerful tool for representing frames in discourse, and 

provides a way to posit new frame blends at levels of generality/specificity not covered by 

existing frames in the FrameNet hierarchy. This allows vagueness to be represented in a 

frame-based approach and counterbalances the tendency of FrameNet to divide senses 

wherever possible. The ability to blend existing frames without actually positing new 

frames in the database (and hence without all the intensive annotation and analysis that 

goes into frame creation), greatly increases the expressive power of Frame Semantics. This 

dissertation supports Grady’s (2005) proposal of correlation in experience as a vital relation 

that connects elements from different mental spaces. This analysis shows the usefulness of 

the generic space between a source frame input space and a target frame input space; it 

holds all of the compatible elements of meaning, and represents the set of correspondences 

that make up a conceptual metaphor.  

6.4 LIMITATIONS 

A potential problem with FrameNet is that it remains a work in progress; 

documenting all meaning relevant to a language is an immense goal. It is possible that one 

might encounter a corpus example that evokes a frame that has not yet been created. 

Alternatively, frames might contain errors or be in the process of reconsideration (as in 

Chapter 5). The process of linking frames via frame relations is also incomplete, so that 

some frames that are very obviously related (e.g. Becoming_aware and Awareness) 
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are not officially related in the database. Despite these problems, FrameNet is an extremely 

valuable (and underutilized) resource for semantic analysis.  

The SALSA database comes with a different but related set of problems. Annotators 

are fallible, and especially in the complex task of assigning literal (i.e. source frame) 

meanings to metaphorically used phrases, mistakes can happen. What SALSA lacks in 

accuracy, it makes up for in uniqueness; frame semantic corpus annotation for a language 

other than English is hard to come by, and corpora that are annotated for metaphor are also 

very rare (there is a metaphor project at the International Computer Science Institute, where 

FrameNet is developed, called MetaNet: 

http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/icsi/gazette/2012/05/metanet-project).  

The datasets presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are not broad enough for me to conclude 

without reservation that FE alignment is consistent and systematic in all metaphor, 

although this appears to be the case for the data I discussed. Further research is needed to 

substantiate this claim and advance our understanding of the internal structure of 

metaphoric meaning. 

6.5 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 This dissertation takes a first step in a frame-based approach to corpus data using 

Conceptual Integration; applying the same framework to other examples would provide a 

clearer picture of metaphoric meaning, and as more data is analyzed, it is likely that new 

patterns will be brought to light. Of course, this kind of work would be much easier if 

FrameNet (or another database) included frame semantic annotations for source and target 

domains in metaphor (currently, metaphors in FrameNet are typically annotated with the 

target frame only, often without any indication that the usage is metaphoric). 

More work is also needed in the area of cross-linguistic metaphor research.142 The 

lack of a representational framework for metaphor has made cross-linguistic comparisons 

especially difficult. Nomura (1993) presents an account of the Conduit Metaphor in 

                                                
142 MetaNet (http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/icsi/gazette/2012/05/metanet-project) incorporates data from 

multiple languages. 
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Japanese, but there are not many other attempts to thoroughly compare a conceptual 

metaphor across languages. As lexical databases like FrameNet are created for languages 

other than English (see Boas 2009), and more frame semantically annotated corpora are 

produced, the possibilities for exploring metaphor using Frame Semantics and Conceptual 

Integration will open up considerably. Annotators in such endeavors can learn from the 

SALSA project before them that, as with FE annotation for particular frames and LUs, the 

annotation of metaphors is best accomplished by considering sets of related examples at 

once. This would help annotators be consistent in the assignment of source FEs to 

metaphoric phrases. 

 Lastly, the extension of the theoretical framework in this dissertation to examples 

of metonymy in metaphor could help us understand the relationship between the two 

(which is a point of contention in research on figurative language; see, for example, 

Barcelona 2002). 

Metaphor research has come a long way in the last half-century, and advances in 

linguistics and other, related disciplines could soon bring about an even better 

understanding of this phenomenon. The multi-disciplinary nature of metaphor research is 

an advantage, as different perspectives produce a comprehensive view of metaphor and its 

inner workings. As interest in metaphor continues, its link to cognition and consciousness 

will be explored, but linguistic evidence will remain the most accessible form of metaphor 

data. 
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Appendix A: SALSA Metaphor Data 

This appendix contains the metaphoric samples used as linguistic evidence in 

Chapters 4 and 5, organized alphabetically by LU (bold) and by sentence ID number (from 

SALSA 2.0). Source and target frames are listed (in that order) next to the sentence ID for 

each entry. All annotations are shown as they occur in the database. Translations are from 

the author. 

 

beobachten (‘to observe’) 

 

A.1. s3395 
 Perception_experience,Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

[Er]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer habe [von der Polizei]--/Phenomenon/-- [eine  

[He]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer has [from the police]--/Phenomenon/-- [a  

Härte beobachtet, “die an Brutalität grenzte]”.Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

severity observed, “that on brutality bordered]”.Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

[He]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer (said that he) observed [a severity [from the 

police]--/Phenomenon/-- that “bordered on brutality]”.Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

A.2. s4726  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Am besten ist [dies]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in der Kirche von San Juan Chamula zu  

The best is [this]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in the church of San Juan Chamula to  

beobachten, alleiniges Zentrum für mehr als 75 000 Gläubige].Location_of_perceiver/-- 

observe,        sole          center for more than 75,000 believers].Location_of_perceiver/-- 

 

[This]Phenomenon/Phenomenon is best observed [in the church of San Juan Chamula, 

sole center for more than 75,000 believers].Location_of_perceiver/-- 

 

A.3. s7345  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Wo [Veränderungen in der Substanz]Phenomenon/Phenomenon zu beobachten sind - [von  

Where [changes in the substance]Phenomenon/Phenomenon to observe are - [from 

erodierenden Parteien bis zur schleichenden Preisgabe repräsentativer  

eroding parties until to creeping exposure of-representative 

Strukturen]Phenomenon/Phenomenon -, wäre es schon sehr problematisch, dies als direkte  

structures]Phenomenon/Phenomenon-, would-be it already very problematic, this as direct 
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Folge des Zustandes der Bonner oder Berliner Republik auszuschellen. 

consequence of-the condition of-the Bonn or Berlin republic to to-bracket-out. 

 

Where [substantial changes - from eroding parties to the creeping exposure of 

representative structures -]Phenomenon/Phenomenon can be observed, it would be quite 

problematic to bracket this out as a direct consequence of the condition of the Bonn 

or Berlin Republic. 

 

A.4. s11402 
 Perception_experience,Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

[Verschiedene Erscheinungen dieser Form des Postkommunismus, ob schon 

[Various          appearances    of-this form of    post-communism, whether already 

ausdrückliche oder eher unauffällige],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon können 

explicit         or rather inconspicuous],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon can 

[wir]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer nämlich [auch in unseren Ländern]--/Ground/--  

[we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer namely [also in our countries]--/Ground/-- 

beobachten. 

observe. 

 

As a matter of fact, [we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer can observe [various 

appearances of this form of post-communism, whether obvious or rather 

inconspicuous],Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [in our countries also].--/Ground/-- 

 

A.5. s11452 
Perception_experience,Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Das Anwachsen des Nationalismus, der Xenophobie, des Rassismus, des  

The growth         of   nationalism,     of   xenophobia,  of   racism,       of  

Antisemitismus und ähnlicher gefährlicher Erscheinungen,  

anti-Semitism and of-other  dangerous    phenomena,       

[die]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon   [wir]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer - in einem  

[which]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [we] Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer - in a          

größeren oder kleineren Maße - [in all den Ländern beobachten können, die  

larger      or   smaller degree - [in all the countries observe              can, that  

sich     vom Kommunismus losgesagt haben],Ground/--/-- hat offensichtlich seine 

themselves from communism rid-said have],Ground/--/-- has obviously         its 

Ursache eben in den Umständen,     die ich hier erwähnte. 

cause after-all in the circumstances, that I here mentioned. 

 

The growth of nationalism, xenophobia, racism, anti-Semitism, and other 

dangerous phenomena, [which]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

[we]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer can observe - to some extent - [in all the 
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countries that apostatized communism],Ground/--/-- obviously has its cause in the 

very circumstances that I have mentioned here. 

 

A.6. s11871  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Schon jetzt sei [eine Zunahme gentechnologischer Freisetzungen in  

Already now is [an increase of-genetically-engineered releases in 

Entwicklungsländern]Phenomenon/Phenomenon zu beobachten. 

developing-countries]Phenomenon/Phenomenon to observe. 

 

[An increase in the release of genetically modified organisms]Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

can already be observed in developing countries. 

 

A.7. s15668 
 Perception_experience,Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

In deutschen diplomatischen Kreisen beobachtet  

In German    diplomatic        circles   observes       

[man]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer besorgt, [daß Washington inzwischen  

[one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer worriedly, [that Washington meanwhile  

dazu neigt, den Islam insgesamt zu verteufeln].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

toward-it leans, the Islam altogether to demonize].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

In German diplomatic circles, [one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer worriedly 

observes [that in the meantime, Washington is leaning toward demonizing Islam 

as a whole].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

A.8. s16418  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

[Diese Dispersion]Phenomenon/Phenomenon läßt sich [sowohl in der Ästhetik wie auch in  

[This dispersion]Phenomenon/Phenomenon    lets itself [so        in the aesthetic as   also in  

der Produktions- und Vertriebsweise der Filme]Ground/--    beobachten. 

the production and distribution-methods of-the films]Ground/-- observe. 

 

[This dispersion]Phenomenon/Phenomenon can be observed [in the aesthetic as well as in 

the production and distribution methods of the films].Ground/-- 

 

A.9. s17682  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Während bis vor etwa 20 Jahren sich die ‘‘Internationalisierung’’ der Wirtschaft  

While until before about 20 years itself the “internationalizatin” of-the economy  

im wesentlichen auf den Gütermärkten abspielte, ist in den letzten Jahren [eine  

in essence            on the goods-markets played-out, is in the last years [a 
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verstärkte       Entgrenzung                      auch der Faktormärkte, das heißt der  

strengthened dissolution-of-boundaries also of-the factor-markets, that is of-the  

Finanzmärkte, Technologiemärkte und Arbeitsmärkte]Phenomenon/Phenomenon zu  

financial-markets, technology-markets and work-markets]Phenomenon/Phenomenon to 

beobachten. 

observe. 

 

While until about 20 years ago the “internationalization” of the economy played 

out primarily on the goods markets, [a stronger loss of boundaries in the factor 

markets, that is, the financial markets, the technology markets and labor 

markets],Phenomenon/Phenomenon can also be observed. 

 

A.10. s20398 
 Perception_experience,Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Schon jetzt lasse sich [Diskriminierung unter den  

Already now lets itself [discrimination among the  

Ausländern]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon beobachten: 

foreigners]Phenomenon/Phenomneon/Phenomenon observe: 

 

[Discrimination among foreigners]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon can already be 

observed: 

 

A.11. s24031  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Dienstleistungen nehmen   zwar     noch zu,          aber auch hier gibt es  

Provisions-of-services are namely still increasing, but also here are there  

Probleme, [die]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [auf zwei Feldern]Ground/-- zu beobachten  

problems, [that]Phenomenon/Phenomenon [on two fields]Ground/-- to observe  

sind: Die herkömmlichen Dienstleistungen und die neuen, sogenannten  

are: the conventional   provisions-of-service and the new, so-called 

Informationsdienstleistungen. 

Information-provisions-of-service. 

 

Services are actually still increasing, but [problems]Phenomenon/Phenomenon can also 

be observed [in two fields]:Ground/-- the conventional services and the new, so-

called information services. 

 

A.12. s24851  Perception_active/Becoming_aware 

 

Mit Mißtrauen beobachten [sie]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [Japans Bestreben, in Asien  

With distrust        observe [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer [Japan’s efforts,     in Asia  

wieder die Führungsrolle zu übernehmen].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 
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again the leadership-role to take-over].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

With distrust, [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer observe [Japan’s efforts to take over the 

leadership role in Asia again].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

A.13. s29221  Perception_experience/Becoming_aware 

 

[Man]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer beobachtet ja auch anderswo [Aufbrüche dieser Art,  

[One]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer observes yes also elsewhere  [departures of-this sort,  

Klaus Pohl zum Beispiel dramatisiert seine Spiegel-Interviews (Wartesaal  

Klaus Pohl for   example dramatises his Spiegel-interviews (Waiting-room  

Deutschland, uraufgeführt am Deutschen Theater in Berlin)].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

Germany,       premiered at-the German Theater in Berlin)].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

Elsewhere, [one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer also observes [departures of this sort, for 

example, Klaus Pohl dramatizes his Spiegel interviews (Wartesaal Deutschland, 

premiered at the Deutsches Theater in Berlin)].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

A.14. s29293 

 

[Ich]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer habe früher oft [an älterwerdenden  

[I]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer have earlier often [about aging 

Regiekollegen]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon               beobachtet, [wie ihre  

administrative-colleagues]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon observed, [how their  

Wahrnehmung sich trübte].Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

perception itself dulled].Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

[I]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer have often observed [in aging administrative 

colleagues]Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Phenomenon [how their perception became 

duller].Phenomenon/Depictive/Phenomenon 

 

blicken (‘to look’) 

 

A.15. s16552  Perception_experience/Becoming_aware 

 

Betritt man dann aber,     über frisch ausgebesserte Steinstufen, das schönste  

Enters one then however, over freshly repaired stone-tiers, the most-beautiful  

Gebäude der Stadt, das Alte Rathaus, dann blickt [man] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer  

building of-the city, the Old Town-hall, then looks [one]Perceiver_passive/Cognizer  

plötzlich [in eine ganz            andere Welt: in die der Ritter und Minnesänger,  

suddenly [into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels,  

voller Symbole für Ruhm, Liebe, Abschied, Tod]. Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

full-of symbols for fame, love, parting, death].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 
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If one enters, however, over freshly repaired stone tiers, the most beautiful 

building of the city, the Old Town Hall, then [one] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer looks 

suddenly [into a completely different world: into that of knights and minstrels, full 

of symbols for fame, love, parting, death]. Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

A.16. s7506  Perception_experience,Perception_active 

 

[Mit einem lachenden Auge]Body_part/Body_part blicken [die SMH- 

[With a       laughing    eye]Body_part/Body_part   look      [the SMH- 

Leute]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive    daher     [auf die sich auftuende  

people]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive therefore [at the itself opening-up  

Lücke],Phenomenon/Direction mit einem weinenden schauen  

hole],Phenomenon/Direction   with a        crying       look       

sie dagegen  auf den schrumpfenden Arbeitsmarkt für Analysten - darin sieht 

they however at the shrinking           work-market for analysts - therein sees  

Hutmann mittelfristig die größte Gefahr für den Finanzplatz Frankfurt.  

Hutmann midterm     the biggest danger for the finance-district Frankfurt. 

 

[With a laughing eye],Body_part/Body_part [the SMH-people]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive 

look [at the growing hole],Phenomenon/Direction with a crying eye, however, they look 

at the shrinking job market for analysts - in this, Hutmann sees the biggest danger 

for the Frankfurt financial district mid-term. 

 

hören (‘to hear/listen’)  

 

A.17. s7506  Perception_experience,Perception_active 

*these frames have a “Literal” flag in the database, not the usual “Source” 

 

Er werde sich immer dafür einsetzen, daß [man]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_ agentive [diese  

He will himself always for-that set-in, that [one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive [this 

Stimme]Phenomenon/Phenomenon hören kann. 

voice]Phenomenon/Phenomenon hear can. 

 

He says he will always assert himself to make sure that 

[one]Perceiver_passive/Perceiver_agentive can hear [this voice].Phenomenon/Phenomenon 

 

riechen (‘to smell’) 

 

A.18. s21105  Perception_experience/Becoming_aware 

 

,Kann [Angst des Gegners]Phenomenon/Phenomenon manchmal riechen’ 

‘Can [fear of-the enemy]Phenomenon/Phenomenon sometimes smell’ 
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‘Can smell [the fear of the enemy]Phenomenon/Phenomenon sometimes’ 

 

A.19. s21123  Perception_experience/Becoming_aware 

 

Aber manchmal könne [sie]Perceiver_passive [die Angst des Gegners]Phenomenon auch  

But   sometimes could [she]Perceiver_passive  [the fear of-the enemy]Phenomenon also  

riechen, sagt sie. 

smell, says she. 

 

But sometimes [she]Perceiver_passive could also smell [the fear of the 

enemy],Phenomenon she says. 

 

schauen (‘to look’) 

 

A.20. s22614  Perception_active/Becoming_aware,Awareness 

 

Mit einem lachenden Auge blicken [die SMH- Leute     daher     auf die sich  

With a       laughing    eye   look      [the SMH-people therefore at the itself  

auftuende Lücke, mit einem weinenden schauen [sie]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer  

opening-up hole,   with a        crying       look     [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer  

dagegen [auf den schrumpfenden Arbeitsmarkt für Analysten - darin sieht  

however [at the shrinking             work-market for analysts - therein sees 

Hutmann mittelfristig die größte Gefahr für den Finanzplatz  

Hutmann midterm     the biggest danger for the finance-district 

Frankfurt].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

Frankfurt].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

 

With a laughing eye, the SMH-people look at the growing hole, with a crying eye, 

however, [they]Perceiver_agentive/Cognizer/Cognizer look [at the shrinking job market for 

analysts - in this, Hutmann sees the biggest danger for the Frankfurt financial 

district mid-term].Phenomenon/Phenomenon/Content 

 

 

spüren (‘to feel/sense’) 

 

A.21. s476  Perception_experience/Becoming_aware 

 

[Selbst die Familie des Mittvierzigers] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer bekommt [den langen  

[Even the family of-the mid-forty-er] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer      receives [the long  

Arm der Staatsgewalt] Phenomenon/Phenomenon zu spüren. 

arm of state authority] Phenomenon/Phenomenon to feel.  
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[Even the family of the forty-something year old] Perceiver_passive/Cognizer feels [the 

long arm of state authority]. Phenomenon/Phenomenon  

 

verkaufen (‘to sell’) 

 

A.22. s7729  Commerce_sell/Suasion 

 

Dazu      bedürfe           es eines Nato-Generalsekretärs, [der]Seller/Speaker [die Politik  

For-that would-require it a Nato-General-Secretary, [who]Seller/Speaker [the politics  

der Allianz]Goods/Content [auch gegenüber dem Kongreß und der Öffentlichkeit in  

of-the alliance]Goods/Content [also to            the congress and the public             in  

den USA]Buyer/Addressee „verkaufen“ könne, schreibt Politiken. 

the USA]Buyer/Addressee  “sell”              could, writes Politiken. 

 

That would require a NATO General Secretary [who]Seller/Speaker could “sell” [the 

politics of the alliance]Goods/Content [to the congress and the public in the 

USA],Buyer/Addressee writes Politiken. 

 

A.23. s9483  Commerce_sell/Communicate_categorization 

 

[Was]Goods/Item [andere]Seller/Speaker vielleicht vollmundig [als Erfolge]--/Category  

[What]Goods/Item [others]Seller/Speaker perhaps braggingly [as successes]--/Category  

verkaufen würden, hängt Mertelsmann bewußt       tiefer und läßt sich  

sell             would, hangs Mertelsmann consciously deeper and lets himself  

allenfalls     den Hinweis auf „ermutigende Ergebnisse“ durchgehen. 

if-necessary the indication of “encouraging results”revisit. 

 

[What]Goods/Item [others]Seller/Speaker would sell perhaps braggingly  

[as successes],--/Category Mertelsmann consciously hangs lower and if necessary he 

conveys the impression of revisiting the indication of “encouraging results.” 

 

A.24. s10320  Commerce_sell/Suasion 

 

Die von dänischer Seite kolportierten Vorbehalte, [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker sei nicht  

The from Danish   side   circulated      caveats,      [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker be   not     

geschmeidig genug, [die Bosnien-Kampagne]Goods/Content so wirksam zu  

flexible        enough,  [the  Bosnia campaign]Good/Contents so effectively to   

verkaufen, wie US-Präsident Bill Clinton sich       das  im Wahljahr             

sell,               as US-President Bill Clinton himself that in-the election-year  

vorstellt, gelten als nicht stichhaltig. 

imagines, qualify as not valid. 
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The caveats circulated from the Danish side, that [Lubbers]Seller/Speaker is not 

flexible enough to sell [the Bosnia campaign]Goods/Content as effectively as US-

President Bill Clinton visualizes in an election year, are invalid. 

 

A.25. s17636  Commerce_sell/Suasion 

 

Bei diesen beiden Fragen geht es um die Differenzierung und Fundierung einer  

By these two questions goes it about the differentiation and foundation of-a 

wirtschaftspolitischen Konzeption, ob daraus dann allerdings eine „gute,“ das  

economic-policy conception, whether from-that then however a “good,” that 

heißt auch umsetzbare Politik erwächst, hängt davon ab, ob es einen  

is also realizable politics develops,depends that on, whether there a 

sozialdemokratischen Politiker oder mehrere gibt, [die]Seller/Speaker [diese  

social-democratic politician or many     are [who]Seller/Speaker [this  

Konzeption]Goods/Content - wie seinerzeit Karl Schiller, dem es gelang, eine so  

conception]Goods/Content - like in-his-time Karl Schiller, who it succeeded, a so 

schwierige Frage wie die DM- Aufwertung in einem Wahlkampf erfolgreich  

difficult question like the DM-appreciation in an election-campaign successfully  

zu thematisieren - kompetent und mehrheitsfähig zu „verkaufen“ verstehen. 

to thematize - competently and majority-capably to “sell” understand. 

 

… whether then from that, however, a “good,” that is, also realizable political 

agenda develops, depends on whether there is one or more social democratic 

politicians [who]Seller/Speaker understand how to competently “sell” [this 

conception]Goods/Content in a way that is capable of winning over the majority. 

 

A.26. s18226  Commerce_sell/Communicate_categorization 

 

Bisheriger Höhepunkt: das Jahressteuergesetz 96, [das]Goods/Item in seinen  

Until-now high-point:  the  yearly-tax-law ‘96,      [that]Goods/Item in its            

Grundzügen mit höherem Existenzminimum und einheitlichem Kindergeld als  

basics        with higher subsistence-minimum and included children-benefit as  

typisches SPD-Produkt die Gesetzgebungmaschinerie verließ und doch [von  

typical    SPD-product the lawmaking-machinery     left and accordingly [by  

Finanzminister Theo Waigel]Seller/Speaker [als eigenes Werk]--/Category verkauft  

Finance-minister Theo Waigel]Seller/Speaker [as own work]--/Category           sold         

werden konnte. 

be       could. 

 

Current high point: the yearly tax law ’96, [that]Goods/Item left the lawmaking 

machinery as a typical SPD product, in its basics with a higher subsistence-

minimum and included child benefits, and accordingly could be sold [by Finance 

Minister Theo Waigel]Seller/Speaker [as his own work].--/Category 
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A.27. s27066  Commerce_sell/Communicate_categorization 

 

[Die Wahlen in Algerien]Goods/Item verkauft [der Präsident]Seller/Speaker [als  

[The elections in Algeria]Goods/Item sells       [the president]Seller/Speaker [as  

Demokratie],--/Category die Islamische Heilsfront spricht von Maskerade. 

democracy],--/Category the Islamic Salvation-Front speaks of masquerade. 

 

[The president]Seller/Speaker sells [the elections in Algeria]Goods/Item  

[as democracy],--/Category the Islamic Salvation Front speaks of masquerade. 

 

A.28. s27681  Commerce_sell/Suasion 

 

Treudoof mutet es allerdings an, wie [sie]Seller/Speaker [der Kundschaft]Buyer/Addressee  

Naïve     appears it however,      how [they]Seller/Speaker to-the clientele 

[die Preisrunde]Goods/Content      „verkaufen.“ 

[the round-of-price-rises]Goods/Content “sell.” 

 

It appears naïve, however, how [they]Seller/Speakere “sell” [the clientele]Buyer/Addressee 

[the price hikes].Goods/Content 

 

A.29. s32104  Commerce_sell/Communicate_categorization 

 

[Was]Goods/Item   [er]Seller/Speaker  [als Prävantiv-Design]--/Category zu verkaufen  

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker [as preventive design]--/Category  to  sell                   

versucht, ist in Wahrheit nur die Vorstufe zu einer Öko-Diktatur. 

tries,        is in  truth     only the precursor to an  eco-dictatorship. 

 

[What]Goods/Item [he]Seller/Speaker is trying to sell [as preventive design]--/Category is in 

truth only the precursor to an eco-dictatorship. 

 

A.30. s32494  Commerce_sell/Communicate_categorization 

 

In Neuseelands Reisebüros werden      [sie]Goods/Item [als die „zeitlosen“ und  

In New-Zealand’s travel-agencies are [they]Goods/Item [as the “timeless” and  

„unberührten“Inseln verkauft, vergessen im Ozean zwischen Australien und den  

“untouched”islands sold,        forgotten in-the ocean between Australia and the 

Fidschis].--/Category  

Fijis].--/Category 

 

In New Zealand’s travel agencies, [they]Goods/Item are sold [as the “timeless” and 

“untouched” islands, forgotten in the ocean between Australia and the  

Fijis].--/Category 
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wahrnehmen (‘to perceive’) 

 

A.31. s5322  Perception_experience 

 

Gewerkschaftspolitik, [die] Perceiver_passive [die betriebliche  

Union politics        [which] Perceiver_passive [the operational  

Realität]Phenomenon nicht mehr ausreichend wahrnimmt, programmiert  

reality] Phenomenon not anymore adequately perceives,     programs  

ihre Niederlage.  

its defeat. 

 

Union politics [which] Perceiver_passive no longer adequately perceives [operational 

reality], Phenomenon programs its defeat.  

 

A.32. s9625  Perception_experience 

 

All das Vergangene werde zu einer seltsamen Schicht, durch die  

All the  passed          turns into a     strange layer, through which  

[man]Perceiver_passive [die Gegenwart] Phenomenon wahrnehme. 

[one] Perceiver_passive [the present]Phenomenon perceives. 

 

All that has passed turns into a strange layer, through which [one]Perceiver_passive 

perceives [the present]. Phenomenon  
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Appendix B: FrameNet Frames 

B.1. Frame report for Awareness 
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B.2. Frame report for Becoming_aware 
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B.3. Frame report for Breaking_apart 
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B.4. Frame report for Businesses 
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B.5. Frame report for Categorization 
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B.6. Frame report for Causation 
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B.7. Frame report for Cause_change_position_on_a_scale 
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B.8. Frame report for Cause_motion 
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B.9. Frame report for Cause_to_make_progress 
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B.10. Frame report for Change_of_leadership 
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B.11. Frame report for Coming_to_believe 
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B.12. Frame report for Commerce_buy 
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B.13. Frame report for Commerce_goods-transfer 
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B.14. Frame report for Commerce_pay 
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B.15. Frame report for Commerce_scenario 
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B.16. Frame report for Commerce_sell 
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B.17. Frame report for Commercial_transaction 
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B.18. Frame report for Communicate_categorization 
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B.19. Frame report for Communication 
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B.20. Frame report for Death 
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B.21. Frame report for Forming_relationships 
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B.22. Frame report for Getting_underway 
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B.23. Frame report for Give_impression 
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B.24. Frame report for Giving 
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B.25. Frame report for Halt 
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B.26. Frame report for Having_commercial_agreement 
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B.27. Frame report for Intentionally_act 
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B.28. Frame report for Mass_motion 
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B.29. Frame report for Motion 
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B.30. Frame report for Motion_directional 
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B.31. Frame report for Perception 
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B.32. Frame report for Perception_active 
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B.33. Frame report for Perception_experience 
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B.34. Frame report for Personal_relationships 
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B.35. Frame report for Placing 
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B.36. Frame report for Remembering_information 
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B.37. Frame report for Self-motion 
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B.38. Frame report for Sensation 
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B.39. Frame report for Statement 
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B.40. Frame report for Suasion 
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B.41. Frame report for Supply 
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B.42. Frame report for Telling 
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B.43. Frame report for Thwarting 
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B.44. Frame report for Transfer 
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B.45. Frame report for Traversing 
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